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Yosef's Dinarland Goal 
 

 

 

  
Colossians 2:2-3 

   
My goal is that they may be encouraged in heart and united in love,  

so that they may have the full riches of complete understanding,  
in order that they may know the mystery of God, namely, Christ. 
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There's so much happening at this very moment in our human history it's beyond a SITREP 
summary honestly.     
 

Best just to know that the NPTB tsunami of benevolent mercy has indeed raised out of the 
water, revealed its full face and has crashed onto mankind's global shore.     
 

Wherever you're spiritually positioned on this cosmic tidal wave, that's where you begin 
surfing on your ascension/human angel journey.     
 

How far or well you surf is 100% up to you depending on your future thoughts and actions in 
alignment with a pure Christ frequency.     
 

Hopefully I have offered some meaningful ideas, educational tools and real life examples so 
that you could achieve better spirit / form balance atop your surfboard.     
 

My goal was always to prepare his community for the sheer volume and epic nature of 
heaven's delivered grace and mercy that awaited us all equally, abundantly and 
unconditionally.     
 
Be advised to keep your eyes and ears open all weekend long, specifically starting 
tonight, after the sun sets in Los Angeles (8:04pm PDT).     
 
Yosef's last and best redemption appointment thoughts:     
 

Think transition versus transaction. 
 

Demonstrate appreciation over domination. 
 

Be a servant of surrender not control.     
 

Offered with love from the Heart of Yeshua,    God is with us. 
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The UN erased all sovereign debt on Zimbabwe last week, who immediately erased all 
national bank debt this last Sunday night.     
 
Because all their international sanctions were removed at UN last week--which included 
WB/IMF/ADB debt claims.     
 
In return Mugabe signed off on the African Union's group of nations natural assets for global 
trade platform collateral.     
 
Of which each country gets a health portion of each trade for the rebuilding of the entire 
African continent.     
 
The ZiM currency was immediately reconciled and made internationally recognized.     
 
Expect to see initial screen rates for ZIM at or above $8.00 USD--this rate will soar post global 
announcement of the GCR.     
 
And by soar we mean well into triple digits on screen.     
 
 
As a result the US/ZIM gov'ts magically have reengaged full diplomatic contact as of this 
Monday.     
 
A US diplomat even traveled to Zimbabwe to meet new acting president Emerson 
Mnangawa.     
 
Look around 1am EDT for results to post on U.K. Elections.    Prime Minister Theresa May 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-WaUHOCm84xs/WTn6tt92AqI/AAAAAAAAQcQ/AyJKFUwr1NE9x6x9ZUshdDTNpdAZp8wTgCLcB/s1600/image1+(3).jpeg


expected to win by 16-18% margin which is a landslide.     
 
That's the last GESARA election needed to complete COMPLIANCE for all UNSC votes 
(Russia, China, US, UK, France).     
 
GB waited until last second in case the cabal made a comeback.    Military is changing 
redemption strategy.     
 
All ZIM holders will registered as sovereign diplomats.     
 
Other currency holders will be just transactional, nothing diplomatic per se.     
 
Diplomatic sovereigns do receive greater inspection scrutiny with greater access to sovereign 
investment mechanisms.     
 
Child support, back taxes, court settlements, and wage garnishment will all be taken out of 
your exchange at your redemption appointment.     
 
If there's an active warrant for your arrest you will be taken into custody and processed.     
 
Republic President Ryan will now step into his role now with Nebraska Senator Ben Sasse is 
VP (why Sasse is doing a book and publicity tour suddenly).     
 
A July 4th inauguration is scheduled. Ryan will be installed as the 46th American 
President.     
 
Trump's attorney will appear to settle with special prosecutor Bob Muller in two weeks -- but 
know his resignation has already been turned in weeks earlier.     
 
And the real bombshell... Trump doesn't have male genitalia, but "wife" Melanie does.     
 
The hookers in Moscow were transgender--females from he waist up, males from the waist 
down.     
 

That's what Putin has on Trump and why he was forced to run for president. Just like Hillary 
Clinton, who Putin has much, much, much more dirt on.     
 

Both are clones.     
 

Trump was Mossad property. And Clinton was Rothschild property. Both are controlled by the 
NPTB and have been for years.     
 
There was not an organic 2016 election. Nor any Russian interference. They literally scripted 
all of it with China.     
 
It was all pure pageantry to ease or awaken the American public into GESARA compliance 
which begins publicly with the Ryan Administration.     
 
This has been the case since January 3, 2016 when Commander and Chief President Paul 



Ryan was sworn in as permanent Speaker of the House and interim President of the restored 
sovereign nation of the Republic of the United States.     
 
And away we go after the sun goes down on the west coast Friday.     
 
God is with us. 
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Think people realize that anyone speaking raw truth after 13 millennia of deceit will appear 
insane and be crucified like Christ?     
 
No wonder so few speak up--who wants the torture, scars and dehydration, right?     
 
Thankless jobs of unconditional grace and mercy are the norm. And yet, what's the 
alternative... death? Eternal damnation? A Donald Trump Presidency?     
 
Sobeit.     
 
Ok, so when do we get to the center of the tootsie pop? Or is it already here and we're just 
too beaten down to lift up our weary heads to see the heavenly gifts already bestowed to 
us?     
 
Believe, don't believe is a real conundrum at this stage, ain't it! At any stage.     
 
Long-term Middle East Peace is a settled matter IAM told by multiple sources.     
 
Israel's claim to ancient homeland rights of 3,000 years ago was honored, but not control of 
Jerusalem.     
 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/opinion/six-day-war-arab-israeli-
anniversary.html?mwrsm=Email     
 
Some 1967 land won in the 6 Day War will be returned to the Palestinians as a result, and 
there will be billions in reparations donated over time by the global community to rebuild 
Palestine--but no more war.     
 
 
Also, their will be two equal states existing side-by-side, both recognizing the other's right to 
exist.     
 
That was easy. Not.     
 
The USA and U.K. were the last two sovereign states in the UNSC to be formally and legally 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/opinion/six-day-war-arab-israeli-anniversary.html?mwrsm=Email
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/opinion/six-day-war-arab-israeli-anniversary.html?mwrsm=Email


settled via public elections.     
 
Comey's obstruction of justice testimony today obviously begins the Trump removal and 
restored Republic insertion back into power by end of June, publicly not just in private.     
 
Theresa May's victory tonight begins the U.K.'s new era.     
 
Notice how they both happened on the same exact day--wink, wink, nudge, nudge.     
 
Was this the NPTB's work around plan in action or their primary and lone plan being 
completed?     
 
Nobody knows for sure. Either strategy you choose to believe ultimately gets you to the same 
spot in history.     
 
So....     
 
God is with us 
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Some internal bank communication systems and credit transfer codes were shutdown globally 
earlier this week--still haven't come back up.     
 
We believe this is part of a layered roll out protocol for this weekend.     
 
Trump doesn't have the nuke codes. So then how can he be US President?     
 
Hmmmmmmmm...     
 
Makes sense then why Trump is so politically reckless and confrontational. He's got nothing 
to lose and lots of twitter followers to gain for his new Americana themed hotels.     
 
Ryan does have the codes--and has had them for sometime we were told. What does that tell 
you Republic fans?     
 
Momma, its a comin'!     
 
Restored Republic President Ryan would be expected to make his international debut at the 
G20 meetings in Hamburg, Germany on July 7-8.     
 
 
He'll of course mention his support of Article 5 in favor of Europe/NATO which goes against 
Trump's position in favor of Russia.     
 
That sound of relief is the geopolitical / military world exhaling collectively.     
 



Whewwwwwwww...     
 
Ryan's also a big Israel supporter but only in a two state solution. He knew that deal was 
coming in the Middle East and got way ahead of it.     
 
Russia too. Very anti-Putin.  
 
Chinese fed him all the answers to the future diplomatic test.     
 
We're hearing different things about off site redemption locations either being changed or 
closing down this week.     
 
We think the military is getting more involved lately. Not sure exactly why, at least not yet.     
 
God is with us. 
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Father, we've lost so much walking along this RV road.     
 
We've lost our dignity, wealth, health, marriage (for some), respect of our children-family-
relatives-colleagues-and neighbors.     
 
We all have our war stories... take your pick of indignities.     
 
Ouch.     
 
The world has tried to break us as we struggled to break free the illusions a world that 
demanded us to believe blatant occult lies.     
 
We refused by faith and faith alone in you, Yeshua. And for that we are eternally grateful.     
 
And the more divine truth we uncovered, the more mud the cabal systems and gatekeepers 
threw upon us--they covered us completely in a shameful coat of mud.     
 
It's heavy. Suffocating. And still is.     
 

But we're finding our feet again, though we are tired. Wow are we tired. Many of us are 
broken. A few even deceased.     
 
We have all suffered. And suffering is form of an oxygen all human beings must breathe.     
 
Yet this path, this journey, this career in sovereign wealth creation and absolute truth reveal is 



painful--period--it hurts.     
 
It has even crippled strong men and women. Left scars. Abused the innocent and the 
meek.     
 
And yet... we're still here, Lord... with a pulse... in position... overflowing with hope... grateful 
in our small blessings.... reliant upon you, God... frothing to begin serving others with your 
resources.     
 
Maybe that's right where you wanted us all along? Desperately reaching out for your hand in 
order to help others? Is that how you created us? All needy yet all powerful?     
 
That would explain the elongated 73 year release runaway, and the scope of the blessing 
awaiting us plus the dire intensity of suffering physically, emotionally, spiritually and 
financially.     
 
We are covered mud, but mud washes clean with your Holy Waters of Righteousness; what a 
shower that will be post RV?     
 
Maybe then you'll reveal our true magnificence of being hardened diamond servants only a 
loving God could make by dragging a few chosen souls through the fires of Hades, mud of 
middle earth and all with protected white gloves of Christ.     
 
Hallelujah!     
 
Honestly, such unconditional and agape love is hard to process.     
 
Thank you for bringing us in and out of such danger and peril, Father.     
 

For we now know that even when we appeared dirty versus clean to others pre-RV, you were 
right there with us beating life, hope and eternity into our hearts.     
 

Vice versa, as we suddenly appear cleaner than clean versus endlessly dirty post RV, we 
appreciate you Father for keeping us humble and kind well in advance.     
 

We know now all human beings are neither as clean or as dirty as they may appear, just mere 
servants of the Moat High--yes, in our own way--but only by Your Benevolent Grace and 
Mercy,     
 

Nothing more, nothing less. Sobeit.     
 

God is with us. 
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Given the information about next weekend, I'm gonna review my own post RV plans all week 
and pick things up again Thursday evening after Comey testifies earlier in the day. 
   
So this will be my last post for a few days. I feel a timeout would do this community wonders--
myself included. 
   
We all need a break honestly. Step away per my own advice. Pick it up fresh, ya know? 
   
That said... 
   
... the van attack in London was order to help defeat Theresa May's Conservative party in the 
upcoming U.K. election--polling suggests Brits feel she's weak on defense and Brexit 
negotiations because she's a woman. 
 
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/30/may-could-lose-majority-in-uk-parliament-poll.html 
   
It was also a sacrifice for the Middle East Peace treaty signed early Saturday morning in Tel 
Aviv and Jordan. 
   
That's how the cabal thinks--if something great happens something horrible must also occur. 
As above, so below. 
   
Whatever. 
   
Zimbabwe's President Mugabe is in NYC tonight at the UN for a bogus week long 
environmental conference. 
 
http://www.herald.co.zw/president-arrives-in-new-york-4/ 
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He's there to sign a GESARA document that releases the natural asset reserves of the 
African Union as to collateralize the new Asian based financial system. 
   
This liberates Zimbabwe and the entire continent of Africa. That just happened. Hallelujah! 
   
Why else would a frail 94 year old man travel that far? See a Broadway show? Catch a 
Yankees home stand? 
   
Exchange centers were staffed these many months to scare the cabal into believing the RV 
was going down everyday and every weekend for several months. 
   
They made a lot of mistakes thinking today is the day, but it Faked all of us out in process. 
Win/Win to the NPTB. 
   
Not dissimilar from the fake allied battalions (tanks, planes, helmets) before the Normandy 
Invasion circa June 6, 1944. 
   
The hyper staffing just recently was to keep both Israeli and Palestinian negotiators at the 
table with a sense of urgency to get a deal done. 
   
Worked. 
   
If either had pulled away, or failed to reach an agreement, and the RV had gone--their nations 
would have been left out and the other side may have overcome the other by pure economic 
default because they walked away from the table. 
   
True story. Real tactic. 
   
Now if either sovereign state breaches the signed peace treaty, all Middle Eastern nations will 
boycott them in trade, shut down their boarders and China will freeze them right out of the 
new financially system. 
   
And if all else fails, then military action would be taken by the UNSC, and the rest of the world 
will get involved to keep the peace. 
   
Post RV, one aggressive act of war would be a sovereign apocalypse for doing harm to either 
an Arab or Jewish neighbor--enduring both sides long-term security. 
   
Talk about harsh but needed deal terms! 
   
But hey, that's where we are politically, as the proverbial band-aid was finally ripped off at the 
international diplomatic level. 
   
 
 
Turns out, currency holders were always waiting on Middle East Peace to RV, per the 
righteous and wise demands of the Quan Yin and her human elder statesmen. 
   



Remember the golden rule, those who have the gold make the golden rules. And that's China 
and Africa (natural resources). 
   
How else were we ever gonna get peace on earth? 
   
Wish someone would have told me this was the ultimate "release" requirement twelve years 
ago. Talk about improbable! 
   
Yet here IAM & WEARE. 
   
Sobeit. 
   
Also, we were told today in no uncertain terms that no clone would be allowed to run a 
government with hidden handlers and participate on the new financial system. 
   
All new leaders have to be fully human and as agreed upon by the Elders and Draco 
negotiating teams. No hybrids or Nordics either. 
   
Folks they've been cloning Presidents and world leaders since the mid-70's. Camp David had 
a cloning facility beneath it. Had being the key word. 
   
Don't believe Presidents are cloned? 
   
Remember this moment back in 1992? Watch the way President Bush magically jumps back 
up, looking like a million bucks, after being poisoned to death by fish. 
 
http://www.rawstory.com/2017/01/25-years-ago-president-bush-barfed-on-a-world-leader/ 
   
I took all this Intel as a clue Trump really needs to be let go before a full human being can be 
re-installed in the White House--publicly--and begin openly running the country. 
   
Privately, we know Paul Ryan assumed control of the US Republic back in October 2015. 
Thus, we are hoping for launch sometime this weekend because we are told this will be 
Trump's last as Burner President. 
   
Collective exhale now........... and resume breathing. 
   
This was not the case in Israel, however, not until this weekend anyway, when BiBi 
Netanyahu finally stepped down during a secret meeting of the Israeli Knesset and 
announced he had accepted/negotiated a two state solution settlement with the entire Arab 
world for Israel... and that he would be resigning now with his "greatest work" behind him. 
   
 
 
 
What a great guy! Or should I say what a soulless, self preserving humanoid piece of s--t! 
   
Man, if BiBi really is a Draco humanoid, that explains a lot, doesn't it? But it doesn't explain 
who really controls BiBi and who might have accepted the two state solution finally? 

http://www.rawstory.com/2017/01/25-years-ago-president-bush-barfed-on-a-world-leader/


   
Was that deal sealed at Bilderberg over the weekend in Virginia? Maybe by Henry Kissinger? 
Who along with H.R. McMaster laid out the new rules of the road for humanity's ascension 
post RV? 
   
Store that little nugget away for later as it will come full circle. 
   
Only time will tell--but time ain't telling--not anyway yet. 
   
Look for a surge of new "Trump is the anti-Christ" information leaking onto the scene all week 
long. 
Just know his termination has already been negotiated, accepted, submitted and resignation 
speech taped. 
   
This way it is easier to watch the Trump train wreck as it happens. 
   
Believe, don't believe... either way you're right. 
 
Have a safe and productive week. 
 
God is with us. 
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The intel basically stopped yesterday evening. Why? Because it's over. And there's a knowing 
about it now--worldwide. 
   
We know all about Trump now. 
   
We know he's a burner President. 
   
We know Trump was allowed to become President to corner Israel and force peace in the 
Middle East because the US had long agreed to a two state solution with Palestine, and did 
so legally with their non vote on the December UNSC resolution. 
 
http://www.speaker.gov/press-release/speaker-ryan-un-anti-israel-resolution-misguided-hit-
job 
   
We know Trump is resigning soon. 
   
We know how, when and why he was set up to fail by China and Russia before the election 
ever began. 
 
 We know who is going to deliver the final stake in the heart of the orange vampire (Comey) 
and when (Thursday). 
   
We know who was selected to be ready in the wings and lead the Republic out of orange 
darkness (Ryan). 
   
We know this is a spiritual transition and not a monetary transaction per se. 
   
We know all about the global financial reset. 

http://www.speaker.gov/press-release/speaker-ryan-un-anti-israel-resolution-misguided-hit-job
http://www.speaker.gov/press-release/speaker-ryan-un-anti-israel-resolution-misguided-hit-job


   
We know which currencies are revaluing and what they are worth (ZIM, VND, IQD, IDR, 
AFA). 
   
We know about the sovereign rate option. 
   
We know about the need for humanitarian projects in order to get them. 
   
We know there's no going back to a life of irreverence if we choose to move forward into our 
highest selves. 
   
We know there are blessings and burdens ahead in equal proportions. 
   
We know God is with us and our challenge will be to stay in His grace when we are given 
access to all His resources. 
   
We know the cabal has infected everything we see, feel, touch, eat and watch. 
   
We know we are spiritually obligated to bless the poor, elderly, sick, hungry, homeless, 
heartbroken, children, women, communities, cities, nations and continents. 
   
We know God is always watching and we'll all have to answer for our actions post-RV just as 
we will have to pre-RV. 
   
We know we have all been chosen to be human angels in His world--helping, rescuing, 
touching, loving, praying, gracing and serving our fellow brothers and sisters, of all colors, 
languages and cultures... without any expectation for anything in return. 
   
We know we may not be completely ready to absorb such a massive task, we also know that 
God will bring us everything and everyone we need if we ask in Christ's name. 
   
We know all of this and yet we're as scared as we are excited, and appreciate the blessing of 
one more week to get our minds and hearts right--to surrender again to the Lord--wholly and 
sincerely--as to fully receive all His wisdom and mercy. 
   
We know we need God's grace to accomplish our soul's divine covenant. 
 

We know He will be here for us in all situations because we know God is Love. 
 

  God is with us. 
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In the islands of Hawaii, the word haole is occasionally used to annoy people whose skin is all 
white.  
 

In the past, it was a more broad label stuck on everyone who was not kanaka maoli, a true 
native from Hawaii.  
 

But a very long time before that, words in the oldest Hawaiian language had much more 
special meanings, many to do with occult matters.  
 

Back then the word haole meant "who-do-not-breathe". In fact, it was used to describe the 
dead.  
 

Sometimes with the truly physical meaning, other times in a more subtle spiritual sense.  
 

Often, the two perspectives were mixed together, such as to describe a ghost, or a god. 
In the year 1778 of the haole calendar, Captain James Cook of the ship HMS Resolution, and 
his band of Englishmen came ashore at Kealakekua Bay on what is now known as The Big 
Island of Hawaii.  
 

There is no recorded proof that this landing was deliberately planned as to timing and 
location. But Cook had already visited several other parts of the island group. 
 

He may have been fully aware he was arriving at a sacred place whose name in Hawaiian 
meant "where-the-god-comes-and-goes", and that he was doing this in the middle of the 
annual festival to Lono-i-ka-makahiki, supreme head of the pantheon of Hawaiian gods.  
 

The skin of the English was as white as the huge squares of bleached cloth tied to the masts 
of their ship.  
 

This was considered to be more proof that they were spirits, because only men who do not 
breathe could possibly be so pale.  
 

And so whites were called haole. 
------- 
We offer this historical tale in reference to the upcoming GCR/RV that is forth coming next 
week, where all currencies worldwide are to be recalibrate back to their audited, authentic and 
true value based on a nation's natural resource reserves. 
 

But other hidden truths are also being revealed with the GCR/RV timing that have caused 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-hzfAOKVSkg0/WTSO5YFO_RI/AAAAAAAAQOI/41qg4bLKAHAHF_NAPjY96drmy300T7F6ACLcB/s1600/unnamed+(1).jpg


great shame and suffering in terms of humanity's understanding of its authentic history. 
 

Below are classifications of 5 skull types found on planet earth. Aside from the obvious nose, 
eyes and mouth differences, it's also wise to notice the similarities. 
 

4 out of the 5 skull types come from genetic races of color. With the outsider looking in being 
the Caucasian skull type (aka haole). 

 

 
 

Also if you'll recall from past posts we have discussed the death of human cloning emanating 
out of the military sciences. 
 
Human cloning is much more prevalent than anyone knows about--dating all the way back to 
the early forties in Nazi Germany 



 
In fact, modern In Vitro Fertilization (IVF) medicine comes from original human cloning military 
science. 
 
What many people don't know is that with each genetic replication or clone that is created, it 
draws from the cellular biology of the last clone, and thus weakens the cellular composition 
and pulls it further and further away from God's authentic desire for mankind. 
 
This means with every cloned "copy" there's a weakening of identical duplication ability--
which as a result creates a lighter and lighter skin color per each replication. 
 
A simple way to go understand this is looking at example an original photo that is copied 
continuously in a Xerox machine.  
 
The more said original photo is copied and recopied, the lighter and lighter the original image 
appears to the naked eye. 
 
 

 
 
 

Now many in religious communities feel that IVF is more than a harmless coping process, and 
morally it goes against the will of God for humanity--that man is tinkering with divine creation. 
 
That is a debate for another form, but the reason it is brought up now is because we 
understand current American President, Donald J. Trump, is a clone in its 14th generation 
human replication (soulless or dead haole). 



 
Which ironically or accurately would also explain why Trump comes off oblivious to how many 
people worldwide loathe him--as clones lack the ability to feel empathy.  
 
The Trump clone just keeps on creating chaos without any remorse for the political 
destruction he is causing daily. 
 
Maybe this is the reason why his skin is spray tanned continuously and seems to be applied 
thicker and thicker. 
 
Now his skin color has an orange appearance versus a more natural and normal authentic 
caucasian skin tone.  
 
 

 
 
 

Now if this information may be very disturbing or unbelievable to you at first reading, but 
consider the life of Michael Jackson--who from a very early age was noticed to be hyper 
talented. 
 
We understand (believe) Michael was not only cloned for future cabal activities to influence 
the masses, but reined more than three dozen times in his fifty year life span. 
 



If you'll remember, Michael became noticeable lighter the longer he was alive. 
 
Was Michael really a clone? Many who have study human cloning and the singer's life 
specially say absolutely.  
 
What say you? 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Given all this new information about human cloning, and Trump specifically, maybe our 
President's resignation is actually needed to begin the RV roll out, so we as a country we can 
place an authentic or real human being in the White House to run our nation's affairs. 
 
Believe, don't believe... either way you're right. 
 
God is with us. 
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Ok, as of midnight Friday here are the 3 things we're being told by credible sources: 
   

1) Trump's resignation is in which declares the restoration of the Republic and publicly 
announces the end of the USA, Inc. 
   

2) Netanyahu's public resignation is in which surrenders control of Israel to their new Republic 
government and acknowledges the two state solution for Middle East Peace. 
   

3) Abbas' public resignation is in which clears a pathway for a new Palestinian State, but also 
acknowledges Israel's right to exist also as a sovereign nation state. 
 

That's it. That's all we were waiting on tonight--Middle East Peace--and more importantly 
World Peace. 
   

Talk about amazing grace! 
 

Know everything stated above has already occurred--and the Trump administration nightmare 
will end by mid-June. 
 

What if I also told you all banking, government and military items on the Elder's pre-RV 
checklist has been completed. 
 

And we are just waiting now on one final geopolitical item to wrap up (treaty signing) before 
we began our long awaited RV? 
   
Maybe this is why Putin made such a big deal about sovereignty today in St. Petersburg when 
interviewed by Meghan Kelly. 
   
What a clear set up that was, huh?! 



   
No matter, its finally happening D-land. Like right freaking now happening. 
   
Can you feel the love oozing from Quan Yin's heart? 
   
The proverbial s--t has not only hit the fan but the clean up has already begun on aisle 5. 
Thanks Irv! 
   
Wow. Just incredible. And in our lifetime no less. Hallelujah! 
   
BiBi knew he had to go, but he wanted Abbas to go first. 
  They decide to mutually step aside on the 50th Anniversary of the 1967 Arab-Israeli 6 Day 
War which falls on Monday June 5. 
   
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six-Day_War 
   
Abbas had demanded BiBi leave first out of principal for invading Palestine. BiBi obviously felt 
he still had negotiating leverage with his USA pal and ally Donald Trump. 
   
But when Trump surrendered his resignation to avoid jail, this snookered BiBi, and Abbas 
took the opportunity to resign and close the ultimate deal. 
   
Bilderberg is right now meeting in Virginia to get the details, and be corralled during what we 
believe will be the economic roll out of GESARA or RV. 
   
We're still not clear on final timing this weekend. But we're working on that. 
   
Stay mentally ready for an anytime release, folks. 
   
Also, know National Security Advisor General H.R. McMaster is there in Virginia representing 
the Republic--explaining to the remaining cabal flunkies how Trump's removal will be rolled 
out in the media, and remind them all of the consequences if there's any disruption to the 
Republic's impending sovereignty launch moving forward. 
   
BOOM goes the dynamite! 
 

We be free ya'll! 
 

God is with us. 
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We've focused so much on pre-RV events, whenever post-RV events enter into the 
conversation people seem to freak. 
   
Remember when ZIM notes were claimed to be historic bonds a year and a half ago? 
And remember when it was also stated the ZIM would end up equal in value to the Chinese 
Yuan? 
   
Well new ZIM bond notes did come out at 1:1 back in November 2016. And now ZIM screen 
rates have been reported to be above the CNY screen rate of 6.82:1. 
 
Keep in mind that if you, today, have $6.82 dollars in your pocket it's more than $1.00 dollar. 
Even though that's not what any of us have been resigned to believe as true monetary value. 
   
Yet $6.82 is more than $1.00 all things being equal. But things are not equal, not in our 
lifetime. And the GCR/RV is making such obvious truths appear as real again. 
   
Did the old monetary system of debt and insolvency ever really make sense? 
   
Did a planet of perpetual war ever really make sense? 
   
Did abject famine, poverty, homelessness, austerity, financial insolvency and escalating 
cancer rates ever really make sense? 
 

Not to me. Did it to you? If so, why? 
   

Just because we've grown up with something doesn't make it so. See, we've all been taught, 
trained, reinforced and frightened into believing the cabal's grand and coordinated lie that we 
are powerless and they are all powerful. 
   

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/---3cSdmB3GI/WTK87sUY3xI/AAAAAAAAQDw/viEwClh-Q6g1k6HfJ5QhmsG1M1caT4nTgCLcB/s1600/image1+(1).png


When in truth, the opposite is so. We are all powerful and they are powerless. 
   
Now... all past demonic emperors of this world are to be revealed, as naked and evil, so we 
can not only see their sins clearly--objectively--but also see our glorious and light worker 
future as human angels blessing the planet abundantly. 
   
All their lies will now be exterminated from the surface of the earth by our own hand, as such 
lives will be forever changed. 
 
 We as a species will return again to a galactic harmony, and together we will jump forward 
into a new reality of existence--one of grace, mercy, humanity and service as steward of our 
fellow man, woman, elderly, children, sick, animals and environment. 
   
Yet as these below suggestions of change are made, witness your continued resistance to 
their possibility as so. 
   
Great change by definition encounters great resistance. Until it doesn't. 
   
So does the truth sadly--because we've all been subjected to live in such a contrasting lie with 
distorted knowledge base it's difficult for good people to relocate their true north of what to 
believe in, what to trust, and how to live righteously when everything they thought was real 
and true--wasn't. 
   
This is why Christ came. 
   
And He alone allowed His own sacrifice as proof their lies would never supersede the Creator 
Father's power. 
   
That rebellion against universal love was futile and inefficient, and permitted to serve as a 
universal example of what not to do (i.e. the greater good served). 
   
So with this post lets do jump forward lovingly, willingly, openly and knowingly to test the 
waters of our individual and communal possibilities in Christ's unconditional love versus 
refusing to swim into the future as to preserve our dysfunctional and deadly past. 
   
First and foremost, there's been a power transition from malevolent to benevolent in terms of 
over-arching human governance. 
   
Love again rules over fear. 
   
 

This creates a fundamental change in how and why all decisions are now made--globally--
because they are made from a galactic greater good perspective. 
   
This has happened largely out of public view so the masses would not revolt due to a primal 
panic of the unknown (aka change). 
   
The NPTB are our galactic helpers, and yes, the OPTB claimed to be that but we're the exact 
opposite--they were our galactic enslavers. 



   
Thankfully, mercifully, heaven again governs all human affairs in totality, thus we as a species 
have been allowed to transition back to said benevolent decision making versus the 
malevolent wrath of those occupying middle earth who brought forth complete chaos/hell for 
over 13 millennia. 
   
That's a tough one for most who do not believe in universal, immortal or extra terrestrial 
beings enslaving humanity since our origins. 
   
Yet it's true. Sobeit. 
   
Again, were jumping forward today into new realms of possibility... ascending of you will... so 
maybe you'll jump a little further with me under the auspice of radical intellectual 
experimentation if for nothing else logical. 
  Monetary value has changed and/or flipped upside down to the mind's eye--because the 
modern system of finance was illegally flipped over a 70 year period to tilt the balance of 
power completely in favor of the cabal. 
   
The gold standard has been returned to establish a common and controllable fair market 
benchmark for all currencies, trade products and bond issues -- and agreed to by all major 
businesses and governments. 
   
Gold is known as sustenance or galactic food on other planets, to other soul species, and why 
it's so valuable. 
   
Has nothing to do with jewelry or Donald Trump's penthouse per se. 
   
The entire global financial architecture has also been changed to ensure fair and transparent 
technical dealings less any theft opportunities or digital fraud options. 
   
Paper money is already gone even though it's still being used during the transition. Again, 
they don't want to deal people out and change over the way things have been to the way 
things are too quickly. 
   
Also, all governments and leaders of this newly freed world have either been reformed or 
replaced due to past corruption or non "greater good" practices. That's like everyone in 
power. 
 
 
 
 

And you'll start to see retirements in mass now after the financial reforms have been fully 
implemented. 
   
This means behind the scenes, and sometimes out front with normal Presidential election 
cycles, the overall decision making mechanism that governs 7.8 billion people in 209 
sovereign nations has been realigned into a moral, ethical and unwavering legal governance 
with strict compliance mandates per a signed international treaty named GESARA. 
   

Militarily there is no more war between nation states on the planet right now. That includes 
the Middle East. That includes Africa. That includes Europe. That includes Asia. 



   

This is all due to GESARA. 
   
Healing medicines, practices and technologies will be appearing shortly, and some like we've 
never heard or comprehended before. They are here. Manufactured. Ready to be shipped. 
   
They will extend life and cure all that ails us physically. 
   
The fatal diseases of our past will be removed one by one, and truly organic food, water and 
soil molecular structuring will return in full as the entire earth recalibrates back to its originally 
created frequency. 
   
Free energy technologies and products will also now be released to the general public, and 
renewable, natural sources of energy will be easily harnessed--driving the old energy 
companies out of business unless they too reform and choose consciously to assist the 
greater good of society. 
   
Mass media messaging and entertainment programming will change drastically, from blood 
and gore, death and destruction (fear) to images and stories of healing and unity, peace and 
fellowship (love). 
   
Old content that was once popular will soon be unwatchable on the new earth whose vibration 
will be dominated by compassion and grace. 
   
As such the artists of the world will adapt quickly and begin creating new sounds, songs, 
pictures and stories of universal harmony versus earthly disharmony. 
 

Much to all of these changes constitute a larger collective universal transition of eras here on 
earth in benefit of its predominant soul blessed species... humanity. 
 

The NPTB now govern this dimensional plane in both spirit and form. And the OPTB have 
returned home to their own dimensions and galaxies by heavenly decree--as even the most 
powerful galactic species of love being has a boss. 
   
Thank you Yahweh! We are forever grateful! 
 

God is with us. 
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Aloha D-land! 
   
What a world we live in, eh? 
   
World Peace. President Trump. Chocolate Fried Bacon and Dancing With The Stars. 
   
Well, Olde Yo got some much needed answers today which hopefully should give us all some 
much needed clarity moving forward. 
  Be advised: This is a good news, bad news update. So let's start with the bad news... 
   
... the long awaited RV is now scheduled to release 6.10.2017 (8). Anytime after 9pm PDT 
next Saturday. 
   
So Yo, why the extra wait time? 
   
Mossad (Netanyahu) and Hamas (Abbas) came to final Middle East Peace terms on Friday 
afternoon, and they chose to announce their historic agreement at the tail end of the Arab-
Israeli 6 Day War 50th Anniversary which falls on you guessed it Saturday, June 10. 
   
This paves the way for ex-FBI Director James Comey's knife in the heart Trump obstruction of 
justice & impeachment worthy offense testimony--which as predicted here will be used as the 
RV flash bang scheduled to start promptly at 10am Thursday morning. 
 

http://mobile.reuters.com/article/BigStory12/idUSKBN18U0KS 
 

So we have some extra wait time to kill is all. No more, no less. 
 

Sobeit. 
 
 

Trump's taped resignation will ultimately be aired sometime after Comy's testimony over the 
weekend, in sync with the RV release. 
   

Expect the media and politicians to go ballistic following his testimony. Especially Republicans 
who can finally jump off the Trump bandwagon. 

http://mobile.reuters.com/article/BigStory12/idUSKBN18U0KS


   
This process is no longer a secret to the major power players as it was explained by H.R. 
McMaster to the Bilderberg Group late last night, and why I was also told we could now be 
informed as to make our final preparations... just like remaining cabal leadership. 
   
Also, the snap British Election will be completed by June 8, 2017, which will again go towards 
accomplishing UK GESARA compliance regulations for all UN Security Council Members to 
be firmly assigned new leadership apart from their former government. 
   
This was not a mandatory election mind you, but it will help in the EU/Brexit negotiations we 
are told. 
   
Makes me wonder if June 10th might have always been the "go date" because the current or 
temporary UK Prime Minister Theresa May is expected to win in a landslide over Jeremy 
Corbin and become the permanent leader of Great Britain un till 2022. 
 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.ft.com/content/62164c10-478c-11e7-8519-9f94ee97d996 
   
This election could have been held well after the RV with no problem--so they decide well in 
advance to squeeze it in. 
   
It's not just small banks and currency less counties that the NPTB are adding here at the very 
end. 
  So that's the bad news. Now the good news... 
   
... screen rates will continue to rise and rapidly all week long leading up the RV. 
  Meaning, you'll be making crazy amounts of money doing absolutely nothing all week, far 
beyond your wildest imaginations and thus at least fiscally well worth the wait. 
   
That goes for all RV currencies revaluing. 
   
Also, the RV will be the start of a new and historic era of blessings, and ending of human 
suffering as we know it. 
 

So what's one more week between friends. Right? Right. 
   
The Elders are very pleased with D-Land's ascension progress btw. They read all the posts, 
all the sites and listen to all the calls. 
 

The Elders, however, will not, nor will ever, chew tobacco, chew tobacco and spit. Nor will 
they listen to backwoods American rockabilly country music. 
 

 
So there's that... 
   
Hope this Intel adds a little but of fuel to your dying RV fire and keeps the community as 
whole optimistic heading into one more week of waiting. 
   
I know a lot of people are really suffering in this world, whether they are fully aware of the RV, 
hold currency or otherwise. 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.ft.com/content/62164c10-478c-11e7-8519-9f94ee97d996


   
I wish this update were more immediate, but from my unique seat, it is extremely positive to 
actually know we are on the intel beam from the top down. 
   
But if you are in a life or death situation, remember prayer works. So lean on God with all your 
heart to get through this last week of harsh scarcity. 
   
Trust God to pull you through. He never fails anyone asking in Christ's name. Never. 
   
And to those who aren't running on empty, use this bonus time to get yourself completely 
prepared and fully aligned with your post-RV strategy / action plan. 
   
Start making those tough and much needed spending decisions. 
   
Oh yeah, and make preparations to bless everyone, including and especially those who have 
wronged you or attempted to steal your dignity, home or reputation. 
   
Your soul will thank you in the long run. Trust olde Yo, who will be busy doing the same. 
   
God is with us. 
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After a few years on the intel desk, we have gotten some pretty strange things in our inbox. 
   
Some of it, well, wasn't exactly let's say "confirmable." Some of it was even a little scary. And 
some of it nearly melted my face.  
   
Below are some of the more curious "edits" we've gotten over the years that did not make the 
daily SITREPS. 
  ------- 
   
Tank is a CIA operative, who for extra cash also appears in promotional brochures as a 
juggling model with a half dozen raw pirogies and four ball-peen hammers wearing a canvas 
painter's jumpsuit that reads "NDA = Naughty Disco Area"  
   
Post RV, Boomer Boost will be the new lead sponsor for the Syrian Tourism Department with 
international shipping and asbestos ruble picking both offered for free.  
   
Maliki was spotted in Akron, Ohio today operating a falafel cart with the name tag "Baghdad 
Badass."  
   
Tony & DC we're married this past Sunday in a Sing Sing rec area. RayRen presided over the 
ceremony and Dick Cheney sang "My Heart Will Go On" in Draco. 
 

There's a rumor floating around that General Dunford has donated both his patellas to 
science after the RV--dead or alive--he loves science that much as well as hates his 
kneecaps that feverishly.  
 

Sharia Law Bank is now open for business in Istanbul, Turkey and opening counterfeit IQD 
Daesh checking accounts in exchange for a detonating unicycle, a plastic three hump 



exploding camel named Trinity and a handcrafted pair of C-4 nunchucks signed by Mountain 
Goat. 
 

Martha has the 800#s, but refuses to give them out until 500 people go to her new website 
DinarlandZombieApocalypse.jcc. 
 
  Bewdah is really a well known cabal author with three ISIS self-help books entitled: 
 

"Death by Poetry for Pink Infidels"  
"7 Highly Effective Beheading Habits" 
"Ancient Babylon Goat Rape Positions" 
 

Heisenberg gets his comedic inspiration from an acrylic Morgan Fairchild painting while 
wearing an adult diaper he's had monogrammed, "Big Papi's Wet-Nap." 
 

Yosef's infamous Tetelestai alert word means "It is finished" in Greek, but it's also double 
agent Nazi code for an emergency pick up by his personal Uber driver--Achmed--in front of 
the popular Aleppo gay bar "Portals." 
 

Dr. WC was spotted in an Afghanistan Green Zone yesterday knitting the most colorful 
afghans for wounded extra terrestrials out of recycled lamb's wool and used tinfoil. 
 

Cabal journalist Ben Fulford is really RTC moderator Showme from Medicine Hat, Alberta. 
Who in his spare time drives a purple turbo Zamboni around town, charging children over 48 
inches tall for shotgun rides with a video game hockey legend. 
 

President Abadi was seen in Washington, D.C. earlier this week playing dominos with Obama 
in the Map Room of the White House, and proceeded to flip the table up in the air when he 
was told there would be no sandwiches served if he kept on winning. He refused to loose for 
72 straight hours and nearly died of starvation. 
 

37 metric tones of gold bullion was spotted being transported in a Honda Civic hatchback 
driven by striking Anglo-loving Special Ops agent nicknamed "Canada Kathy." The gold was 
quickly loaded onto a ship called "Tic-Tac-Dough" and sailed directly to the East Coast--
where it will melted down into thick woven chains and sold to successful rap artists in the 
Newark area. 
 

One Who Knows is heavy into rubber. Thick industrial grade rubber. Even the whips and 
restraints. All rubber. 
  ---- 
 

God help us all 'cause we're going insane waiting for this damn RV:) 
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Pregnancy is that wonderful time in a woman's life, when she's acutely aware of how 
beautiful, magical and, oh yeah, uncomfortable knowing what child birth will bring. 
 

Most women who hit full term (and edge past the 40 week mark) will tell you that the joy and 
excitement of pregnancy quickly fades the more overdue their child's actually delivery date 
becomes.  
 

For some reason (probably pain), those last few weeks of pregnancy seem to last much 
longer than all the other weeks combined.  
 

With great regularity children are delivered healthy well beyond their original 40 week delivery 
date. Yet some mothers struggle to remain positive that "today is the day."  
 

In fact, many convince themselves that their baby must come today or else, then get 
irrationally disappointed when it does not.  
 

This is very understandable given the level of physical and emotional discomfort.  
 

Sound familiar Dinarland? 
 

Word to the wise: Don't trick yourself into believing the RV will come as predicted because no 
one knows the final release moment but those giving this historic gift. 
 

Intelligence gathering is more about volume than accuracy sadly. Yours truly included. 
 

Therefore, everything you have seen blogged and podcast is only an estimation of the RV's 
birthday, some are just more educated, researched and thus accurate than others. 
 

Only God decides when we go. I'm good with that. Are you? 
 

Therefore, the pain associated to waiting for the RV is all self induced--even though it feels 
100% real.  
 

Father Jake, a sweet old Catholic Priest once told me something I think applies here: 
 

Change is loss. 
 

Loss is pain.  
 

Pain must be grieved. 



 

So if you're grieving today because you know change is here--just not yet--its ok to be sad. To 
grieve. Just don't stay there long. 
 

Because like that overdue mother waiting to see her baby for the first time--it's normal to be 
uncomfortable through birth process of planetary liberation--and the pain of such a galactic 
labor must be completely experienced by all in order to deliver a full, beautiful and miraculous 
restored human species. 
 

So the pleasure of our blessing isn't just after we exchange, it's in the whole of the experience 
as we pass through all phases of God's natural birthing process. 
 

Remember, He has lovingly waited on all of us while we have struggled though our own 
individual ascensions... without expectation or inaccurate intelligence. Just love. 
 

There's just no good way to avoid the pain of the RV because it's a natural part of His overall 
ascension process as humanity is launched into an era of infinite abundance.  
 

Thus, any anxiety or anger is a waste of energy because knowing the actual RV birthday is 
slim, yet you may feel as if you're the only person who will remain pregnant forever without 
experiencing the RV blessing. 
 

Not so. Not even close. But it sure feels that way sometimes, doesn't it? That's simply not a 
real thing. Never was. So let it go and step away from the RV!  
 

It's better to remain appreciative and expectant, thankful yet vigilant, keeping our hospital / 
currency ready by our side at all times for when the release moment finally does arrive... 
because it will... as it must... by the unconditional grace and mercy of a loving God. 
 

Sobeit. 
 

Honestly, the best way to go through these final hours pre-RV is to release all expectation of 
performance and just be irrationally grateful that there is even an RV! 
 

Seriously, the raw suffering of this potential truth is far worse than any pain involved in even 
the most overdue pregnancy. 
 

Our temporary discomfort is just part of the gig, folks. For as as a species we are eternally 
blessed. And all of you know that deep, deep down. 
 

Believe, don't believe--live in harmony or disharmony--either way you're right. 
 

God is with us. 
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People have asked me how can the USD be valued more than the CNY if China is the 
country bailing out the United States? 
 
Truth is, it can't.  
 
Meaning, the CNY is currently valued at $6.82 USD this morning.  
 
http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?From=USD&To=CNY 
 
That's because on the new financial system CNY is actually 6.82 times greater in value to one 
USD. 
 
So if the ZWD is also valued at $361.90 USD this morning, could Zimbabwe's currency 
actually be valued almost 362 times greater than just one USD? 
 

http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?Amount=1&From=USD&To=ZWD 
 

Yup. 
 

Finishing this thought, if the ZWD is truly valued that high on the new asset backed financial 
system, it would actually make mathematically sense for the Elders to offer current CNY 
exchange rates for our currency (or above) because all in-taking banks worldwide could then  
 

make a health arbitrage selling it back to HSBC; who could then make a healthy arbitrage 
selling it back to Bank of China; who could then make a healthy arbitrage selling back to AIIB; 
who could then make a healthy arbitrage selling back to the global network of central banks at 
final audited sovereign rates ($125,000 USD). 
 
And we the currency redeeming public would still get paid out enormous sums... i.e. the entire 

http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?From=USD&To=CNY
http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?Amount=1&From=USD&To=ZWD
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-tM1R8fudowU/WTF437iqTeI/AAAAAAAAQAQ/0oMjjE3z010nfWlhjobQcFKS8uSwv1FxwCLcB/s1600/image1.png


world wins... plus the Asian banks get richer... and nobody in the deal goes without.  
 
Damn... that's some hard core mercy, Yo! 
 
No wonder the NPTB keep adding more and more Tier 4 & 5 banks and nations without 
national currencies to participate in the RV--there's more than plenty of profit to go around, 
and around, and around! 
 
Wait. Wait. Wait. Wait. Wait.  
 
That would mean the old fiat financial system was completely in opposition to the truth of 
actual value. 
 
Plus the cabal intentionally reversed the very nature of how human beings perceive monetary 
value in favor of their fiat non-asset backed, western world financial system. 
 
Those bastards also rigged all the currencies to appear larger than what their true natural 
resources reserves could collateralize.  
 
Whoa... that's some messed up s--t, Yo! 
 
Besides all those blatant sins, cabal run nations also benefited from energetic geography 
because they all existed above the 33rd Parallel North. Oh yeah, also they were 
predominantly Anglo Saxon in population... but I digress. 
 
Bingo Ringo. 
 
Yo, is there really that much money in the world? 
 
More than you can imagine. 
 
And is there really that much gold in the world to collateralize all currencies of he world in 
such a historic wealth transfer? 
 
Mountains of it. Stored above and below ground, in this dimensional plane and others.  
 
Believe, don't believe... either way you're right. 
 
God is with us. 
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President-in-Waiting Paul Ryan was given the nuclear codes by General Dunford. He WAS 
NOT sworn in--which says a lot about the Trump Presidency. 
   
HSBC will be handing out 800#s after markets close Friday and before markets reopen on 
Monday (HSBC-HK). We can't confirm this weekend. 
   
NPTB were adding more contact numbers in 82 countries in the Eastern Hemisphere to 
include smaller T4/T5 like banks and non-profit credit union types. 
   
They all had until the weekend to train staff. Remember most bankers have no idea there is 
an RV coming let alone it has occurred and now rolling out. 
   
Group paymaster paperwork refresh links will be sent out via email as well. 
   
Hydrated paymasters don't know when the final release time us--they're waiting just like us. 
   
Wells Fargo will have to wait their turn as well. No bank but HSBC will have a timing 
advantage. 
   
So there is no longer anything fiscally significant or structurally better about any Tier 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 bank anymore. 
   
All US based banks are equally pulsing second fiddle to HSBC. 
   
Many in this community believe we're still in for a "dark of night" release for safety's sake, but 
not all. However, everyone is in consensus about a weekend release. 



   
Trump's resignation is now scheduled we are told--network media is aware and creating 
support content about the historic constitutional transition of power. 
   
Trump did negotiate amnesty for his entire family and staff--isn't that the same thing? 
   
Pence will resign separately and later as not to be linked with Trump's collapse. 
   
Trump's Paris Agreement stunt was to wake up the entire world and distract them away from 
the RV. 
   
Remember 194 countries signed the Paris Agreement which is part of GESARA. 
   
We could be a whole week out after ex-FBI Director James Comey testifies next Thursday 
before the Senate; that's because we also understand Israel / Netanyahu are still negotiating 
an exit strategy that works for both sides. 
   
But read that again.. exit strategy... that's magnificent and historic stuff folks. Real progress. 
   
So if and when Trump invokes the executive privilege clause this weekend, Comey will not 
testify and you'll know those Middle East Peace negotiations completed, meaning we should 
be allowed to RV quickly thereafter. 
   
Notice how Mosul has still not been declared fully liberated by President Abadi. 
   
Seems he too is waiting for Palestinian / Israeli negotiations to finish up--this out of respect 
and allegiance to his Arab brothers and sisters in Palestine. 
   
So looks like we are still waiting on Middle East Peace. But we're much, much closer. How 
close is anyone's guess. 
   
We shall see. We shall see. We shall see. 
   
God is with us. 
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What if President Trump is making every political decision intentionally wrong to awaken and 
educate our sleepwalking country about what is morally right?     
 

Know that Trump's resignation has already been signed and submitted to Congress.     
 

That's why impeachment proceedings haven't been moved forward, and why Comey's 
obstruction of justice testimony hasn't happened in front of the Senate Intelligence committee 
yet.     
 

Russia is not really pro-Trump, that's just cover for inserting Paul Ryan to run America; who 
was selected years earlier by Russia, China and our Republic to manage the country post 
RV.     
 

This pathway was set into motion back in the summer of 2015, after the USA, Inc. had 
financially bankrupted on all debt obligations in December of 2012, and exited sovereign 
bankruptcy court, which took 3 years of negotiations to create a work-through plan acceptable 
to all parties.     



 
Trump is therefore just a temporary, all be it chaotic, plastic decoy President--who is 
intentionally infuriating the country to make us all beg for change that has already been 
predetermined for us.     
 
Ryan will soon assume power without running in a Presidential election as many of Trump's 
cabinet appointments will also just resign--giving the world an illusion of staring over, as well 
as reversing most of Trump's most controversial and rash executive orders.     
 
This will both give the appearance of draining the swamp and placing the nation back on solid 
political footing, while also creating emotional momentum heading into our historic RV 
blessing.     
 
How's that for foreign governments influencing our elections?     
 
BRICS nations hand picked our 45th and 46th Presidents, while making us happy about going 
through the hell of allowing a complete asshole to play Commander in Chief for a few 
months!     
Ouch. Genius. Worked. Sobeit.     
 
General Joseph Dunford was also selected by BRICS to manage all US armed forces in the 
position of the Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.     
 
He's the reason why ISIS has been eradicated from both Syria and Iraq--not Putin.     
 
Dunford also selected fellow Marines General Mattis (Pentagon) and General Kelly 
(Homeland Security) to assist him in the transition back to Republic military power. Both men 
are stellar leaders and noble Americans.     
 
Notice too how there's no new legislation being discussed suddenly in Congress, and no 
Trump Administration nominees being brought forward for Senate confirmation.     
 
Seems everything in Washington is on hold until Trump leaves office via resignation or 
impeachment.     
 
Trump's threatened Paris Climate Agreement pullout is just another distraction charade 
meant to drive Americans toward Ryan, who will place the country back into this treaty once 
he's inserted into the Oval Office.     
 
The truth is visible for all to see if you dare to believe. So keep your third eye open and wake 
the F-up America!     
 

God is with us. 
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All intel below posted with permission... 
 

  -------- 
 

Beijing/Panama - Wednesday  
 

Radio silence from sovereign negotiating table(s) since Wednesday morning or Tuesday night 
in USA.  
 

All final pricing offers for sovereign historic assets were set to expire yesterday @ midnight 
CST on May 31st.  
 

Meaning the Age of Aquarius (Quan Yin - female) arc doors have closed on the Age of Pieces 
(Christ - male) and all past debts / accounts have been reconciled with hydration--closing the 
old financial system with regards to all outstanding sovereign claims.  
   
 

Washington - Thursday  
 

Trump's resignation was submitted into the Congressional record over the weekend (FYI: 
that's why the cabal had their comedian puppet Kathy Griffin take this photo op). 
https://www.google.com/amp/nypost.com/2017/05/31/in-her-bubble-kathy-griffin-thought-
nothing-was-out-of-bounds-in-mocking-trump/amp/ 

https://www.google.com/amp/nypost.com/2017/05/31/in-her-bubble-kathy-griffin-thought-nothing-was-out-of-bounds-in-mocking-trump/amp/
https://www.google.com/amp/nypost.com/2017/05/31/in-her-bubble-kathy-griffin-thought-nothing-was-out-of-bounds-in-mocking-trump/amp/


   
Preparations being made right now for new transition administration staff.  
   
Pence has yet to resign, but is expected to after Trump's resignation is announced.  
   
President Ryan is an open secret in D.C. and in G20 diplomatic circles. 
   
HSBC - Thursday  
 

Everything roll out related is still in motion and automated.  
   
The contact numbers will just appear.  
   
There are packages going out for multiple reasons as well as past programs. However the 
release will be global and everywhere at once--per strategy.  
   
We've been in our war room on lockdown since last Friday. The fish are starting to stink.  
   
Military - Thursday 
 

Mosul was conquered weeks ago, they've been dragging out the illusion of a battle to sync up 
with Iraq's coming financial reforms. 
   
The boys all have currency, positioned with family back home.  
   
The heaviest fighting still in Syria. And Yemen. We have blacks (ops) in both theaters 
enforcing int'l justice for UN. 
   
Miscellaneous - Thursday  
 

All energy portals controlled globally now. 
   
No dark matter in or out anymore from the dimensional plane.  
   
Quan Yin required peace for new energies to release.  
   
Securing universal synapses (portals) were the most important part of her operation.  
   
Liberation of Urantia (earth) being witnessed by all sovereign life creations--many of whom 
are just now being informed of humanity's/earth's existence after galaxy's quarantine removal. 
   
 
Trump and his entire family are humanoid clones with their handlers now removed. This is 
true of most Arabic decent royals also. 
   
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2017/05/22/world/middleeast/trump-
glowing-orb-saudi.amp.html 
   
All were programmed for humanity's destruction. None are truly human, and all are now 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2017/05/22/world/middleeast/trump-glowing-orb-saudi.amp.html
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2017/05/22/world/middleeast/trump-glowing-orb-saudi.amp.html


energetically failing and/or being decommissioned.  
   
Every recent arrest, resignation and death is actually the execution of a termination 
agreement between human sovereign elders and their former Draco captors (negotiated by 
lead Draco Kissinger) after a four decade long clone war.  
   
http://www.businessinsider.com/china-xi-jinping-henry-kissinger-trump-transition-2016-12 
 
  --- 
   
Believe, don't believe... either way... you're absolutely right! 
   
God is with us. 
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Many have asked me to report on Trump's Paris Agreement pull out today. Which, while 
interesting, is not actually relevant because the USA can't even leave the Paris Agreement 
until November 4, 2020. 
 

  That's exactly one day after the next Presidential election in 2020. And Trump's chances of 
being politically relevant after June is suspect at best, let alone 3 years from now. 
 

Trump is toast. Burnt orange toast. But that lump of ugly toast is making brutally 
embarrassing decisions/press conferences nonetheless. 
   
And we are but RV collateral damage--the awakened few who know not to panic and yet can 
only sigh in silence with our advances knowledge. 
   
So everything Trump did today structurally is meaningless. But from a PR standpoint it's more 
absolute chaos to fuel his raw ignorance fire. 
   
 

But isn't this what Trump always does--upset everyone for no reason and ultimately 
accomplish nothing. 
   
So why drop the Paris Agreement pull out bomb today? 
And why did Comey announce he's testifying in the Senate exactly a week later that will show 



Trump obstructed justice? 
And why we're 10 subpoenas handed out today to move the Trump impeachment forward just 
an hour before DJT spoke in the Rose Garden? 
   
Because it's all scripted folks. 
Drip by drip by drip. 
Everything. 
And everyone. 
   
The NPTB are syncing up Trump's exit just as we are to enter the sovereign financial arena. 
   
It's so obvious now. Embarrassingly so. Painful to those who know it's all one big charade. 
   
Look the GCR has already happened. 
The RV has already happened. 
The resignation of Trump has already happened. 
ISIS and Daesh have already been defeated. 
Iraq and Syria are already liberated. 
Palestine and Israel have already come to peace terms. 
   
So what's left? Yup... currency exchanges for T4 & T5 level citizens of the world. 
The liberation of humanity. 
Ho-hum historic stuff. 
Matters nobody but us even cares to know. 
 

This FACT is still mind boggling to me. 
 

Notice how today is June 1, 2017 (8). 
Notice how the market shot up the last two days over 21,000. 
Notice how the mass media is suddenly peppered with distracting news stories not focusing 
on financial matters. 
Notice how Trump's international Paris Agreement news conference happened to go down 
heading into the first full weekend of June. 
Notice how Paul Ryan has dropped out of sight, fading into the background, waiting his turn to 
lead. 
Notice how Trump is the lead story on every national newscast and blog site... yet nothing 
changes but his spiraling approval ratings. 
 

It's all scripted. 
And I mean all of it. 
Performed on cue to perfection. 
   
The contrast of what's real and what's really happening is absolutely astounding. 
   
Trump maybe the orange stain left on our Republic as we swap out governments, currencies 
and Supreme Court judges, but is there any question now that our largest sovereign 
competitors, and biggest debt holders, have full control over our nation's fate? 
   
Trump just being President, even for a few months, demands that we stare directly into our 



past sins and beg for future mercy. 
   
This is why Russia is laughing. 
This is why China is laughing. 
This is why the whole world is laughing. 
   
America really screwed up over last century, letting cabal wolves into the political, judicial and 
military hen houses, and we're the generation now being humiliated daily, on a global stage, 
so that it will never happen again. 
   
It would be funny if it weren't so historically shameful. 
   
This while Quan Yin and the Chinese & African Elders quietly free the world and release their 
endless economic mercy safely. Humbly. Anonymously. 
   
It's both the greatest and worst time to be an American. So heavenly miraculous yet earthly 
embarrassing. Polar opposites in June. Who knew? 
   
The Elders did. All along. And they scripted our transition, feeding it to us month by month, 
week by week, day by day, and now hour by hour. 
   
Our blessings truly now equal our burdens. But I suppose that's just the new normal for an 
awakened life as a human angel. 
   
Sobeit. 
   
God is with us. 
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HSBC is overseeing all global exchanges for the Chinese Elders and repurchasing all 
revaluing currencies from Tier 1 world banks in more than 70 different countries. 
 

Exchange packages with 800# instructions are ready tonight with disbursal operatives now 
awaiting orders to deliver we understand sometime between early Wednesday morning 
through Thursday evening market close. 
 

This is the optimal global release window because all banks are open. We also understand 
the release process is now automated. Meaning, the NPTB made the decision to press 
forward no matter the collateral damage. 
 

There are dozens of tool free numbers each is its own code to be given out to private 
exchange targets so the NPTB can track every appointment through one of six dozen call 
centers globally. 
 

The hidden international coordination and massive technical infrastructure set up behind the 
scenes is just remarkable. 
 

Non-member banks and currency kiosks will also participate in the RV by connecting clients 
via special 800#s that credit their business entity with lead generation, thus qualifying them 
for a small portion of any future exchanges. 
   
 
This was done so all banking tiers in all parts of the world could participate in the blessing 
even if they weren't doing exchanges. 
   
Of the 12,500 off-site global exchange centers, nearly 7% are on military facilities, which we 
are told will convert ZIM currency exclusively into the currency of that country. 
   



As stated earlier, ZIM international rates will open at or slightly better than current CNY 
exchange rates. 
 
http://www.xe.com/currencyconverter/convert/?From=USD&To=CNY 
   
Look for a mass private global release with a handful of key individuals getting a courtesy 
head start (30 minutes) to alert the other 5 million "first wave" currency redeemers, which is 
an estimated 10% of an expected 50 million global redeemers. 
   
Know that Wednesday, May 31, 2017 @ 06:00am EDT actually begins the following day 
Thursday, June 1, 2017 @ 00:00am ACWT in the Chatham Islands, northwest off the coast of 
New Zealand. 
   
https://www.google.com/amp/www.independent.co.uk/travel/where-the-world-begins-and-
ends-each-day-1527818.html%3Famp 
   
Expect a very fast exchange with little to no extra chit chat by staff, who have been trained to 
move the line and set everyone up comfortably--yet leave most to all advanced transactions 
for secondary wealth management appointments. 
   
The initial redemption appointment is just to verify the client, verify currency, exchange said 
currency and place clients new wealth into digital sovereign trust accounts--so they can return 
home quickly and safely. 
   
If the client knows and/or wants to negotiate a higher sovereign rate, they will engage in that 
option, if not, they will not even bring up the subject of there being higher rates available. 
   
Redemption staff is trained not to bring up rates at all in fact, rather just ask a series of 
questions that identifies individual client needs and expectations depending on expertise or 
study, then quickly accomplish those goals once understood by both parties. 
   
Their goal is to achieve your goal and do so in as brief a time period as professionally 
responsible. 
   
So have a firm goal before walking into your appointment, know your shit and achieve your 
dream. Sobeit. 
   
God is with us. 
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How much is enough? 
 

I wrestle with this question a lot. 
I pray about it constantly. 
I keep surrendering for answers. 
Still IAM not sure. 
 

More importantly, however, AM I even asking the right question? And AM I in this RV thing as 
a true humanitarian or just an entrepreneurial opportunist? 
 

I feel everyone will come to this same question sooner or later--making "how much is 
enough?" a meaningless search. 
 

There was a movie back in 2004 called THE VILLAGE directed by M. Night Shamalan. 
 

The basic storyline was that a group of highly intelligent, wealthy families decided to return to 
their American heritage roots in Pennsylvania after experiencing the tragic deaths of their 
children. 
 

 
So they choose to live impoverished, like early American settlers who farm the land, making 
everything by hand, even going as far to dress and worship in historic hand built homes and 
clothes just like Olde Pennsylvania's once did. 
 
  So they buy a huge parcel of land and enclosed all the families inside, so none has outside 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-CCTSaNSrP80/WS78TAXB_dI/AAAAAAAAP3w/In_aLZIVKms8RiXhkKjTXeURnbuGxp_HwCLcB/s1600/image1+(3).jpeg


contact, let alone modern convinces, so they can keep out sin and disease in order to protect 
the innocence of remaining and future family members. 
   
To quell the normal human desire to explore and expand emotionally, physically, spiritually, 
they create a mythical "boogieman" that keeps everyone penned up with fear and within the 
village limits at all times. 
   
So instead of giving the residents the option of staying, willfully, the founders decide to scare 
their family members into constant submission without their approval. 
   
And if anyone decides to leave or run, the village elders scare them more as to protect the 
very foundation of how their grand society (cabal) works. 
   
Sound familiar? 
   
Is not humanity now in a similar penn? 
What about Radical Islamist Terrorists, President Trump, Prime Minister Netanyahu and 
North Korean Dictator Kim Jung-Un? 
Are all not such mythical boogiemen forced down our throats to fear or else? 
   
Seriously, or else what? Death? 
   
Ascending beyond the fear of death allows one to fully experience and witness life truly as it is 
for the very first time. 
   
That's what the ZIM represents IMHO. A peak behind the curtain of possibility and truth that 
there's more than enough of everything for everyone. 
   
Mangos! Mangos! Mangos! 
   
The RV offers all who believe in freedom or just seek the truth an opportunity to leave their 
own village of fear, forever, and move away from what has always been in order to walk into 
the abyss of what can be... and in many to most instances, what has always been but never 
shared or explained. 
   
No artificial limitations or illusions, no more boogiemen to hold us in our mental villages of 
fear, bonded to perpetual chains of death over eternal life. 
   
Is this the exchange you desired when buying or receiving gifted currency? 
 
 
 
Hope so ... because the GCR/RV is energetically unprecedented, not only during your 
generation, but in all of human existence on the surface of the earth. 
   
It is an adventure into the great unknown of heaven on earth, and the ZIM it's most powerful 
derivative of change. 
   
Your upcoming financial transaction really becomes a ticket for those willing to engage in the 



ultimate transition, soul expansion from a temporary to eternal consciousness. 
   
Exiting the limitation of darkness in favor of the unending pathway of white light--consciously--
and sharing the journey with anyone who desires such a life experience will be their life. 
   
Mine too. 
   
Yet leaving behind anyone who chooses to remain stuck in the dark village with the fake 
boogiemen who they must fear and cower too... well that's just not me. 
   
So goodbye. 
   
Know that there is an immanent eradication of ISIS, Daesh, nuclear weapons, weapons of 
mass destruction, nation-state war, rogue dictators, drug and human trafficking, fiat currency, 
asset-less high frequency trading, poverty hunger, homelessness, famine, man-made 
catastrophic weather events, cancer causing seed-food-air-water-earth polluting science, 
vaccination toxicity, propaganda media, inferior medical technology, deadly and addictive 
prescription opioid drugs, unhippocratic life saving diagnosis and treatments, restriction of 
free energy, denial of extra terrestrial life, repression of human history and release of original 
Hu-man genetics, etc., etc., etc... everything is going to change because everything in one 
way or another is in radical need of a reset or harmonic recalibration. 
   
And soon you'll have all the money:) 
   
That's happening. Deal with it. Sobeit. 
 

Also know you're receiving such a surreal amount because of the awesome responsibility that 
comes with fixing everything that ails humanity. 
 

That's the price we all pay for unending wealth--a lifetime of unending mercy and service. 
How much we have is irrelevant. Why we have it is the only question everyone must answer 
for themselves. 
 

As we are deemed "chosen" not because of our desire to perpetuate past lies that have kept 
us penned up in the destructive and dehumanizing human village of scarcity. No, we were 
"chosen" because we are dynamic agents of change who have been gifted infinite resources 
to right the wrongs of our ancestors, and both repeal and replace all inhuman mandates, 
laws, products, media, medicine, agriculture, technologies and educational that are inaccurate 
to survive and yes ultimately ascend. 
   
Blessings = Burdens because mankind's Burdens will appear to you everywhere once the 
Blessing is transferred. 
   
The choice between God or not God is the purpose here and reason for all exchanges of 
consciousness. It's an either / or proposition, not to be negotiated. 
   
Trust me, nothing is ever going to be the same once you redeem that ZIM. Nothing. 
   
Many don't like to hear that. Many will refute such truth; but like a rubber band that is 



stretched too far or expanded beyond its cozy comfort zone--the mind, body and soul cannot 
return, will 
never return, to its original form once it has been exposed to the extreme truth of spirit. 
  The reveal of money as an illusion created to be another mechanism of control is the first of 
many lessons in a perpetual classroom that teaches all human exchangers about ascension. 
   
There's a lot happening with the RV beyond the obvious, folks. A lot, a lot. And you deserve 
to know it all to make the best decision for your own soul. Period. 
   
This is why it is best to contemplate the scope of this unprecedented event in order to fully 
grasp and meaningfully understand what it is you are really getting yourself and family 
involved in before calling to make that historic exchange appointment. 
   
Because maybe what you think you're exchanging is something entirely different than you 
may be imagining right now. 
   
And if that's the case, there's no shame in taking less and opting out of human angel hood 
with the remainder of your life. 
   
Look, saving the world isn't for everyone, but to all us who feel compelled to resurrect and 
rebuild the world, know that Olde Yosef will be around to assist this inherently humanitarian 
community whatever greater good needs may arise... past, present and future. 
   
Together. Surrendered in Christ. Healing the soul of the world. 
   
God is with us. 
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As of 10am EDT, 800# packages were being delivered.     
 
To whom we're not sure, but couriers have them and they are mobile.     
 
So there's that...     
 
It's Wednesday in Asia at noon EDT Tuesday. That's a big deal for some reason--not sure yet 
as to why.     
 
No word from the Beijing or Panama tables as to QY's final authorization being issued--but 
things sure seem to be progressing nicely today.     
 
HSBC sure believes we're going today. There all in the RV war room back in NYC. All hands 
on deck.     
 
Diplomatic contacts believe there's been a military truce struck in the Middle East, which also 
means there must have been a political agreement made between Europe and US 
concerning future free trade, taxation, NATO and ease of transport.     
 
Still trying to find out what exactly and with whom exactly. Lots of decisions and decision 
makers still waiting to reveal themselves as final.     
 
 
Being told we'll all "crack up" when we see how simple and easy the exchange process is.     
 
Very routine as a matter of fact. Like clockwork, in and out. Thank you very much. Now get 
out.     
 
Twelve years for thirty cold minutes and infinite digital zeros.. whatever.     



 
Still worth it.     
 
Global media will be blacked out from doing any real reporting during the RV month we are 
told.     
 
NPTB want no drama whatsoever. Low key and undetectable.     
 
God is with us. 
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The last remaining Middle East Gaia energy portal, found in the Old City of Mosul, is again 
controlled by benevolent forces. 
   
This was the QY requested hold up and it involved the Nation of Iraq, not the IQD per se. 
   
Aleppo, Syria had a similar Gaia portal held hostage that had to be recaptured, and was also 
a very tough ISIS nut to crack. 
   
There's a time automated release roll out process that began on Friday evening 8pm EDT of 
last week. 
   
 
We are told to expect completion sometime tonight by a trusted source direct to Fighting Joe. 
   
800#s should then activate with package deliveries commencing and va-va-voom... away the 
world goes like a rocket ship. 
 



Ever since the French Presidential elections on Sunday, May 14, we've been on 24/7 guard 
for an any second release knowing the second half of May was the targeted release period. 
   
It's May 31, 2017 already in China and why Wednesday is such a big performance day we 
are told. 
   
We're praying this is not another slow roll good guys pump faking the bad guys moment, as 
this past holiday weekend was brutal. 
   
We do know the Republic, Russians and Chinese are holding back all nail in the coffin 
evidence on both Trump and Netanyahu. 
   
As their administrations are scheduled to expire together in concert with 800#s going live. 
   
Flash Bang 101. 
   
Crazy world we live in folks. Portals, invisible RVs and infinite digital wealth -- but this is the 
business we have chosen. 
   
Sobeit. 
   
Maybe a positive way to spin the heaviness of our burdens is knowing there will be equivalent 
blessings delivered as the Lord has always promised to the most righteous of His flock. 
   
God is with us. 
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----- 
 

1 Peter 5:6-7 
 

Humble yourselves, therefore, under God’s mighty hand, that he may lift you up in due time. 
Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you. 
 

----- 
 
Since our nation's inception in 1776, 2,852,901 US American soldiers have died in combat 
and 40,917 are still missing after fighting for our freedoms and liberties. 
   
Today, please take a moment to be humble and give praise and thanks for all brave & fallen 
soldiers who have served this country, and hundreds of others honorably. 
   
The individuals who served in the American military never set out to serve cabal interests, 
most just needed a pay check due to poverty or youth. 
   
 
Their love for their country goes beyond anything you or I can even imagine, and their 
commitment to protecting and serving righteously is unparalleled. 
   
Maybe it's wise this Memorial Day to honor their selfless service pre-RV by pledging your 
continuous service to humanity post-RV. 



   
They died so you can live. 
   
And always remember that Yeshua was the first warrior to die for love, sin and survival. 
   
Because at the end of the day, we all serve the same benevolent and merciful Creator. 
   
God is with us. 
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Consider the below reports unconfirmed, yet from credible sources who have been accurate 
in the past:     
 
There have been two attempts on President Trump's life since leaving Europe.     
 
Both while on AF1.     
 
One was an electronic magnetic pulse (EMP) released from the bowels of Heathrow Airport in 
order to down the President's aircraft at take off.     
 
Didn't work.     
 
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2017/05/27/world/europe/british-airways-
flights-heathrow-and-gatwick-airports-.amp.html     
 
The second was a back up Secrete Service walkie/talkie case loaded with plastic explosives 
with a detonation cell phone.     
 
That obviously didn't worked for reasons still unknown.     
 
It's been discussed in the past that Trump's personal bodyguard is also his Mossad handler, 
who would have had access to the Secret Service area of the plane.     
 
What's interesting is he too would have been destroyed with a midair AF1 explosion. That 
shows us how committed these cabal cats are to stopping the RV.     
 

 
 
Trump has always been considered a high value target for assassination--but given the timing 
of the RV--things are getting more and more dangerous for all protecting him.     
 

Our prayers are with them.     
 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2017/05/27/world/europe/british-airways-flights-heathrow-and-gatwick-airports-.amp.html
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.nytimes.com/2017/05/27/world/europe/british-airways-flights-heathrow-and-gatwick-airports-.amp.html


To be perfectly clear, IAM not advocating harming the President in any way, shape or form, 
just reporting on things discussed in private conversations for the educational benefit of this 
humanitarian community.     
 
That said, there was also a weird red strobe light blinking from of the President's private 
quarters late Sunday night.     
 
https://www.rt.com/viral/390024-white-house-red-lights/     
 
We believe they were security alert warnings set off to wake the President in case of 
intrusion, and give visual aid to Secret Service agents escorting him out of the room, not 
some rave party lights as carelessly reported.     
 
We understand Trump's elimination is bountied by the actual governments of Israel, Saudi 
Arabia and Ukraine--done to stop the RV which we are told will happen while he's still in 
office--as the RV we believe is Trump's end date of service playing the Chinese/Russian 
patsy burner president.     
 
The cabal can't coordinate a single, big catastrophic event anymore, so they're going with a 
lot of little sexy media friendly explosions, scattered globally on soft targets, to make the 
whole "ISIS organized terror boogieman threat" still appear relevant--when it truth its no 
where near what it once was and can't mount a serious threat to any country or government 
anymore.     
 
Again, the entire world knows the old emperor is naked. Surrender is the best play now--we 
pray they accept this truth soon.     
 
HSBC has full control of the redemption centers, staff and process since last fall, when Wells 
Fargo failed miserably and morally in this leading bank roll out role dating back to early 
2015.     
 
Military bases are still in play for ZIM redemptions, and might include increased civilian traffic 
flow after the events of this week.     
 
There are 25,000 exchange in-take points now for foreign currency in the world--that number 
includes brick and mortar banks and wealth management offices.     
 
The blinking screen rates of last week was to induce the cabal into revealing another attack--it 
worked. There have been several this past week and many this weekend alone.     
 
Most will not make the mass media as they are under struck orders to keep any false flag 
terror related violence down to a dull roar or risk losing their broadcast licenses.     
 

Understand one simple thing, safety is the most important aspect of the RV--not rates, dates 
and zeros.     
 
The entire world wants us to have this money and spend it like crazy--but there are still a few 
rogue agents of evil following through on their sworn allegiance orders to disrupt and halt said 
event.     

https://www.rt.com/viral/390024-white-house-red-lights/


 
But just like Iraq's Old City of Mosul which is now considered 99.8% liberated, with only a few 
neighborhoods left to militarily free, we too are being held hostage in a few situations and our 
Republic military must clean up these messes before we can be freed ourselves.     
 
Hey, at least we're right up on the threshold of freedom. So release performance is both 
immanent and absolute. That is a miracle in of itself.     
 
Again, however you want to look at this unprecedented event is completely up to you, but I 
choose to look at our 99.8% blessing versus our 0.02% burden any day of the week.     
 
Yes, we're moving forward by inches and not yards, but my grandmother always said "Inch by 
inch it's a sinch!"     
 
So it's wise we trust Original Grandmother (Quan Yin) on this one.     
 
Have a great Memorial Day!     
 
God is with us. 
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A demilitarized zone or DMZ is an area in which treaties or agreements between nations, 
military powers or contending groups forbid military installations, activities or personnel.     
 
They also physically facilitate prison exchanges, and in our case, currency exchanges. Which 
in a weird way, is a monetary prisoner exchange from fiat to gold.     
 
Meaning, all off-site exchange centers are considered demilitarized zones void of armed 
conflict by international treaty, specifically the 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change 
(global gold standard) which is an aspect of GESARA.     
 
So the cabal is actively trying to end the Trump Presidency before the RV because only then 
can they legally attack the roll out process and not be exposed to a worldwide military counter 
assault.     
 
Because if they touch any civilians they are forever toast in the eyes of the international 
community which will eliminate their amnesty agreements.     
 
So only by ending a US President's life, publicly, can they achieve their last and best Hail 
Mary strategy for creating a world war.     
 
 
 
The cabal, specifically the existing governments of Israel and Saudi Arabia, are trying to draw 
the USA into war against the Russians in the Middle East, by assassinating our sitting 
president and blaming it on Syria, Russia or both.     
 
That would bring Turkey, Iran and China into the mix as well. And that would be very bad.     
 
See the parallels?   



 
The exact playbook being reused again?   
 
The lack of creativity?   
 
The desperation?   
 
The irrelevance?     
 
They ran the same play in 2001 when they dropped three buildings in Manhattan (plus the 
Tomahawk missile shot into the side of the Pentagon)... none of which were struck by 
airplanes... and blamed it on Osama Bin Laden and his radical islamist terrorist pals.     
 
But they can't do that now per signed international (galactic) treaty because of 9/11 and 
according to their dwindling remaining stored resources.     
 
Ending Trump publicly is the last and best hope for keeping the great lie going because once 
the money releases to the people, never will the cabal be able to overcome such a high 
frequency of joy that will quickly spread throughout the world once begun.     
 
Folks, we are all standing in the DMZ holding our currency and awaiting the authorization to 
walk across to the other side.     
 
That's it. It's a moment by moment situation.     
 
If you desire to assist during this intense time, you can pray for a peaceful transition for all 
involved--including and especially Trump.     
 
Prayer does work.     
 
God is with us. 
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Much of what intelligence analysts do is theoretical--until it actually happens--then it's just 
stating the obvious for pay.      
 
Below is a game theory we believe to be accurate both looking back at recent past events 
and gleaming forward into the near future.      
 
Believe, don't believe... but opinion and energetic focus are entirely an individual's 
responsibility... which of course manifests into personal destiny.     
 
The following is just advanced mind fuel for deep thinkers and cosmic tinkerers.     
 
Assumptions:     
 
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump were chosen to run well before the 2016 Us Presidential 
election by China, Russia, Republic, France and U.K. because all permanent members of the 
UN Security Council needed a little over four months after the final collective election (France) 
to qualify all five countries within GESARA compliance requirements.     
 
Both Clinton and Trump were selected as each could bait and corner Bibi Netanyahu 
politically, who had deep hooks into both candidates and left a paper trail of corruption with 
each candidate  over several years--which would allow the Republic to eventually impeach 
either on their schedule.      
 
 
Once France's election and inauguration completed on May 14, 2017... the final RV roll out 
process immediately began next day and would finalize exactly two weeks later by May 29, 
2017.      
 



This included the implementation of new rates and exchange locations, resetting of global 
algorithms for international market trading and the leaking of key evidence to controlled media 
outlets to force both Trump's and Netanyahu's resignations.      
 
In response, BiBi ordered Mossad to start WW3 creating conflict between the US, Iran and 
Russia by launching terrorist attacks in Paris, London, Moscow and even assassinating 
Trump in the White House on May 28, 2017.     
 
Remaining Asian Mossad operatives were also ordered to provoke China to invade North 
Korea due to increased missile launches towards Tokyo, Japan in an effort to reverse the 
effects of a Pearl Harbor style attack which drew the United States into WW2 against 
Germany, Japan and Italy.     
 
Either event would violate GESARA mandates, and potentially ignite WW3 and of course stop 
the RV.     
 
That would be a Win/Win/Win for the cabal. And keep them in their original schedule of WW3 
in this period of time.      
 
Conclusions:     
 
Nothing the cabal does at this point will be successful due to a host of reasons discussed in 
previous posts.      
 
They just don't have the influence or muscle to pull off another faux world war.      
 
Nor will the RV be delayed any further. As its release is on a timed-release program per the 
Chinese Elders.     
 
All release decisions have been made to begin GESARA's implementation and spring forward 
humanity across a threshold of tolerance for such rogue political figures who refuse to exit 
power gracefully.     
 
Actions:      
 
The mission target date is Memorial Day 2017 and it was chosen for many reasons stated in 
earlier posts.      
 
This is why the Trump impeachment energy has reached an accumulated high point come 
Friday, without feeling as though it was long over due or neglected.     
 
 
 
The Chinese Elders' desire is to accomplish the private internet group RV by the end of May 
2017 and all possible private redemptions in full by June 2017.     
 
Doing so will allow for the US Republic to be declared as restored by mid-year on July 4th; 
after a Ryan/Sasse ticket (per earlier UNSC approval) is voted into power by both Houses of 



Congress, and viewed internationally as an acceptable Republican executive leadership 
replacement to Trump.     
 
Ryan will be asked to take power by the House of Representatives for the next 7.5 years (and 
potentially Sade for the next 8 years, totaling a possible 15.5 years of progressive 
Republicans leadership).      
 
These two "brand new candidates" were also chosen by the UN Security Council and 
Chinese Elders, and placed into position back in the summer of 2015.      
 
All financial and legislative successes will be credited to the Ryan Administration, without 
Ryan having to abandon the conservative GOP base which both he and Sasse will need to 
win future elections in the coming years--specifically 2018 mid-terms. 
      
President Ryan will then pass a series of new legislations, one of which will be returning the 
Republic to the gold standard and replacing our national currency printed by the Republic 
Treasury and not the Federal Reserve Bank.     
 
This will ignite an innocent public RV as citizens will all head into retail bank branches and 
wealth management offices to swap out their currency.      
 
Technically, this will constitute a historic revaluation of US currency and everything will be 
right again in American politics--both foreign and domestic.      
 
And the hyper affluent, mind bending, two decade long struggle to achieve a sovereign rate 
foreign currency exchange (GCR) will never be recorded in American history books as ever 
happening.     
 
Timing:     
 
As markets open on Tuesday May 30, 2017 in Asia at (9pm EDT Monday in NYC), the 
international business week (IBW) will function per normal, but with an entirely new digital 
financial system including gold backed currencies at updated rates, used by all 209 sovereign 
nations across all five tiers of global financial customers... without anyone even noticing the 
transition after a summer holiday weekend in the US.     
 
What RV?     
 
God is with us. 
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From all Intel corners and sovereign client accounts, the NPTB have everything settled with 
those few remaining massive historic asset deals as final terms were found agreeable earlier 
today. 
 

This means all T1, T2, T3 historic assets have been settled and are now considered on the 
new financial system books so that T4-T5 can legally begin per treaty. 
  That should cover all tiered segments of the financial system old and new per se, so hang in 
there My Venezuelan and Columbian brothers and Sisters. 
 

Christ has already won. Be still in Esu. 
 

Everything else ever printed or issued, sold or assigned by a government no longer has any 
monetary value and should be considered worthless. 
 

Holy guacamole! 
 

These deals were a separate negotiation versus the Trump hunting that is currently ongoing 
by Mossad and a second cabal military-for-hire faction with US contractor roots. 
 

No names. 
 

Dangerous place operating in this sovereign finance world, eh? 
 

Redemption center staff is still on standby and far away from family without any direct contact. 
 

They're all just waiting like us. 
 

Everyone worldwide is waiting. 
Every country is waiting. 
Every bank is waiting. 
Every government is waiting. 
Every military is waiting. 
Every hungry child & mother just waiting, 

 
 

When is shit gonna finally hit da fan? 
   
Can you imagine holding the power to set the world free, permanently? 
 
Can you imagine what goes into that decision? 
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Obama and Ryan can't. 
Xi and Putin can't. 
Macron and May can't. 
But Quan Yin can, as she is the only One who unlocks heaven on earth. 
   
Only she knows when the rhythms of the earth are ready to hold that kind of pure frequency 
to endlessly manage such an amazing grace. 
   
Russia has 9/11 truth prepared and ready to be hard launched on their network (RT) if there's 
any problem during the roll out once released. 
   
Saudi Arabia and Israel want no part of that day. Bush's and Cheney's want no part of that 
day. Nearly every incumbent member of Congress wants no part of that day. 
   
Trump is sweating the Comey memos and Kushner / Flynn / Russia report this week. 
Netanyahu is sweating the German submarine bribe evidence just calmly awaiting to convict 
him. Even Hillary and Bill are being held in check with old Clinton Foundation evidence of 
pay-for-play treason. 
   
Everything good has been put into motion to overcome everyone bad. All have been chalked 
as God or not God and accounted for. No detail has been overlooked. 
   
As a species we appear ready. 
   
Yet only Quan Yin decides when, where and how. And even the Elders must wait on Original 
Grandmother. 
   
Hey, we all have a boss. 
   
Is tonight finally our night? Do we actually get to honor the fallen by rising up and healing the 
world? Are we the chosen few who answered Yahweh's bell when He rang for His angles? 
   
Everything in form and spirit feels aligned, so yes, I believe we are aligned with the divine Will 
of God. 
   
Let us pray together that the Mother Mary i.e. Quan Yin shares this vibration. 
   
It's just time. 
 

God is with us. 
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Since it's Sunday and the RV didn't pop last night, and the start time and day is still an open 
question, I think it's wise to go back to the beginning of why we all got into this whirlwind RV 
journey--spiritually. 
 
Below is my reason for still being hopeful and also here and attentive: 
 
Philippians 4:6-8 
   

Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with 
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which transcends all 
understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 
 
Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever 
is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—
think about such things. 
  ---- 
 

These verses started me out in 2006 and still ring true to my heart as to why IAM more 
confident and not sleeping through weekend nights following this historic event.. as it will be 
the last for profit deal I will ever do. 
 

Yet today... 
I know there's disappointment.  
I know there's sadness. 
I know there's fear. 
I know there's suffering.  
And I know there's an RV breaking through after two decades here to rescue and restore the 
meek of the earth -- eternally.  
 
 

So which do you choose to focus on today? 
 
Not having your miracle blessing in hand or experiencing this miracle as unfolds like a flower 
gracefully opening to blossom? 
 
No one yells at a rose to open. Yet it always does and is speechlessly genius when it reveals 
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its beauty. 
 
Some of the events that have happened over this weekend were incredibly intense as they 
came in, and a few even beyond mind boggling. Especially in Panama, Beijing and Tel Aviv. 
 
There are some greedy, disgusting, soulless people in the world folks. But that's not news to 
this crowd.... 
 
There were several attempted attacks in a variety of countries that were reduced to rubble, 
quickly. Which was expected btw. 
 
So yes, the scorpions did attempt to sting, multiple times, in multiple places, and most to all 
were repelled. There were a few that maybe could be deemed as successful but they won't 
make the news. 
 
Trump's return to the US was significant on multiple levels. 
 
Son-in-law Jared Kushner is now toxic politically. Nearly everyone else in Trump's top WH 
staff, with the expecting of Priebus, is already political toast. 
 

The White Knights in the intelligence community have isolated Trump.  
 

The same tactics were used against Nixon over a much longer cycle of damning drip, drip, 
drip media leaks. 
 

Trump has nowhere to turn for allies this morning--hence his war room construction.  
 

Meaning, his brand name is now in jeopardy and the thinking is that is the one thing he will 
not risk losing--which will in turn warrant his Presidential resignation--which ultimately is the 
Republic's primary objective still. 
 

A peaceful transition from power in US, also in Israel and Ukraine for Russia and China, who 
are the puppet masters in all three instances. 
 

The old guard is still holding on to an illusion of geopolitical relevance which simply is not 
there. And when they are shut down in negotiations, they resort to physical violence as it's 
their only logical option. 
 

But threatening a world you no longer control is illogical if not utterly suicidal, and that's what 
we're waiting out--now by the hour--the new reality to set in with the old defiant power 
structure. 
 
And all this week, especially last night, the remaining cabal minions lost all their potential 
leverage from using force. 
 
Think about that miracle. 
 
The emperor is now completely naked. Wounded. Bleeding out. Fangless. Exhausted. And 
dead on the vine. 
 



Leaving no dangerous fight opportunity post RV... which is the safest path forward for 
humanity. 
 
Just because you don't know or see all the juicy details, doesn't mean the RV is not 
happening.. rapidity... with certainty... and abundantly. 
 
So today choose to focus on what's righteous and true. Stay the course. Hold your vision. 
Trust the process. And we'll all get there together.  
 
Promise. 
 
We the meek of the earth have turned strong and we will all go, while none of the once strong 
now meek cabal will join us. 
 
God is with us. 
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There's a little phrase those of us in the invisible Intel world like to say, "You can't believe 
what you can't imagine." 
   
Making imagination a more critical tool in this world than hard person to person intelligence 
which is rarely accurate and always angled. 
   
Reason is, most intelligence we receive at this level, and share, is so unbelievable that it 
challenges one's imagination. 
   
Infinite Zimbabwe/African wealth, quantum satellite computing, next generation frequency 
weapon systems, banking wires above 50 zeros, telepathy communications, human cloning 
and AI replication, alien genetic manipulation... it tests the heart as much as the mind to the 
level of raw possibility. 
   
Dinar Chronicles is probably not the best place for releasing some of this intel--but we offer it 
to those who like our challenge. 
   
We accept those who do not care to expand or believe in things unseen. 
 

All opinions matter. Equally. And why Patrick was chosen to release this information to 
Dinarland. 
   
But this is why there's so much consternation in the community, as their are millions of 
different interpretations, opinions and levels of imagination, as well as the person to person 
contacts used for sharing information. 
It's confusing. It's scary. And it's very real. 
If you're open to receiving the real truth. 
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This transition of eras also demands a transition of power, which of course means a 
replacement of people and governments who once ran your world affairs. 
   
They simple refuse to let go of constructs inbred into their beings genetically. Z very 
understandable actually and expected. 
   
Yet these beings have no cosmic choice in the matter. God has chosen who goes forward 
and who remains behind energetically. And therein lies the rub. 
   
So in this current climate of seemingly endless chaos, order is finally being induced, but not 
as it once was and certainly not by whom once influenced macro planetary change. 
   
And we're all trying to make heads or tails of transition, some with more success than others. 
   
Geopolitical levers are being pressed or applied now so that those once in power will leave 
and never return. 
   
They're obviously not happy about it and doing their best to fight inevitable change. But the 
keys are being taken away whether they like it or not. 
   
This equates to some military force, harsh and decisive for those who refuse to leave. 
   
Know much of that has happened already. 
   
There's also as you know a financial transition aspect that has been occurring for years and is 
now just waiting to be introduced to the mass of population. 
   
Know this too has long occurred already and been tested/proven to be impossible to breech. 
   
What's occurring now is the replacement of past political and diplomatic figures who only 
have their established public personas to use as leverage in negotiating their exits. 
   
Sadly, these figures have pushed the NPTB passed their comfort level of being patient and 
merciful, and must now be dealt with--severely--as in arrest, Global media exposure and 
physical elimination where the need arises. 
   
We've all longed for the NPTB to rip the political band aid off so the RV can start, which they 
have done actually... but ever so slowly it was difficult to recognize, as they were hyper 
considerate of how we, overall mass population, would react. 
   
 
Never did they desire to create additional fear or chaos for those unawakened souls as 
massive earth changes were occurring beneath their feet. 
   
Many innocent humans would have perished instantly through cardiac arrest if these 
transitional era changes were implemented too quickly. 
   
So fast became slow out of necessity, and slow fast out of unconditional love not species 



punishment. 
 
Always the NPTB intended to carefully, methodically and benevolently make constant but 
slight and subtle changes against the old power structure as to protect humanity's conscious 
minds--sensitive to what has been (or thought to have been), what is (or thought to be what 
is) and what will be (or though to be). 
   
Again there are a lot of interpretations when it comes to past, present and future and they all 
matter equally to the NPTB. 
   
Yet there comes a moment when even the slowest band aid remover gently pulls the last 
adhesive bond completely away from the skin and reveals our wound as healed. 
   
Such a delicate and precious moment. Sacred in fact. 
   
Maybe tonight, let all fear and worry go, knowing confidently that whatever has occurred in 
your RV past experience was all for the greater good, despite the current relentless chaos 
and suffering thrown at us hourly demanding we believe in something less than the spiritual 
truth of being in unified sacred covenant with our shared Creator. 
   
One. 
   
God is with us. 
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The rate of information is coming in fast and furious these past few days--hence the multiple 
SITREPS. 
   
The banking just changed on Friday. No other way to report it. Maybe you can say it switched 
last second. 
   
The NPTB changed who was running the banking and what technology they were using, and 
nobody knows yet where this is all coming or where it's going ... but it came all of a sudden 
and it's invisible. 
   
No wonder the UST is on military lockdown. Can you say Republic? Go fighting Joe! 
   
It's as if the NPTB planned on abandoning all original strategies all along and brought in their 
own systems, their own people, at their own exchange locations less any trace of Wells Fargo 
consultation.... right before we all walked through the front freaking door. 
   
Genius. 
   
Meaning, we are literally operating on an original, unencumbered system of finance with 
brand new digital credits. And the concept of converting old system accounts and funds was 
 
 

just a lost leader to confuse die hard cabal moles. 
   
I wonder if the politics are being switched out in the same way as the banking, as Trump, 
Netanyahu and Poroshenko are replaced--at once--whoosh--new game, new leaders, new 
reality... GO! 
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Sure feels that way. Genius. 
   
Screen rates are embarrassingly high. NDA's are optional. Structured programs are available 
should anyone desire one. 
   
This is going to be easy, easy, easy. And fast, fast, fast. 
   
We're all going to be in and out in under 30 minutes (on average) in a drive thru style RV. 
   
Stop it. Pinch me. Genius. 
   
Memorial Day... ah Memorial Day... 5/29/2017 (8)... military personnel in uniforms, planes and 
vehicles everywhere which raises zero suspicions. 
   
So if say General Dunford was going to deploy the national guard for like a week, doing so on 
Memorial Day wouldn't look out of place in the least. Almost would look parade float-esque as 
assault tanks drove down Main Street and massive Huey's flew over interstate highways. 
   
Things that make you go "genius." 
   
And the media.. oh the media... between Trump and Memorial Day festivities, there is no 
other news to report on a Memorial Day weekend is there? 
   
And even if there was something of note to cover, who the hell cares. Pass me another plastic 
flag, cheeseburger, weak beer and don't block my view of the TV, right? 
   
Dare I say it again... genius. Just did. 
   
It's also a bank holiday, lowest internet and auto traffic night/day of the year, start of summer, 
mildest annual climate and best of all there are no Dinarland conference calls planned. 
   
Hey what if... Friday they raided the UST... Saturday they installed a new digital delivery 
system... Sunday they performed all final testing... and Monday morning they released the full 
blown Age of Aquarius. 
   
Say in Phase 1 they would have everyone considered the internet group, processed, in and 
out of redemption centers before banks and markets could even reopen Tuesday morning. 
   
Plus, whomever was paying close attention would also get a once in a lifetime shot at 
sovereign rates; and whomever wasn't just redeems per with screen rates in phase 2. 
   
After that, currency holders could trickle in as they awakened over the weeks and months that 
followed to finish up in what we would classify as phase 3. 
   
All three phases can use the same Trump mega flash bang impeachment distraction to hide 
massive client flows of currency exchanging throughout the entire month of Ramadan. 
   
Yeah, it's a stretch. Or is it Hawaiian pizza on a bagel genius? 
   



Harare! Harare! Harare! 
   
God is with us. 
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RV Intel 
Saturday 
May 27, 2017 
 
They're closing the investigation noose around Trump's closest people as he returns home 
tonight on Ramadan in Iraq, which was conveniently moved back three days and now will 
begin around noon EDT today. 
   
Which sets up the entire world for a Saturday night / Sunday morning release when all banks 
and markets are closed worldwide. 
   
America is completely distracted with the first summer holiday, Memorial Day weekend. 
   
Global media is hyper focused on Trump's impending impeachment due to his recent chaos 
world tour. 
   
Weather is optimal globally, not too hot, not too cold, not too wet. 
   
Banks and redemption centers were told be ready anytime Saturday. 
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Exchange center staff being told openly RV goes tonight. "Kiss your family's goodbye until it's 
over." 
   
Final screen rates on ZIM have been locked in (not flashing) and are equivalent to CNY as 
predicted--which makes the CNY the temporary reserve currency of the entire African Union. 
   
Similar expectations are for the structure of the IQD, which means the entire Middle East has 
also gone into fiscal partnership with the Chinese. 
   
RV currency platform trade tiers have been pre-set and agreed to by all countries, and go as 
high as $125,000 for the ZIM (permanent reserve currency of the African Union). 
   
Meaning, any amount negotiated with exchange location staff will be later sold at a higher 
price on the sovereign market or Win/Win/Win. 
   
Translated: Because the Chinese Elders have created the new digital, quantum global 
financial system... they will actually make money on every redemption, every currency--over 
years--regardless of the negotiated terms, including any sovereign rate for the ZIM. 
   
The Iraqi Ramadan extensions were all pump fakes to reveal ISIS, Daesh, Mossad final mass 
destruction operations. 
   
The "bad guys" are completely lost and demoralized we are told. 
   
God is with us. 
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UST raided by Republic forces tonight preparing for RV release (after midnight?). 
   
As a result, Trump suddenly threatening to pull out of gold treaty (aka Paris Agreement). 
   
https://www.google.com/amp/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN18O00J 
   
Trump offered last chance to publicly resign at G7 and did not. 
   
So now the fireworks are set to begin this week on his impeachment--without or without his 
resignation. 
   
Netanyahu the same. International financial sanctions are coming to Israel whether the 
Knesset throws him out first 
or not. 
   
Real rubber hitting the road stuff going on. Bone on bone deal making. One winner, one loser, 
no middle ground. 
   
Congress the same. It's now time for Ryan to abandoned the Trump ship we are told or the 
US will face harsh worldwide trade sanctions. 
   
Negotiations still ongoing in Panama and Beijing for massive historic asset and IQD 
settlements. The raw numbers of which would shock you all in cardiac arrest. 
   
 
There really was no need for poverty, famine, drought or homelessness pre-RV. It was pure 
greed that was the common and chosen disease of all human suffering. 
   
No more, no less, no excuses. 
   
There are a few sovereigns who on principal just want this to hurt the other side as much as 

https://www.google.com/amp/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN18O00J


their financial haircut is hurting them. Right up to the very last second. 
   
Security mobilization is fully active. Heading US quietly planned in DEFCON 1 status 
anticipating counter attack while RV is on going. 
   
Hang in there, folks... it may be a bumpy landing. And then again, it may not. We shall see. 
   
Either way, these final hours are all just absolutely bananas. 
   
God is with us. 
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Middle East Peace has been achieved without Netanyahu and Trump we are told. 
   
Palestine gets Jerusalem, pre 1967 land, settlements abandoned and financial reparations 
from Israel. 
   
The RV work around plan has been activated--and both Trump and Netanyahu will now be 
removed through force. 
   
Hard criminal news leaks are expected to begin flooding the air waves in both Israel and 
United States. 
   
Historic 9/11 news linking the two leaders are suspected of being readied for release to mask 
RV, and why former FBI Director Muller was tapped to lead the special investigation in 
Russia--because it leads back to 9/11. 
   
Ramadan starts sundown @ 7:03pm Friday in Iraq. 
   
There's a final morning prayer in the Mosques tomorrow @ 11:59am in Iraq or 4:59am EDT. 
   
We're told the IQD International Announcement must come before sundown on Ramadan or 
the NPTB will lose the entire Arab world (366 million) for nearly a month. 
   
Lots of IQD holders in the Middle East. 
   
The exchange center memo about start times has been going out nightly for weeks as to 
create confusion re: ultimate start time and day. 
   
The Dow eclipsed 21,000 today which reset the global financial algorithm. If you'll recall there 
was a massive 20,000 pump fake which worked BTW. 
   
The International Business Week (IBW) ended @ 6pm EDT, so international wires won't go 
through again until Tuesday morning @ 9am EDT. 
   



China's financial markets are closed all day Friday for May 1 Labor Day holiday. 
   
Middle East financial markets are normally closed on Fridays also. 
   
Europe's financial markets close at noon Friday EDT. Almost same time Ramadan starts in 
Iraq @ 11:00am EDT Friday. 
   
Trump now at G7 meeting in Sicily this Friday and Saturday--out of his native country, wink 
wink... 
   
So are 6 other leaders from Canada, Germany, France, Japan, Italy, Great Britain--out of their 
native countries, wink wink... 
   
Can you say GESARA? 
   
US financial markets are also closed Monday for Memorial Day, with light volume standard for 
the Friday before a summer holiday. 
   
This release event is to commence at night, in the wee hours for safety. Day and time still 
unknown. 
   
The final RV call will come from the mountains above Beijing. 
   
Not an American decision in the least. 
   
God is with us. 
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In the past, bulk reserves of gold were maintained by all global central banks as a storer of 
value and guarantor to redeem promises to pay depositors and holders of securities or trading 
peers, or to secure a currency, used gold reserves almost exclusively-albeit rarely-in the 
settlement of international transactions. 
   

However, now there is now one ultimate storer and recorded keeper of sovereign gold--the 
Shanghai Gold Exchange (SGE) in China. 
 

Every sovereign nation in the world is now gold backed by international signed treaty, and has 
either stored their own gold or accepted the generosity and of the ancient Chinese Elders, 
who have fronted existing above ground gold bullion for the purposes of securing every 
international currency in the world under a common, controllable gold valuation. 
 

These same Chinese Elders are also the owners of the SGE and have replaced the London 
Gold Exchange (LGE) for setting the daily spot price for gold. 
 

Because this physical sovereign gold is held in Shanghai, it serves as collateral for the entire  
new global financial system courtesy of the Chinese Elders--but with individual autonomy 
within it. 
   
Instead of their sovereign gold being stored in every central bank of the world, all Sovereign 
gold reserves are now stored in a common vault, whereby all sovereign debts are settled 
each day via the physical transfer of gold--shuttled by cart between sovereign national cages. 
   
If one nation goes beyond their threshold of required gold reserves as determined by their 
own signed treaty agreement, adjustments in government personnel must be made 



immediately before commerce between said nation and other nations can continue at this 
level. 
   
War without a unanimous United Nations Security resolution is also cause for stopping 
sovereign trade between countries. 
   
This new gold-for-gold payment structure is not new to humanity, and is just the restored 
basic tenant of a new asset backed financial system (something-for-something versus 
something-for-nothing). 
   
This change and new oversight of international wealth will eliminate both fiat currency 
manipulation and bogus electronic trading assets/practices that have crippled the old global 
financial system. 
   
A similar gold-for-gold exercise was attempted by the Chinese Elders at the Breton Woods 
Conference in 1944. But this original financial structure collapsed due to greed and hyper 
aggressive attempts to gain the natural asset wealth of other nations via force. 
   
The implementation of this new more controllable asset backed system will transfer fiat wealth 
back to the true gold owners of the world versus those who claim to possess wealth but have 
no physical assets to claim as their own. 
   
Thus, holding currencies of nations with large gold reserves (natural asset) qualifies an 
individual as a "gold owner" and thus allows individuals with no previous wealth to participate 
in the upcoming massive transfer of global wealth. 
   
Vietnam, Indonesia, Zimbabwe, Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan are such countries with large gold 
supplies (in ground) that are now being fairly recognized (via a Chinese Elder audit) and have 
been assigned new international values for their national currency. 
   
Other audited in-ground hard assets such as minerals, petroleum, diamonds and rare earth 
elements also qualify for the setting of these more accurate currency values, but only a gold-
for-gold transfer at the sovereign tier of wealth (T1) is deemed accepted as fair market trade 
or transfer between sovereign nations for any debts in arrears. 
   
The historic return of a gold-for-gold mandate is what is now allowing for all currencies of the 
world to revalue equally ant on an updated gold standard value platform or in slang terms 
permit the individual currency holder to participate in the "RV." 
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This post is for the ZIM redeemers, specifically those considering asking and managing 
sovereign rates long-term. 
   
Keep in mind, I want you happy and safe first and foremost. Your soul means far more to me 
than your wealth. Always has. 
   
So much so, I felt everyone should be fully advised as to what they're stepping into with this 
currency redemption, more specifically, ZIM sovereign rate redeemers.  
   
I've always stressed blessings and burdens would equal out in the end. Whatever you 
monetarily ask for in this unprecedented event, you will also own the spiritual obligations that 
come with your request.  
   
Blessings = Burdens. 1 to 1. 
   
 
What I would like to share with you today is the physical vibrational responsibility that comes 
with being a sovereign--because by accepting a sovereign rate you are by default accepting 
the energetic responsibility for protecting and serving all humanity and the planet... just like a 
Chinese Elder. 
   

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ORDqosvlATw/WSjdZky3FUI/AAAAAAAAPjs/P4DELLjGaQMx53yxWXHY-3uRLPIuTd-1gCLcB/s1600/image1+(2).jpeg


The ZIM is a powerful, powerful blessing--the likes of which most to nearly all human beings 
will never conceive let alone know or manage.  
   
But not you.  
   
No, you dear one sit on the precipice of Christ's wealth releasing back to mankind, and 
tonight, experiencing the transition of eras just like the Chinese Elders in the mountains 
scattered across Southeast Asia. 
   
Pretty meaningful existence, yes?  
   
Saving the world one soul at a time. One school. One neighborhood. One river. One state. 
One country. One ocean. One continent. One species. One planet. 
   
Tall order. The tallest in my not so humble estimation. Yet it is what it is.  
   
ZIM sovereign rate redeemers = Super Heros who by rule are... 
   
Selfless.  
Listeners.  
Helpers.  
Thinkers.  
Fixers.  
Healers. 
Ambassadors.  
Infinites. 
Anonymous. 
Human Angels. 
   
All timeless, worthy characteristics to be sure. But I left one out intentionally ... Invisible.  
 

The sheer scope and breath of the ZIM's potential wealth demands sovereign redeemers 
disappear from traditional public situations--both for their own safety and the greater good of 
the worlds they bless financially day in and day out.  
 

We talk about Chinese Elders, Grandfather, Original Grandmother and Quan Yin as though 
their living down the street watching cable news and mowing the lawn before it rains.  
 

When in truth, they're hidden for their own protection, insulated from the outside world, using 
centuries worth of corporate, military and legal security mechanisms to shield their identity, 
political power and raw fiscal capacity. 
   
This is what managing an endless supply of sovereign wealth demands. Being invisible is 
simply what works over eras--not just centuries, decades and years. 
   
I share this now because many of you have different ideas of what sovereign wealth will feel 
like. Be like. Evolve into. And most of visions are euphoric.  
   
Understandable. 



   
But please take a moment to consider the existing sovereigns as your real life example. 
   
Nobody knows what they look like or who they are but their own families, inner circles or 
maybe a few other sovereigns who were born into similar positions.  
   
They have no public persona per se, no media attention is drawn to them intentionally, heck 
they even have their own banking tier few to any knew about in great detail before a GCR/RV 
was necessary. 
   
Yet they run the world. And have for thousands of years.  
   
And they accepted their awesome responsibility of taking on and defeating formidable dark 
nobility families (cabal) because they alone knew they were the first and last line of defense 
ensuring humanity's survive.  
   
That's why the global collateral accounts were pooled and stored off earth in the first place--to 
be used for this exact moment in time to defeat the rebellion of evil permanently. 
   
So amazing. Thank you is all I can say. 
   
Thus when you're at your redemption appointment this weekend, while everyone is out on 
their boats, driving to campsites or cooking up burgers in the backyard--think about what the 
sovereigns are thinking about as they hydrate the world after watching the old system they 
helped create just disappear after 73 years. 
   
I can assure you they will be experiencing equal amounts of rapture and trepidation for what 
they have done.  
 

As only they can know of the invisible sacrifices involved with their own super hero duties, 
beyond all the temporary toys sovereign wealth treats for the unwise. 
 

Think of Grandfather, the Elders and Quan Yin as they sit in their mountainous hideaways, 
secluded, less any emotion (neutral) because they know tomorrow will come despite the 
miracles of today.  
 

And again they will be tasked with new challenges all sovereign protectors of our species and 
planet face daily, whenever and wherever maniacal evil arises or natural catastrophes strike--
because they will as they must. 
   
Universal law is consistent on this point as your new blessings (sovereign wealth) will exactly 
equal your life's new burdens (responsibilities to humanity/earth). 
   
Point of the post: There's no shame in taking a smaller amount that you can handle (including 
ZIM holders) without forcing yourself into being something you are not.  
   
I just thought it wise to for a final time inform this community of its true deal parameters so 
when you do select your ultimate redemption rate/program, you won't be walking into some 
heroic sovereign future blindly or unwanted.  



   
Be honest.  
Pray for guidance.  
Surrender.  
Receive.  
Ascend.  
   
And dare to follow the sacrificial example of Yeshua Ben Yosef, who was the first to die so we 
could now live--as His love for all humanity is the purest form of sovereign wealth (Christ 
Currency) the species or planet has ever known. 
   
God is with us. 
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Now 25,000 North American intake points for RV currency. 
   
ZIM specific redemption location protocol has been changed. 
   
Call center appointment setting computer programs have been reset. 
   
ZIM expected to be fully compatible with CNY value before T4-T5 release. 
   
As of noon EDT it's May 1, 4715 on Chinese Calendar - First Day of Spring - National 
Holiday. 
   
Announcement of the IQD international currency reinstatement expected in masques on 
Friday after morning prayers (10:00pm EDT Thursday). 
   
This will kick off Ramadan month in Arab world on the same day as the New Moon begins @ 
3:46pm EDT also Thursday. 
   
US Banks closed Monday, May 29, 2017 for Memorial Day. 
   
Trump and Netanyahu decided to ignore earlier resignation pleas and fight their impending 
criminal prosecutions. 
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I've been asked to continue posting for the sake of people's sanity in Dinarland. Know that I 
no longer enjoy doing these--haven't for awhile but was trying to finish strong.  
   
Recently, the net energy in this community has dipped very low. And there's no joy in telling 
people why they are still suffering versus when it will end. 
   
Sadly, there's not much new to report which is not what this community prefers to hear. Yet 
it's true. 
   
So there's that... 
   
The Manchester, England terrorist incident simply did not happen. No one was hurt let alone 
killed from any ISIS terrorist.  
   
The cabal is embarrassing itself now. Nothing evil is sticking subconsciously anymore. 
   
 
These horror filled events are all made up just to scare the world into submission, and cast 
the possibility of some dangerous soft target network driven by religious fear. 
   
http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN18K0K5 
   
Once you understand (accept) that all modern history has been fabricated in cabal funded 

http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN18K0K5


think tanks, then fed to humanity in the form of mass media false flag events like Manchester, 
you'll understand perhaps why the NPTB are so very cautious with the RV's release. 
   
The last thing they want is to start and stop the RV for any reason and have it stunted 
because of a fake attack.  
   
In fact, they won't.  
   
In terms of the coming Trump's impeachment, I shared this reality with Dinarland well before 
he legally even took office.  
   
I was dead wrong about date and methodology of his exit, but obviously correct in my 
analysis of what was going to happen based on the structure of our Republic. 
   
Neither Clinton or Trump was even running for an office (USA, Inc. President) that stopped 
existing after Obama was removed in 2015 when the USA, Inc. bankrupted in Puerto Rico, 
and Paul Ryan was inserted by the Chinese Elders to run their prized asset. 
   
The Trump prediction is reminiscent of my ZIM sovereign rate forecast made months earlier, 
whereby we could all redeem at unthinkably higher rates in comparison to traditional Internet 
guru forecasts.  
   
Because the ZIM we own is a historic bond as well as a currency--it's also the reason why 
military bases are required to redeem this particular sovereign asset class--as well as the net 
end value to clients. 
   
This is an unprecedented fiscal event based in absolute reality, yet made to look utterly 
insane in the false illusion system they created for us before our births. 
   
Dinarland skewered me pretty badly for sharing all this information. Now it's all kinda of a 
given. I'm holding back the grace in front of us all because I cant handle the persecution.  
   
It always amazes me how eager and vicious people are when arguing against their own best 
interests.  
   
Be advised now that Donald J. Trump has committed treason against the USA, and his guilt 
was the reason I loathed him so.  
   
I don't pay him much mind anymore now that he has proven to be a burner cabal President 
with no structural validity to govern.  
   
Below is a CIA briefing that might shed light on why I felt it imperative that White Knights of 
the Republic remove the braggadocios orange one before ever taking office. 
   
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3259984-Trump-Intelligence-Allegations.html 
   
From this, it might be easier to understand why we were made to wait four months as it 
relates to global elections and the five permanent member veto level votes on the UN 
Security Council. 

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3259984-Trump-Intelligence-Allegations.html


   
There are a lot of nations with legal rights to our country right now--and they needed some 
time to prep America for a restored Republic government led by President Ryan.  
   
The Chinese and Russian governments just needed additional time to set the entire western 
world up for post RV success, and thus had to wait for Europe (France) to legally resolve its 
election cycle, regional currency and NATO military force. 
   
Now a super moon is arriving on the same day as Ramadan, African Independence Day, 
Memorial Day Weekend, Dragon Festival Week and G7 Conference.  
   
And quite possibly 9/11 truth. Such a flash bang would start the RV and impeach both Trump 
and Netanyahu in a heartbeat. 
   
Notice how Trump's first and last trip abroad ends this same week and includes stops in 
Saudi Arabia, Israel, Rome, Brussels and Sicily.  
   
Did the travel agent who booked this trip pitch it as a 9/11 revival tour? Because that's exactly 
what it is meant to be--make people remember 9/11 and be scared--because these same 
counties helped stop the first RV in 2001.  
   
Yet this weak tactic is all the cabal has left--drudge up old bad memories which they sincerely 
believe will create a fertile emotional soil to seed the world in future debilitating fear ... and 
stop the second RV. 
   
Seriously, they really believe this, and why we got a teenage death false flag event this week.  
   
But the nightmares of yesterday no longer hold us in fear, and no vibrationally restrict our joy 
making their reality just colorful fantasy. 
   
The cabal has no more control over humanity or our souls anymore. Absolutely none.  
   
For all shadows eventually are brought into the light of the truth. All. And their faux rule and 
mass threat relevance has disappeared rapidly, irreversibly, and forever. 
   
Hallelujah! 
   
 
 
Meaning, there is no delay large or strong enough vibrationally to stop the RV from releasing 
and blessing the world.  
   
Zip. Zilch. Nada. 
   
We're just awaiting the optimal astrological moment based on the ancient lunar-solar calendar 
by which all can witness and choose to receive such a miraculous blessing for our entire 
species and planet.  
   
Sobeit. 



   
So this utter desperation you're all feeling individually and collectively is simply not there 
people. 
   
It's just false evidence appearing rea. 
   
Love and hope often masks itself as phantom pain, and in the misunderstanding rests our 
current suffering.  
   
So release it. Just let it go. And whatever comes back to you is real. 
   
Once you understand how and why this equation is non negotiable, you can break free from 
the hold fear has over your joy--and all limitation will evaporate in an instant--like a night 
shadow exposed to the morning light of day. 
   
Gone. Permanently. With ease. 
   
Hope this post advances your mind, heart and soul in Christ. As ascension is the whole 
game. 
   
God is with us. 
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There will be no full blown global RV until there is Middle East Peace, which must include 
both Israel and Palestine acknowledging the others right to exist, and dual sovereign state 
adoption of the recent United Nations Security Council's side by side, living in peace two state 
resolution. 
   
Until this occurs, we will continue to be made to wait for individual exchanges. 
   
All must go or none go. Period. 
   
But keep looking at Mosul if you want Dinarland because the rub of the RV lies in is 
Jerusalem. 
   
More accurately, specific parcels of land being returned to the Palestinians, primarily the Old 
City of Jerusalem by the Zionists that currently run the Israeli Knesset. 
   
 
Palestine is demanding that the Old City be placed back under Arab control; Netanyahu is 
demanding it remain under Zion control even though most Hebrews desire peace and are 
willing to accept some form of a two state solution. 
   
The problem is BiBi has no more leverage to negotiate from other than the chaos he self-
manufactures. Because the rest of the world isn't buying his schtick anymore. 



   
No more fear of the cabal capital. 
   
The Chinese Elders are demanding the issue be completely resolved before their new global 
financial system releases untold wealth into the entire region--for Hebrews and Muslims alike. 
   
Only love can remain. 
   
So Netanyahu is using all his old pro-Israel propaganda tactics to frame the argument on the 
global media stage, as he fundamentally believes Jerusalem is the spiritual property of Zion, 
forget the fact that Jerusalem was under Palestinian control for over 2,000 years before 1967. 
   
Israel as a nation state didn't even exist until 1948. 
   
BiBi is now using Trump to assist in framing his side of the argument only, which is the only 
reason Trump was summoned to asset in the region this week (Trump was in Saudi Arabia on 
Sunday; Israel on Monday and Palestine today). 
   
Palestine's public face, President Abbas, is simply allowing the world community to leverage 
their combined political, diplomatic, military and financial strengths against Netanyahu on 
behalf of the long impoverished Palestinian people--which are representative of the way the 
entire Arab world feels about Israel being in the region. 
   
But King Hussein of Jordan is actually the leader of a new Palestine Authority, as Jordan 
once ran Palestine before millions of displaced European Jews immigrated to Palestine post 
WW1 & WW2. 
   
In reality, things are going back to the way they were with a small Hebrew nation state 
wedged between the Mediterranean Sea and Syria. 
   
Peace is mercifully being achieved, all be it painstaking slow, through the elimination of all 
radical elements of both Muslim and Zion religions. 
   
Even the majority religion, Hebrew, is being held hostage in Israel by Netanyahu's radical far 
right Zionist political party called Likud. 
   
This process of political elimination is what we have been witnessing for several years and 
decades. 
   
 
 
And the prayer of all prayers is that peace quickly be achieved in the region so the world can 
receive its heavenly blessing. 
   
Why peace now? 
   
Well, the RV is a globally significant enough event to force all the players into peaceful, long-
term political positions because no nation or people wants to be left out of the financial 
windfall that's fast approaching from Asia. 



   
Both existing governments have been quietly replaced to create a more lasting political 
environment for sustained peace, less the past century of hostilities. 
   
So in truth, neither Netanyahu nor Abbas really will be around once the Middle East Peace 
solution is announced because both were part of the problem. 
   
And the real reason Trump likes to say both sides are closer than ever to a deal has nothing 
to do with his ability to negotiate, it has everything to do with neither side wanting to be left out 
of the RV, plus also allow the other guy to get credit for Middle East Peace historically. 
   
And because the world community sides in majority with Palestine and Abbas, Netanyahu 
and Zion are just isolated relics of an ideology recently announced as deceased by the 
Chinese. 
   
https://www.google.com/amp/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN17F194 
   
Both Netanyahu and Abbas must put aside their deep differences to settle the matter before 
it's settled for them by the world community--which structurally and legally are in position to 
implement international authority. 
   
The deeper irony here is that Trump of all people will attempt to take credit for solving this 
once seemingly unsolvable problem. And no credit will go to the Chinese Elders--just the way 
they like it. 
   
Talk about living through a nightmare to reap the rapture. 
   
Believe it, don't believe it... either way you're right. 
   
God is with us. 
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 Colossians 2:2-3 
   
My goal is that they may be encouraged in heart and united in love, so that they may have the 
full riches of complete understanding, in order that they may know the mystery of God, 
namely, Christ. 
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Reports through last night and this morning are that the global block chain is building for an 
opening bell release--explained simply as "Legos stacking."     
 
The last opening bell rings in the USA at 9:00am EDT. anytime there after we will be allowed 
to enter the system with our currency.     
 
Countries are releasing in segmented fashion in the natural order of their market and bank 
openings--depending on time zone.     
 
This is done so there is no high frequency trading advantage just like on a normal day.     
 
Meaning, traders can only trade what is eligible to trade based on hours of operation 
wherever a market is domiciled.     
 
The "Legos strategy" does not include futures necessarily, so the RV began at Sunday 2am in 
terms of buying the advanced market properties--but nobody really knows how their going to 
swing the market post RV so it's a crap shoot bet either way.     
 
So as markets open worldwide... securities, commodities and currencies are then buyable 
and tradable. Again the American markets are last, Dubai was first per a normal trading 
week.     
 
Same pace as always, but the currency values obviously are different on bank screens. And 
certainly the assets and philosophies backing those new values are also different-- but who 
would know that?     
 
Less is more. Ingenious master plan.     
 
The 800#s we've all been seeking will be seen on the same digital web format with maybe a 
few additional numbers added to handle the initial volume, then removed within the first 72 
hours.     



 
They will alert Dinarland when it's time. If you're paying attention or know someone who is, 
you won't miss it. If you're not, you won't notice the RV.     
 
Some will get a heads up they're performing a little early and be told where to look. But that's 
about it. No special privileges.     
 
Patrick will be sending out a TETELESTAI alert email as soon as we have confirmed global 
system activation for T4s.     
 
No drama, nothing overtly new, different or special. Just few new numbers added on 
participating banking websites. Very subtle. Very simple. Beyond dynamic.     
 
Ho hum -- another day, another RV.     
 
All RV bells and whistles will be handled in the back of the bank, and you'll be routed to 
specific exchange centers/locations based on your location, currencies held and profile (chalk 
marks).     
 
They will space out appointments out so some will not get immediate or even same day 
appointments based on the currencies they hold.     
 
ZIM holders will be given priority in terms of appointment setting for reasons of exchange 
volume to the banks, and safety to the customers.     
 
Other than that... there's not much to report. It's here. And it'll be gone in a few days. 
Sobeit.     
 
You'll see new rates once you are inside--and only if you ask btw--the general public will only 
know once they have been told.     
 
The goal for the redemption staff is to settle your exchange based on your personal needs 
and steer clients away from obsessing over rate wherever possible.     
 

As for the necessity and/or length of a structured program, that's entirely up to you.     
 

Basic NDAs will accompany every structured program because it's a private contract--no 
different than in any other industry where they don't want trade secrets revealed.     
 

Banks will certainly offer everyone the structured program option, and honestly, most to all 
should accept because managing this scale of wealth is a 24/7/365/multi-continent job... that 
few if any in the world are intellectually qualified to handle.     
 
That includes old Yosef.     
 
So let the professionals do their job so you can do yours as a humanitarian.     
 
Best of luck Dinarland. It was an honor to serve humanity's greatest good in Christ's name 
with each of you.     



 
To God be all the glory.     
 
Aloha Ke Akua 
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I've attempted in posts prior to educate this community on what has been to understand what 
is coming.  
   
With this post, it's wise to begin focusing on what is coming with the certain financial changes. 
   
American politics has been thrown out by the Elders, China and Russia. They have literally 
removed the Democratic Party's liberal and societal eroding war machine that was embedded 
in Washington political culture, as well as the replica toxic conservative majority of the old 
guard Republican establishment, leaving only a loyal restored Republic core. 
   
Know that Paul Ryan has been President of this new Republic government, legally, since 
October 29, 2015 and Ben Sasse his Vice President in secrete.  
   
Together in both the House of Representatives (Ryan) and Senate (Sasse), they've 
handpicked politicians who wanted to fundamentally change the American political landscape 
and be aspirational players without ripping apart the Constitution to do it. 
   
 
Bringing the "Shadow Government" into the light without scaring the American public was no 
small task, and they faced extraordinary challenges. But as Trump's impeachment now 
looms, its wise for this community to meet new Republic Vice President Ben Sasse.  
   
He did quite a lengthy ABC interview in his living this morning, while also launching a book 
about America's future. Wait, isn't that what candidates with Presidential aspirations do? Yup.  



   
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/gop-sen-sasse-lot-troubling-events-comeys-
firing/story?id=47540465 
   
Look for Senator Ben Sasse to be named as Vice President by the Senate when Ryan is 
inserted into the role of President by the House later his year, and then run as the two term 
incumbent Republican Vice President in 2024, after Paul Ryan has completed his maximum 
Presidential limit.  
   
This will give the foreign hand picked restored Republic executive leadership team a net 17 
year run in the Oval Office completing its cycle in January 2033--as finally the USA is getting 
the best and brightest back into the executive branch, with a progressive yet conservative 
agenda to move America forward with the rest of the world. 
   
Pay no attention to Trump.  
   
He is little more than a cultural and media scotch tape figure holding the USA, Inc.'s last 
administration (Obama) to the restored Republic's first administration (Ryan).  
   
Trump has no political significance due to the sovereign structure of our government. 
Absolutely none. 
   
His traveling orange circus will end very soon, yet Trump was a necessary evil--all be it 
temporary one--while other governments of the world also were forced to switch out their 
cabal controlled shadow governments in exchange for an agreed upon handpicked 
benevolent leadership group per GESARA compliance requirements. 
   
So many wonderful and mercy filled changes are upcoming for humanity. Just hang in there a 
little bit longer.  
   
Promise you'll appreciate having waited (chosen) to help assist in the administration of grace 
during what will be universally known as a historic planetary era transition. 
   
Believe it, don't believe it... either way you're right.  
   
God is with us. 
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Imagine the reverse of 9/11.    Heaven versus hell.  Love versus fear.  God versus not 
God.     
 
Raw benevolence that explodes onto the scene as if out of nowhere, and begins fixing all that 
ails humanity.     
 
Trump, money, war, medicine, taxes, infrastructure, healthcare, education, technology, 
environment... everything.     
 
Do you believe an event like this is even possible?     
 
Are you prepared if and when it does happen?     
 
And is this really where we are tonight with the RV?     
 
Beliefs generate choices.   
 
Choices are made in moments.   
 
Moments woven together create reality.   
 
Reality drives belief.  Beliefs determine choices...     
 
So true benevolence is a repeating cycle that has no beginning or end.     
 
There's no good time to start believing unconditionally--one just does--ultimately to achieve a 
superior reality.     
 
 
So what do you believe?     
 



Because whatever you are committed to, created your life.     
 
Exchanges have been occurring all over the world today--not yet in full here in the USA.     
 
The reasons may or may not be forthcoming tonight--depends on what happens in Israel 
tonight for BiBi who has backed out of Middle East Peace yet again.     
 
God is with us. 
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Pure evil comes in many faces, but only one scares even Lucifer. That's Benjamin (BiBi) 
Netanyahu, the current Prime Minister of Israel. 
 
BiBi's a cold blooded military grade killer with an engaging smile. He's very smart, very 
committed to Zionism and the worst of Satan's select hell fire seed. 
 
And tonight he's the most despised man in the world--as he alone is holding up the RV in the 
western world. Yup, one man. 
 
Today's press conference with Trump--in his house mind you--was allowed so that BiBi could 
accept the two state solution publicly on behalf of Israel. 
 
He agreed to this. He even recorded his resignation speech at gun point in that same house 
only two weeks ago. And still he rejected logic and avoided the topic of negotiated Middle 
East altogether. 
 
Netanyahu is not just a scorpion that continues to sting, he's the scorpion king that stings to 
the death and demands other scorpions do the same. 
 
 
His persistent rebellion was not unexpected to the NPTB. In fact, this is how consistent with 
how BiBi has always operated. 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-Y7CaUxH182A/WSOWSPUCmnI/AAAAAAAAPOE/KqISSW_AReEpR0WS_lJVC1tbHOsQlyZFwCLcB/s1600/image1.jpeg


Verbally BiBi promises the world and physically he denies everything reasonable to everyone 
rationale. His rebellion against God is absolute, and has been Netanyahu's entire life--he 
wrestles with God regardless of his personal / family's safety, wealth and legal amnesty. 
 
There's no controlling this rogue agent of darkness as he no longer receives any guidance or 
direction from his dark nobility Pindar. And all the evil decision makers above Bibi has either 
surrendered, left the planet or been eliminated. 
 
He is sworn soldier of death and chaos. A true Son of Satan. 
 
On the bright side, only BiBi is left in terms of holding the world back from its blessing 
because Israel is so very important to the cabal's complete surrender as it relates to the Arab, 
Western, European, Eurasian and Asian worlds. 
 
The defeat of Israel, and more critically Netanyahu, is the death of the rebellion against God. 
Which btw a requirement of the Chinese Elders to release the RV in all countries--all go or 
none go. 
 
Meaning, Global Peace runs through Israel because global enslavement ran through Israel 
when first funded by the Rothschilds in 1917. And BiBI controls Israel's fate with an old and 
ancient black iron fist of death--less any human soul. 
 
Donald Trump is his asset. Let me repeat that, Netanyahu controls American President 
Trump because the cabal, through the Vatican (anti-Christ religious Vicar), has controlled 
every American President since our nation's inception. 
 
It's Netanyahu that determines Trump's foreign policy and even writes his speeches via his 
conduit Jared Kushner, who is also an Israeli's military asset, in charge of the human replica 
Donald. 
 
All are human hybrids trained as Mossad operatives and committed to the enslavement and 
perpetual misery of humanity. 
 

Know your enemy and their capabilities people. Otherwise they will forever frustrate and 
control you. 
 

Even the Jesuit White & Black Pope Francis has abandoned the Church's New World Order 
master plan in order to save the Catholic religion from destruction. 
 

How he, Netanyahu refuses to do that for Judaism, which sadly negatively and unknowingly 
impacts the people of Israel and all in the Hebrew religion. 
 

So it's BiBi against the world, and know he will use, abuse, kill and destroy anything that  
 
threatens the cabal's vision for a hidden occult religion run out of Jerusalem (on the 33rd 
Parallel) and Sovereign Nation of Israel (which the Palestinians would prefer not to recognize 
but are willing to establish peace). 
 
But Netanyahu's future leadership of Israel is pure fantasy now. As 209 sovereign nations are 
against him--including his own countrymen who have formed another government side by 



side with Bibi's (exactly like the restored US Republic). 
 
In fact, Trump's first trip outside the USA was ordered by Netanyahu, at this time, to stop the 
RV, again as they did on 9/11/01, via the Middle East assassination of Trump--as to artificially 
start WW3 by pitting Muslims against the Christians and Jews, with the Russians, Chinese 
and Iranians jumping in to defend humanity and their greater good master plan. 
 
Israel is a very complicated place. Netanyahu is not. He's pure evil and will die as such. 
 
Zionism needs a world war to accomplish their global enslavement mission through chaos--
but Bibi won't get one. 
 
And that's driving BiBi absolutely mad. Because he's running out of time. He's already out of 
resources and diplomatic currency. 
 
Energetically, he can't even sustain an evil frequency strong enough to scare the world into 
submission as his Hyksos family has done for several centuries from their Israeli 
headquarters. 
 
To BiBi, giving up to mortal beings is completely unthinkable because the cabal's rule would 
end on his watch. 
 
That's 13 millennia of conditioning, master planning, implementing and executing for the sole 
purpose of absolute domination of the entire species and capture of all the planet's assets. 
 
Netanyahu would rather die on his pure evil feet than surrender on his innocent knees. So die 
he will now as it is written in the Golden Book of Fate. Sobeit. 
 
His resignation will no longer be accepted, as only arrest and prosecution through an 
international war crimes high court is the option he alone has elected for himself and family. 
 

The RV will now begin globally, but be advised the NPTB are so powerful, and so mercifully, 
they waited another whole day so this career serial killer and pathological liar could have one 
final chance to redeem his life and surrender before a world audience. 
 

Sure he choose death, as BiBi always does, but honoring the universal right of free will is no 
joke--and providing even the worst sinners among us an final opportunity to surrender to 
God's Will right up to their last breath is a powerful lesson to us all. 
 

God is with us. 
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From nothing everything comes. 
   
So if there's nothing new to report, then everything must be coming, right.  
   
So let it come by doing nothing and just exuding love, love, love... euphorically.  
   
That vibration helps the RV manifest as it perfectly matches the benevolent frequency 
emanating from Heaven. 
   
Intel flow was eerily slow on Saturday night into Sunday morning after being wildly active all 
week.  
   
That's progress believe it or not. Less intel in my world actually means more is happening. 
   
So remain vigilant today, Sunday, as we're still in the weekend window until markets open 
Monday morning. 
 

Remember, GESARA requires 120 days to implement and today is the 121st day of the 
Trump Presidency. 
 

The false flag car accident this week in Times Square was predicting the Trump  
 
Administration would crash on day 122 of his presidency, as did cabal agent Alex Jones.  
   
Also, last night Saturday Night Live did an obituary song (Hallelujah) exactly as they had done 
for Hillary Clinton after she lost the November 2016 election. Literally the exact same song 
even! 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-PPz-1r6_pEE/WSG1QnTQfQI/AAAAAAAAPHw/UeO19g1RBn0Xj47daMkVeyvuh5gx3vexACLcB/s1600/image1+(2).jpeg


   
Hillary 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BG-_ZDrypec&sns=em 
   
Donald 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70i8gTb3fZQ&sns=em 
   
Clearly the cabal is trying to alert remaining members of when they believe the financial 
transition, to the day, will occur. 
   
All such informal announcements are done to activate a plan to stop the RV which will not be 
successful--but scorpions sting and they must even though they have no venom left in their 
barbs. Keep in mind cabal members don't think like humans. 
   
As stated here before, Mercury Retrograde comes out of its "slingshot" post shadow tonight at 
8:58pm EST--right before all Chinese markets open at 9am CST. This is done to maximize 
the revaluation's energetic impact to create the greatest possible good. 
   
Monday 5/22 in China begins at noon 5/21 in the United States. 
   
The sovereign asset submission period was extended one more day until midnight Saturday, 
as a courtesy to a few slow adapting sovereign families in Latin and South America who own 
more IQD than you can imagine and authenticators are rushing to verify and count it all. 
   
Converting as much IQD to the new digital financial system benefits the Nation of Iraq's 
economy because it's put onto the CBI ledger as digitally being sold.  
   
Once physical IQD is verified and counted, it's credited digitally and burned instantly on the 
spot. 
   
Iraqi Special Forces announced on Saturday that Mosul was completely liberated Saturday. 
This is happening right before Ramadan is scheduled to begin on Friday, May 26, 2017 when 
they basically shut the country down for a month. 
   
OG means Original Grandmother (aka Quan Yin). 
   
God is with us. 
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After all the blogs... all the calls... all the links... all the questions... all the answers... all the 
trolls... all the waiting... all the suffering... all the plans... all the hopes... all the dreams... all 
the everything... 
   
... it's time to be thrown into the endless ocean of love and swim! 
   
To offer some advanced, multi-dimensional intel on the Panama meeting early Saturday 
morning: 
   
The Quan Yin spoke an ancient phrase in a language only Obama knew, and it unlocked all 
global computer codes on Saturday evening. 
   
This began the RV for humanity. 
   
Hallelujah! 
   
Money worldwide begins flowing freely and infinitely tonight on the new Asian based system 
@ 9:00pm EDT. 
   
800#s can come anytime before or after and still slated for this weekend we are told. 
   
Militaries worldwide are deployed. Air. Land. Sea. Cyber. Space. 
   
All sovereign families were given a 24 hour last extension to submit historic and currency 
assets for processing, as the door was officially shut on the old financial system at midnight 
this Sunday morning. 
   
And just like that ... everything changed forever. The Global Christ Reset (GCR). No one 
noticed but a handful of shocked leaders in the conference room. 
   
This is also why Trump is in the Middle East on the 33rd parallel--trying to stop the RV. 
   
Reportedly, the cabal was going to sacrifice the US President and start WW3 to get their 
master plan back on schedule. 
   
Just know that Trump is a clone, and Jared Kushner his Mossad handler. That plot was 
known way in advanced and defused thankfully by the Saudis if all people. 
   
https://www.google.com/amp/amp.usatoday.com/story/99295228/ 
   

https://www.google.com/amp/amp.usatoday.com/story/99295228/


Meaning, the RV is not only a reality for a release, but already globally occurred with and T1 
through T5 up to the plate with shortly with spendable liquidity. 
   
Hallelujah! 
   
Souls that have prepared spiritually by surrender for the flow of mercy will survive by 
swimming. 
   
Souls that have not prepared spiritually through surrender will sink via drowning. 
   
Both are Yahweh's universal law--not man's. The choice to sink or swim was always yours. 
But all have made it ... and made it already. 
   
Do consider the ark doors closed for this the second flood. 
   
Do consider the seeds of grace planted and ground work laid for humanitarian projects. 
   
Post redemption many will pass sadly, with only a chosen few left afloat by the grace and 
mercy of a loving and fair God. 
   
I pray this fate is yours. If not, sobeit. 
   
Believe, don't believe... it was just your life resting in the balance. 
   
Transition not transaction. 
   
God is with us. 
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LIVING PAPAL RETIREMENTS, DEBT JUBILEE, THE VATICAN BANK REFORMING , 
ALIEN LIFE … WHAT IS ON GOD'S GREEN EARTH IS GOING ON IN ROME? 
 

Do some research and you'll discover the word money actually originates from the Latin word 
"Moneta," which also happens to be the surname of the Roman admonishing divine feminine 
goddess Juno, in or near whose temple Roman society was taught to worship. So when 
precious metal coin s wereworship ed in her honor (gold, silver) and were replaced by paper 
forms of worship ( bills, notes, bonds) , all modern legal tender was in essence worshiping the 
Holy Roman See. 
 

Ironically, the word currency also emanates from a Latin word,"currere" which means “to run.” 
So basically, The Vatican has us all still running around worshipping at the alter of Juno (also 
known as ancient Egyptian goddess ISIS… hmmm , perhaps another subject for future 
research ) which began back with the Babylonian priests who actually practiced an ancient 
mystical religion known as "Kabbalah," which also not-so-ironically is the root Latin word for, 
yep you guessed it... "cabal."  
 

More research tells us the word Catholicism comes from a Latin root word "catholicus," 
meaning "on the whole " and "according to the whole or in general." Now to be considered 
Catholic , one agrees to surrender and accept that Jesus Christ was indeed the Messiah 
through baptism, and thus become part of the "universal church , "which literally means 
Catholic. Living a Catholic life is supposedly based on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ 
through the religious control of the Holy Roman See, specifically the Pope, who is divinely 
selected by a College of Cardinals.  
 

I say supposedly because the bible says Jesus Christ overturned the tables of the money 
changers inside of their temples during his lifetime, so how can the same Roman Church 
promote the concept of worshiping Jesus Christ when their own Vatican Bank worships at the 
alter of Juno/Isis? Folks, something just ain't right about th is financial contradiction because 
the bible states clearly in Mathew 6:24: “No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate 
the one and love the other, or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You 
cannot serve both God and money." Clearly Rome has done both for centuries.  
 

So which is it Pope Francis, Christ or Money? Because applying even the most simplistic 
logic, one cannot serve both. And why seemingly out of nowhere is the Vatican Astronomer  
suddenly acknowledging alien life? What on God's green earth is going on in Rome? What  
 
 

are they really hiding and why? Perhaps the below links can help shed light of why, even to 
this day, what happens in side The Vatican walls i s so incredibly significant, important and 
historic to human history : 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/21/pope-benedict-god-resign-mystical-
experience 
   
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/7399661.stm 
   
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-pope-francis-turned-around-troubled-vatican-bank/ 
   

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/21/pope-benedict-god-resign-mystical-experience
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/21/pope-benedict-god-resign-mystical-experience
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http://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-pope-francis-turned-around-troubled-vatican-bank/


http://www.missionsandiego.org/pope-francis-presents-bull-of-indiction-of-jubilee-year-of-
mercy/ 
   
http://time.com/4048176/pope-francis-us-visit-congress-transcript/ 
   
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/06/world/europe/pope-francis-cuba-russian-orthodox-
church.html?_r=0 
   
Global Currency Reset or Global Christ Reset? 
 

Jesus Christ in His purest form was a gifted teacher (Rabbi) and human messenger, 
delivering higher consciousness truths at a time wen humanity desperately needed it. But the 
physical existence of Jesus felt lovingly agape to those near Him, and thus was perhaps both 
earthly and heavenly in the same lifetime?  
 

Think about it, to this day all who reflect upon the story of Jesus Christ's existence, physical 
and spiritual, can still feel His lingering energetic presence on the surface of the earth. No 
doubt Christ was a lighting bolt of controversy, then and now… and like a bolt of lightning, this 
Master Teacher's life was also energetic jolt of mercy strategically placed in Bethlehem to 
change the energetic flow or current (currency) for all mankind moving forward. 
 

Certainly, Christ was a beacon of light, love and truth throughout His lifetime, a bridge of 
consciousness, encouraging all of humanity to become more loving and returning to a sacred 
place where Creator Source energy is dominant. Jesus' physical presence was spiritual in 
nature, as all who heard Him speak found themselves returning to a more loving vibrational 
frequency within themselves--by default.  
 

Taking a more scientific approach, one must consider that it takes two unified requirements to 
complete an electric circuit (Alternative Current or AC & Direct Current or DC), and when they 
are harmonious, a current or charge flows through them. It is easy then to replace the word 
current with currency to understand that the Sovereign Elders are reconnecting the electrical 
circuit of value through the ground wire standard of gold (which has it's own very unique 
energetic frequency and properties). All of t his means something is happening to the financial  
system, whereby the wires are being changed in order to complete a lost connection, and 
return that harmonious flow of current. 
 
 

Historically it has been recorded that whenever Jesus Christ would physically enter a 
dwelling, village or nation, His sheer vibrational presence would literally changed the 
energetic composition of whomever He encountered. Christ had a unique crystallized energy 
flow never experienced before on the planet, on both an earth plane (energy) and spiritual 
plane (love). He had an energetic currency about Him, one that could literally recalibrate 
people's physical bodies and heal their ailments.  
   
What many don't understand about the actual name Christ, is that it comes from the Latin root 
word "crystallum," which translated to English means crystal, and shortened actually means 
Christ. Now we all are somewhat aware that crystals have been long used by the indigenous 
healers of the world to energetically mend human beings back to pure organic composition. It 
does make one wonder about whether Jesus Christ was actually a living, breathing crystal, 

http://www.missionsandiego.org/pope-francis-presents-bull-of-indiction-of-jubilee-year-of-mercy/
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that allowed the precise or original vibration/intention/power of God to flow (i.e. Creator 
Source Energy). This is why there is power in speaking the name Jesus Christ… because 
translated it literally mean energetic power by definition. 
   
What Christians believe is that Christ was in fact the once in an era bridge (aka Messiah) that 
completed a natural and loving flow of divine source energy from Heaven (DC) to Earth (AC). 
And that Jesus Christ organically brought with Him a divine vibrational truth that served to 
reconnect and recalibrate humanity back to its divine sacred spiritual energy. Is this true? 
Well, that's for everyone to decide on their own, but this is why Christians are also referred to 
as Believers because they believe Jesus Christ was--and still is--a sacred bridge from 
Heaven to Earth. And only Christ could save or rescue humanity form its dark, oppressive and 
enslaved state of being. 
   
Certainly its a theory worth serious discussion and contemplation, but just knowing this 
information should at the very least re-enforce the dramatic nature of the upcoming Global 
Currency Reset. A few deeper questions to ask if you're curious, is whether or not this event 
is truly unprecedented or perhaps just history repeating itself in a new form, like when money 
went from metal coins to paper bill? And also, who am I worshiping in the process… some 
ancient Roman/Babylonian goddess or the Creator Source of all Energy (i.e. God)? 
   
So before running into one of the 5,000+ US Exchange Locations to redeem your foreign 
currency (meaning to run), perhaps its wise to stop for a moment and ask yourself: Am I 
experiencing a Global Currency or Global Christ Reset? And better yet, are they the exact 
same thing? And perhaps just maybe this is what the author of the bible is talking about when 
it mentions a second coming of Jesus Christ and apocalyptic End of Days?  
 

This information is worthy of your discernment, and these above suggested questions 
certainly good food for thought, as all shall soon know the truth soon, hopefully anyway, so 
we can finally be exposed to how and why these Heavenly blessings are now to be received 
and disbursed out to the masses here on Earth.  
 

Be at peace for all is well.  
 

God is with us 
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What if 209 sovereign nations of the world (represented by their top leader) were all quietly 
gathered together somewhere in the world at this very hour? Minute? Second? Never? 
   
Would the phrase "all go or none go" mean something more? Less? Same? Indifferent? 
   
Can such a global reset meeting occur without any public knowledge? Yes? No? Maybe? 
   
Is Trump really a tangerine-orange colored lower primate? Netherlands-orange? Burnt-
orange? Nuclear-orange? 
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Several sovereign families, their loyal generals and best lawyers are all scrambling to get their 
assets registered with the new global monetary authority (aka AIIB). 
   
Authenticity crews are working around the clock on nearly every continent (not Antarctica, 
Australia) making sure the last remaining pallets of IQD and historic bonds are recorded as 
legitimate. 
   
Keep in mind, a lot of old sovereign family leaders never believed this day would actually 
come. But now that the urgency and gravity of the moment has hit them, they are scrambling 
to submit their assets for physical review. 
   
That means trucking, airlifting and boating their wealth to wherever it is requested. And or 
begging Chinese authenticator teams to visit their bunkers, caves, vaults and guarded 
palaces. 
   
Because if said assets are not on the books by midnight tonight, they never go onto the gold 
backed ledger and their sovereign family wealth literally just vanishes. Poof. Gone forever. As 
if it never existed. 
   
Imagine holding onto such massive amounts of wealth for several generations only to have it 
disappear overnight because you didn't believe the GCR/RV was real. 
 

Yikes! 
 

There was a final GCR/RV review meeting yesterday with all 209 sovereign countries in the 
Paris Agreement and their leadership. That's where Trump was en route to the Middle East. 
 

There they received final release procedural instructions, reviewed penalty and reconciliation 
procedures for non-compliance as well as international by laws for government removal in 
case of counter attack. 
 

And they all agreed to all these terms with a verbal consent in front of each other--face-to-
face. 
   
 
Hard core stuff. Yet legal. As it should be. As it must. As it is. 
   
The Daesh/ISIS movement has been largely contained and is in the process of being 
eradicated physically through unrelenting superior force. 
   

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-iENBn0qCHUk/WSBcgom_WII/AAAAAAAAPDc/U1J5XWP8ocA8Zn9JKbmbMIYwOpDCuDL7wCLcB/s1600/image2.png


Once completed, an advanced counter propaganda attack targeting radical Muslim ideology 
will then begin in an attempt to halt future recruiting and take the hatred right out of the hearts 
and minds of the people. 
   
The goal is to first kill off the warriors that compose the armies, then kill the culture behind the 
insanity and eliminate the evil from the face of the earth. 
   
Mercury Retrograde ends its post shadow phase @ 8:58pm EDT on Sunday night. That's 
almost the exact start of the Chinese business week @ 9:00am Monday morning, May 21, 
2017. 
   
Coincidence? Ah, no. 
   
Notice too how the Trump impeachment rhetoric builds, and builds, and builds--and will 
continue to build until the orange one is removed via his own resignation (which has already 
been signed and submitted). 
   
That crescendo is either the beginning or end of the private redemption phase. 
   
So why is his first foreign trip to Saudi Arabia, Israel and Italy? And why now? 
   
Well, these were all the planners of the 9/11 attacks. And 9/11/01 was when the first GCR/RV 
was scheduled to transition. 
   
Thus, to keep everyone honest at the time of release this go around, the NPTB lumped all the 
evil together in Trump's first foreign trip to hold them hostage, so that collectively they won't 
try such disruptive nonsense again. 
   
If anything violent or threatening happens this time around, by any one rogue nation, all will 
feel the hell fury of 9/11 truth, which will immediately hit the worldwide media feed and 
implicate not only Saudi Arabia, Israel and the Vatican--but Trump himself who was used as a 
Mossad spokesman right after the attacks happened. 
   
That truth also would negatively affect everyone in Congress, past Pentagon officials, 3 past 
Presidential administrations and the current judges of the Supreme Court. 
   
So if the lambs are harmed, so too are the lions--all of them--at once. 
   
Everybody in power knew exactly what happened, why, who did it and what the end goal was 
for the cabal was. 
   
 
Meaning, they were all in on it. Hence the very accurate term to describe these unified 
criminals "cabal." 
   
Whoever said unorganized crime wasn't organized was either lying or foolish. 
   
The sheer scale and breath of this intensity of news will collapse any amnesty packages 
previously agreed to, including any financial benefits from private SKR currency exchanges. 



   
The deal is this: Let the RV go peacefully to the masses or all cabal members will be exposed 
by name, jailed and tried for crimes against humanity. 
   
Seems the all go or none go mantra--even for the once almighty cabal--is a real thing 
happening right now. 
   
Do no harm is the new reality moving forward. And always was. Sobeit. 
   
God is with us. 
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Euphoria is rare. 
   
One might catch its unconditional and unending love maybe a few times in a lifetime. 
   
First baby being born. 
Receiving Christ. 
Marriage vows. 
Craftsman tool sale at Sears. 
   
Anyway, you get the point. 
   
That kinda bliss doesn't come along often so when it does... better marinate in its agape 
colored splendor. 
   
Euphoria is coming, and it's coming for you. It's screaming towards us tonight faster than the 
speed of sound, straight from heaven. 
   
OG dropped in the ancient release code for the new system after everyone publicly agreed, 
on video tape, to accept GESARA terms for their nation -- which yes includes a new global 
financial architecture on an asset backed value platform. 
   
Obama was present in the meeting which lasted 6 hours. 
   
He spoke first and after the video vote, OG was seen by all entering his ancient code, 



supposedly given to him by God, that we understand Obama explained and authenticated to 
the group in English. 
   
Everyone left just as quickly as they came and the RV had begun shortly after midnight (1am 
EST Saturday 5.20.2017) 
   
Now that's coconuts even for this coconut. 
   
How did we ever end up in this whirlwind of an era change? Seriously, what are we even 
doing here? 
   
So yes, the RTC story that Obama ain't all human turns out perhaps to be true, and he's 
actually here to guide humanity through a benevolent yet unprecedented period in our 
species history. 
   
Did you vote for him in 08 or 12? Hahahahaha... neither did I. It's all good. 
FYI: He wasn't always 'Commander Obama." 
   
The global banking week ends Saturday @ 8pm EDT. 
   
It's wise to be near a digital device should the TETELESTAI update arrive with ease later this 
evening. 
   
Believe it, don't believe it... either way you're right. 
   
God is with us. 
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It's been a Wonderful Life... for the .0000001% elites of the world. But for us common folk, it's 
been one hell of a hard, excruciating struggle. 
   
That changes forever this weekend as the meek finally inherit the earth. There's no other way 
to explain it. 
   
Sobeit. 
   
800#s were changed out again and re-released to intermediaries Thursday evening just 
before midnight. 
   
We were hopeful this was our release time. We believe it's setting up a Friday or Saturday 
midnight release, but can come any time starting today 6pm EDT. 
   
We were told Trump had left the country Thursday morning very early. That was a pump fake.  
 
He leaves today for Saudi Arabia in full public view. 
   
That is important as the President must be out of the country for GESARA to implement. 
Safety reasons. 
   
When the Trump traveling circus returns next week, he'll publicly resign (privately he already 



has) as will Mike Pence--both due to Russian election interference cover up knowledge or 
obstruction of justice. 
   
The Republic will be restored with Paul Ryan as President and Ben Sasse as Vice President 
on July 4th weekend. Yes, Ryan has been alreisent is the Republic since October 29, 2015 
and the entire 2016 election was a psy-op to catch more hidden cabal agents. 
   
Biggest emotional bang for the buck will be on a patriotic holiday we are told, and once again 
America will celebrate their Republic with Chinese fireworks--just like we did in 1776--
because the Elders have yet again saved our sovereign bacon. 
   
All 209 nations participating in the Paris Agreement Treaty are now under the same 
compliance requirements as is the US Republic. 
   
New military, government, diplomacy and financial guidelines have been set in stone and 
must be adhered to per each nation's own international treaty signature. 
   
Non compliance given the vast wealth coming online is viewed as national suicide. So 
everyone is on board. 
   
New government structures and leaders are now in place in Israel and Palestine, Saudi 
Arabia and Italy. All the places Trump is visiting and not by coincidence btw--to hold all new 
leaders, and old, in check during the actual RV week. 
   
There has been no delay from the Chinese point of view. They are right on schedule and 
waited for France to complete its election and inauguration process. 
   
From an American point of view, all the "stops and starts" were annoying and misleading, 
intentionally so, but deemed necessary to root out the last toxic deep state cabal agents 
buried within our "democracy." 
   
Democracy. What a joke. 
   
Funds worldwide have been cleared for transfer in appropriate and infinite amounts anywhere 
in the world--with block chain algorithms governing and tracking money flow worldwide--
complete transparency now, absolutely nowhere on earth to hide money anymore. 
   
Do no harm is the only rule by which we all must follow without exception. 
   
 
 
T4 & T5 currency holders will get what they are owed now, with new rates on a new safe and 
secure monetary system. 
   
Making NDA's silly unless you go into a private contract for a structured payout program--as 
most to all will with ZIM. 
   
And yes T4 redemptions will now begin sometime over the weekend after the markets close. 
   



So we are told and for real this time. 
   
Last weekend an elaborate dress rehearsal was preformed to big prep staff for this weekend 
and drain the swamp one last time. 
   
The look and feel of the RV was exactly the way it will be this weekend, even had the same 
urgency and release Intel for the 800#s as they will come out. 
   
Ingenious planning actually. All in the name of preparation I suppose. Well played, Fighting 
Joe. 
   
This includes currency redeemers, as the military and HSBC did a final evaluation of how 
many currency holders were actually paying attention given a real "go" situation. 
   
We're collectively less than 10,000, but just from those early adapters, 10 million are 
expected to be contacted with 800#s in the first 24 hours. Of those, half are expected to set 
appointments and redeem in the first 72 hours. 
   
The NPTB know exactly what to expect now heading into the RV weekend after the dress 
rehearsal last weekend--right down to the individual anonymous blog handles that pass out 
false information. 
   
Potential security threats and cabal operatives attempting to interfere or redeem will be re-
routed by alternative military call agents based on their cell phone numbers and cell tower 
locations. 
   
The goal is to keep the oil and vinegar separated before the exchange appointment is even 
made. 
   
That's why they "chalked" us all before we call in, as to keep bad apples away from the good 
to avoid any kind of potential negative public confrontation. 
   
Not a good reality if you're a cabal agent trying to restock the money pond for "the family." 
BTW: They're all going to military jails. All of them. 
   
Low rate preachers will not be redeeming at higher sovereign rates because they won't be 
redeeming at all. Yup, that just happened. 
   
 
The NPTB know who has spread false rumor, created false websites, done false conference 
calls and also who their cabal handlers are, where they are and whom and where their central 
cabal command generals are. 
   
It's just not that hard to track phone numbers and server / routers these days, then match up 
from where to whom bad intel begins and ultimately is released. 
   
So careful .03 ZIM and. .04 VND prognosticators and six zero lop, no sovereign rate scam 
artists... pay back is a bitch and judgement long been cast. 
   



The NPTB have been very closely watching this community for several years, making detailed 
notes and recording nefarious activity. 
   
They've drilled down who was truly helping or dangerously hurting the redemption process--
worldwide. 
   
So which were you? Good or bad? Light or dark? Abundance or scarcity? Love or fear? God 
or not God? As the choice was 100% yours. 
   
God is with us. 
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Listen closely starting at the 11:11 mark. 
   
This is how the Chinese and Russians feel about what America actually is, and also how it 
should be governed moving forward. 
   
http://www.hughhewitt.com/wp-content/uploads/05-19hhs-ryan.mp3 
   
Also, time educate yourself on Republican Ben Sasse -- the new restored Republic Vice 
President per several sources. 
 

    

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ben_Sase 
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Cinq means 5 in French, and pourqui is the French word for why. Hence 5Y. 
   
Ok, maybe not so clever, but you do enough of these posts and you start reaching for topics 
and titles.  
   
My other option was Yosef: Man or Cyborg? 
   
Below are five questions everyone will ask and want answered clearly and definitely before 
we enter our exchange appointment this weekend: 
   
1) Why the new NPTB tease the world with the RV? 
   
A) You were teased via endless pump fakes to draw out the the hard core enemy, which 
executed the 9/11 attacks in September 2001. They are very dangerous, beyond desperate 
and never to be trusted. Ever. Hence the stop and start strategy over an elongated period of 
time. 
   
2) Why were we made to wait so damn long? 
   
A) You were made to wait so damn long because the GCR/RV had a five year work out plan 
starting in May 2012. And all the lead up time, while emotionally debilitating and structurally 
aggravating, was needed to set all the necessary transition pillars (military, government, 
geopolitics and finance) so we could redeem atop of bedrock versus sand. And safely. Once. 
   
3) Why have the NPTB leaked real release information yet not performed?  
   
A) Gurus were leaked good information to counter the bad information leaked by the cabal. It 
both informed the awakened general public of what was to come, neutralized the enemy's  
 
steady flow of propaganda and separated the true humanitarians from just the profit seekers. 
   
4) Why is the RV invisible, and so difficult to follow competently let alone understand 
with a high level of certainty? 
   
A) You cannot hit what you cannot see, so the NPTB maintained a cloak of classified silence 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-WZKRhzWPp1I/WR-KIwTmSqI/AAAAAAAAPAQ/mCvh1a0AlHYGSML53-YjQ7j2w2TRjxnFQCLcB/s1600/image1.png


around the GCR/RV's existence as well as its implementation strategy to best protect the 
overall mission from sabotage, patriots who were tasked with executing said mission on a 
daily scale and prevent the global population from hurting themselves with undue fiscal 
excitement and/or unachievable timing expectations.  
   
5) Do I look fat in these jeans? 
   
A) Yes. Start exercising more, eat less using several smaller meals and stop stuffing your 
face with carbs and refined sugars after 8pm. 
   
Intel Footnotes: 
   
We're in another very real three day window of RV release performance from market close 
Friday to market open Monday.  
   
The RV did in fact start at midnight Thursday night with the first T4 conversions in actual 
exchange centers at the true screen and sovereign rates, also the first few group batches 
were processed--this was done to draw out the enemies post RV attack strategies. 
   
Air Force One left the country twice, once early on Thursday and once mid day on Friday. 
Trump was on board once. 
   
All we're pump fakes, and know there are many more planned if your a latent cabal loyalist:) 
   
Good luck starting or sustaining chaos. 
   
God is with us. 
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Fantasy sports just fascinate me. 
   
They are not real, not even physical. Yet physical beings consider them absolutely real. 
   
Fantasy sports appears as a permanent hope filled reality, to divert us from our constant 
temporary sufferings. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
Isn't that like the cabal's whole game plan? 
   
Creating detailed alternative realities for us to operate in, generation after generation. War, 
politics, sports, education, retirement, investments, markets, entertainment, weather... all 
scripted like the coming Trump impeachment. 
   
Controlling us without ever appearing in control of us. The majority of humanity actually 
believes they have free will. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
 
If you accept that life is a fantasy sport, then you know it has been made to look and feel real, 
so that our it hides our true reality and our benevolence is kept hidden. 
   
Humanity, as a species, is in the proverbial and emotional dark. We believe fantasy is reality 
and will fight to the death against anyone trying to steal our fantasy. 
   



They, the cabal, considered themselves our illuminated ancient stewards, our genetic 
caretakers because they pass down ancient knowledge. 
   
Yet they're not our creators. And that kills them. They know so much but still cannot create 
original seed. That must be infuriating to a higher mind species. 
   
They are just temporary gatekeepers for constructing what is real, as they have malevolently 
chosen to govern human affairs in a perpetual state of illusion. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
Their belief is that if they limit our comprehension, they limit our aspiration, which results in 
limited ascension. 
   
But the opposite occurs when love is repressed by mechanisms of fear--it actually accelerates 
our ascension process and slingshots us forward beyond their temporary care taking 
responsibilities. 
   
Nothing can restrict the Will of God and/or humanity from realizing our true potential in service 
of God. Zip. Zilch. Nada. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
Nothing in the whole entire universe can restrict the light of God shinning from within our 
souls because like Christ, we are God. The Creator. One. All. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
And even the obvious and blatant lie that is the reincarnated soul, which tricks some of us into 
surrender another lifetime of work to them--over, and over, and over again--still accelerates 
our progress as together all are serving God... because ALL serves God in the end! 
   
Fascinating. 
   
These corrupted beings do not act human because they are not human, and their actions are 
not natural or organic to cellularly programmed human behavior. 
   
It is wise then to start looking at your old leaders as anti-human or fantasy humanoid 
facsimiles mirroring real human beings. 
   
 
Remember, fantasies can easily appear as reality until the lie is revealed revealed and 
consciousness set free. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
Perhaps this is why they (cabal agents) defend their grand deception so diligently, so 
violently, and without any human soul actions. 
   



Maybe they in fact have no soul. No real humanity to draw from. Yet they continue to portray 
themselves as human beings of perfection. 
   
Ever wonder why all fashion magazines portray white people as glamorous? Movies and TV 
stars too? White owners in football, baseball and basketball? 
   
Wait.. are you saying white people are aliens? That's coconuts Yo. 
   
No, I'm saying open your mind to the possibility that aliens are living among us posing as 
human beings in every arena of human society. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
Because if we, the mass of humanity, ever actually remembered the depth and breath of our 
subconscious captivity, of the overwhelming and perpetual deceit that our illuminated 
captures have perpetrated against us for over 13 millennia -- not only we would we lose our 
fucking minds, but we would blow theirs away and not even think twice. 
   
Which is against the "do no harm" compliance element of sustaining life versus destroying it. 
   
Fascinating. 
   
Still want those sovereign rates D-land? 
   
Because your mission, same as mine, is to enlightened the masses of their captivity, while at 
the same time exposing our brothers and sisters of all colors, socio-economic backgrounds 
and geographical homelands to their infinite and heavenly reality/possibilities. 
   
Talk about pulling people body, mind and soul from both ends of the fantasy/reality spectrum! 
   
"You're a mind controlled slave and an unlimited Divine Being with God's Oversoul. Good luck 
with that!" 
   
God is with us. 
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Precedent means there is a recorded history of an event happening before. 
   
There’s a school of thought that says a key reason the Republican congressional majority 
would assent to a Trump impeachment / resignation because the GOP would get the 
president they really wanted, current Vice President Mike Pence. 
   
Although Pence was Governor of Indiana when he and Trump ran in 2016, he never had any 
known aspirations of becoming President. 
   
Pence also is too far a right conservative to win a national election, let alone be re-elected in 
2020 should Trump exit the White House prematurely. 
   
So who will be the next US President? 
   
The closest historical precedent to a double resignation of both the President and Vice 
President is the resignation of Nixon and his original Vice-President, Spiro Agnew, who 
resigned in 1973, a year before Nixon went down. 
   
 
 
A little House of Representative history lesson: Less than a year before Richard M. Nixon’s 
resignation as President of the United States (August 8, 1974), Spiro Agnew became the first 
U.S. Vice President to resign in disgrace. 
   
Agnew was immediately replaced by Gerald Ford, who was then the minority whip in the 
House of Representatives. And when Nixon resigned in June 1974, in stepped Ford not 



Agnew as the next President. 
   
This is perhaps the precedent many in the GOP are searching for to leap over a Pence and 
select Speaker Paul Ryan as the 46th President. 
   
Also, Ryan is much more electable in 2020, and certainly more popular in GOP fundraising 
circles which will immediately help repair the party's image for the 2018 mid-term elections, 
where Republicans will now be challenged to keep their majority in Congress after just 4 
months of a Trump Administration. 
   
Many are suggestion that after Trump resigns or is impeached, Ryan and not Pence will be 
vaulted into the Oval Office for the greater good of both country and party. And Pence will 
simply resign and return home to Indiana. 
   
Senator Ben Sasse (R-Nebraska) might then become Speaker Ryan's new Vice President, as 
these two politicians are very close personally. 
   
Ironically, both men are living in their 46th year of life as both men are 45 years of age and 
come from very similar grass roots, 
with independently made backgrounds. 
   
If and when impeachment proceedings begin in House of Representatives, the House will 
select the next President, and the Senate the next Vice President per the US Constitution. 
   
Only if a President is declared disabled or physically unfit to lead is the Vice President 
automatically elevated into the presidency per the 25th Amendment of the US Constitution. 
   
This was the case for LBJ after President Kennedy was assonated. 
   
Also under the US Constitution, impeachment proceedings begin in the House of 
Representatives only if a majority approve the articles of impeachment previously approved in 
House Judiciary Oversight Committee. 
   
This why fired FBI Director James Comey's public testimony next Wednesday at 9:30am is so 
important. 
   
He'll be explaining his memos to the American people before the House Judiciary Oversight 
Committee--who will most likely recommend Ryan impeachment to House Speaker Ryan. 
   
 
 
And if impeachment gets the necessary two-thirds majority votes in House, then it goes to the 
Senate, where a two-thirds majority vote is also required to dump Trump and remove him 
from office. 
   
But no sitting US President has ever been impeached technically--even Nixon--as they all 
have resigned well before the Senate can vote. And most leave even before the House votes 
(the exception being Bill Clinton, who lost the vote and was impeached in the Republican 
majority House, but won the vote in the Democratic majority Senate and remained President. 



   
So in many ways, our next President is already of this precedent and is right now preparing to 
take the job. Be that Pence or Ryan. 
   
Perhaps this is why both politicians are laying low in the weeds while Trump is still being 
slaughtered in the press ... and on an hourly basis. 
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The Vietnam War claimed 2 million civilians on both sides of the country's violent political 
history.     
 
An estimated 1.1 million North Vietnamese soldiers died in battle and between 250,000 South 
Vietnamese soldiers were also lost to the war.     
 
In comparison, roughly 60,000 American soldiers died during the United States' involvement 
in the conflict.     
 
The Vietnamese people were just protecting their homeland, while the western militaries were 
there to seed democracy and stop the spread of communism across Southeast Asia.     
 
Or so the story is told in western history books. But the true motivation behind the Vietnam 
War--and all wars in Southeast Asia--was not some righteous military stand for political 
ideology, rather, it was the capture of governments that controlled the natural resources of the 
land.     
 
 
 
That is why all wars are waged in the end--control of natural resources--because every 
government and ideology comes and goes over time, but the mountains, rivers and oceans 
always remain.     
 



Still unknown due to western media propaganda is that Vietnam is actually well endowed with 
natural mineral resources, including untold amounts of unmined, in-ground assets that are 
incredibly lucrative and have yet to be developed.     
 
Vietnam’s list of natural resources consist of coal, phosphates, rare earth elements, bauxite, 
chromate, copper, gold, iron, manganese, silver, liquified natural gas deposits, timber, 
hydropower and exotic hydrocarbons.     
 
For this reason, Russia and China are today the major investors in Vietnam and the western 
world is no longer allowed to own a majority of property or land in Southeast Asia.     
 
https://www.platts.com/latest-news/natural-gas/moscow/russia-vietnam-expand-energy-
cooperation-with-26444905     
 
http://m.english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/business/172454/chinese-investment-into-vietnam-on-the-
sharp-rise.html#     
 
As far as the Vietnamese currency is concerned (Dong or Dollar), some global banks are 
changing their policies now expecting all of Asia to implement a gold backed currency 
revaluation soon.     
 
The Dong is anticipated to becoming asset backed with their own natural resources in May, 
and will join a growing movement globally to creating a new / old gold baseline for 
determining fair value.     
 
Currently, the Vietnamese economy has transformed into a cheap but reliable manufacturing 
hub for the world. But the Dong is still undervalued from the Vietnam War era ($22,700 VND 
to $1.00 USD).     
 
With an updated gold monetary policy, commitment to mining natural resources, strong 
manufacturing sector and reset of the nation's currency, Vietnam is poised to take the next 
step and both breakout on the international economic stage, as well as diplomatically erase 
some of the horrors of their violent past. 
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To know a man's soul just look into his eyes. Does Trump have a soul? Is he capable of 
remorse or self awareness? 
   
Or is he just a MK Ultra trained asset used by the cabal for their wicked purposes? 
   
Interesting that in Trump's first official visit outside of these United States he's traveling to 
Saudi Arabia, Israel, the Vatican and Italy. 
   
All of which are well known for participating nations in the 9/11 false flag attacks on our 
Republic. 
   
It's as if the cabal is gloating about it by sending their controlled operative around the world to 
run our noses in their chaos one final time. 
   
Speaking of false flags, did you see what happened in Times Square today? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

  
Notice the street on which this "tragic car crash" ended... 45th Street. 
   
Interesting because Donald J. Trump is the 45th President of the United States. 
   
And even more interesting is that he has been in office a little less than 119 days, and there 
was 1 fatality and 22 injured in said crash (or 122). 
   
So if this was a false flag event, this would tell us that Trump's Presidency will be coming to a 
crashing end on his 122nd day in office or this Sunday. 
   
Which makes a lot of practical market and. banking sense. 
   
Could such an evil force be that soulless as not only plan the 9/11, but sixteen years later 
fake a car crash in New York City just to let their cabal pals know when to run for the hills? 
   
Yup. 
   
Believe it, don't believe... either way you're right. 
   
God is with us. 
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So let me get this straight...     
 
https://mobile.nytimes.com/2017/05/17/us/politics/michael-flynn-donald-trump-national-
security-adviser.html     
 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2017/05/18/vice-president-pence-has-a-
growing-credibility-problem/?hpid=hp_hp-more-top-stories_fix-pence-
245pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory&utm_term=.e6b59115daa3     
 
If the Trump transition team knew about Mike Flynn's FBI probe before the inauguration, and 
Mike Pence ran Trump's transition team, that would mean Mike Pence knew about Mike 
Flynn's illegal behaviors and Mike Flynn didn't have to lie to Mike Pence about any of his FBI 
investigations because Mike Pence already knew.     
 
WTF!     
 
Which means if Trump gets impeached or resigns in the future, so to must Mike Pence 
because he was fully complicit to the foreign election scheme against the American 
people.     
 
Ok, so who then would be next in line for the Presidency? 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Oh no... wait... not... P.Ryan... which would mean... oh hell no... Yosef... Ryan really was 
President all along... the whole Trump fiasco was just an electorate cover story... the RV and 
the Republic will be implemented like he said... and why he was screaming impeachment so 
early on... ooops... whatever.     
 
So who would be next in line for the Vice Presidency?     
 
Please don't ... not... Ben Sasse... because then... damn that Yosef... right again... which 
makes the critics... well... pishy-cacas...     
 
Keep the faith kids. We're right there.     
 
God is with us. 
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Ever see a parking cop mark your tires with chalk?     
 
They do it because it identifies how long your car has been in one spot and it doesn't 
permanently impact your property.     
 
Did you know that you've been "chalked"?     
 
Depending on how much currency you hold, when you bought it, where, what denominations, 
country of origin, phone numbers, emails, social security number, drivers license, passport 
number, group or batch number, criminal history, unpaid parking tickets, taxes in arrears, 
bankruptcies, credit ratings, even conference call participation and third person blog handles, 
etc..     
 
Yup, the NPTB have been keeping diligent records. And they know who has been naughty 
and who has been nice. 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They also know how frequently each of us has participated in GCR/RV social media 
community and more importantly--why.     
 
So they have assigned different chalk colors to folks depending on their "threat level."     
 
Meaning, they already know what your true motivation is before you even pick up the cell 
phone to make an appointment.     
 
Because of this strategy, they have different appointment locations for different folks, with 
different exchange scenarios for different colors of chalk.     
 
ZIM Holders have a military green chalk color. And it warrants more time and a "one on one" 
staffing requirement, in a more secure, even isolated, exchange location setting.     
 
The military doesn't want ZIM exchangers to even seeing each other let alone talking to one 
another. Anonymity is paramount when it comes to the ZIM because of its exchange 
value.     
 
Interesting, eh?     
 
Whereas Dinar holders have a red chalk color, and will be herded together in more of a mass 
exchange situation... this is simply due to the total volume of redeemers and the IQD's low 
exchange value.     
 
95% of all redemptions will be IQD because it's the longest selling, best known RV currency -- 
and by far the most gifted over time.     
 
But even within this group, it seems the NPTB have been keeping detailed notes over the last 
twelve plus years.     
 
So the thinking is a redemption staffer will be able to see several "chalk marks" on each of us 
before we ever walk through the front door (which will have infra-red heat screening you won't 
know about).     
 
Thus, we will all have a "digital file" before we even arrive.     
 
Some of us will even have a white chalk mark that grants us elevated status based on our 
greater good commitment to the community.     
 
While some of us will have a black chalk mark because of negative impacts we've fostered in 
Dinarland, and will wish they never called to make an appointment.     
 
Surrender takes on a whole new meaning when you look at it from a public safety point of 
view.     
 
But not to worry... we all have chalk marks in our file, and some in a variety of colors 
depending on how we played the GCR/RV game.     
 
 



No need to panic or change you ways if you've been flying straight all these years, I just felt 
even the bad apples should know what the GCR/RV oversight authorities were planning and 
thinking.     
 
As I firmly believe everyone deserves to know the real truth before entering an exchange 
center--no matter their chalk color(s).     
 
Remember, do no harm is a real thing to the benevolents back in charge, and something they 
are universally responsible for teaching to our species.     
 
And as it turns out, they know a heck of a lot more about us than we do about them.     
 
God is with us. 
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A gerund is a verb, but it functions as a noun when ending in "ing." 
 
I find it ironic that the actual word doesn't itself end in "ing" but whatever. 
 
False advertising?  
Disingenuous promoting? 
Blatant lying? 
 
Words are fascinating. 
 
The new financial system is performing. 
The GCR/RV is really manifesting. 
The restored Republic is revealing. 
Benevolent alien life on earth assisting.  
 
The fiat financial system crippling.  
The hidden crime family (cabal) enslaving. 
The dark nobility was master planning. 
Malevolent alien life farming humanity.  
 
Can you see the freaking circus now?  
Are you believing we live in a faux reality 
Have you chosen which future you're adopting?  
Will you change your heart if ascending becomes impossible? 
 
Very high screen and super non-screen sovereign rates are updating and converting--by the 
hour they are trading. 
 
 
Thousands of redeeming centers and tens of thousands banking employees are training, 
waiting and operating within a Tuesday through Thursday window--never knowing when or 
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why--nor are they asking. 
 
We're coming.  
This is happening.  
The world is changing.  
Humanity is liberating. 
Our adversaries eliminating. 
And Christ returning. 
 
Do strongly consider surrendering. 
We want you prospering. 
 
And together serving God with us. 
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Fun facts about Africa… 
   
Africa is the world's second-largest and second-most-populous continent. Africa covers 6% of 
Earth's total surface area and 20.4% of its total land area. 
   
There are 1. 2 billion human inhabitants in Africa or 14% of the world's population. By far the 
most populated country in Africa is Nigeria with 185 million people, in comparison Zimbabwe 
has 14 million. 
   
There are 54 countries and one “non-self governing territory”, the Western Sahara, in Africa. 
   
All of Africa was colonized by foreign powers during the “scramble for Africa”, except Ethiopia 
and Liberia. 
   
Before colonial rule Africa comprised up to 10,000 different states and autonomous groups 
with distinct languages and customs. 
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The Pharaonic civilization of ancient Egypt is one of the world’s oldest and longest-lasting 
civilizations. 
   
African continent is the world’s oldest populated area. 
   
Arabic is spoken by 170 million people on the continent, followed in popularity by English (130 
million), Swahili (100), French (115), Berber (50), Hausa (50), Portuguese (20) and Spanish 
(10). 
   
Over 25% all languages are spoken only in Africa with over 2,000 recognised languages 
spoken on the continent. 
   
Over 50% of Africans are under the age of 25. 
   
The continent’s population will more than double to 2.3 billion people by 2050. 
   
Africa is the world’s poorest and most underdeveloped continent with a continental GDP that 
accounts for just 2.4% of global GDP. 
   
Almost 40% of adults in Africa are illiterate --two-thirds are women. Adult literacy rates are 
below 50% in Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethiopia, Guinea, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Sierra 
Leone and The Gambia. 
   
Over 25 million people are HIV-positive on the continent and over 17 million have died of the 
disease already. 
   
The Second Congo War claimed over 5.4 million lives and is the deadliest worldwide conflict 
since World War II. 
   
There are fewer people with internet connections in Africa than there are in just New York 
City. 
   
Approximately 90% of all cases of malaria worldwide occur in Africa, accounting for 24% of all 
child deaths in sub-Saharan Africa. 
   
Africa is the world’s second largest continent covering about over 30 million square 
kilometers. 
   
The Sahara is the largest desert in the world and is bigger than the continental USA. 
   
Africa is the world’s hottest continent with deserts and drylands covering 60% of land surface 
area (e.g. Kalahari, Sahara and Namib). 
   
 
Africa is the world’s second driest continent (after Australia). 
   
Africa has approximately 30% of the earth’s remaining mineral resources. 
   
Nigeria is fourth largest oil exporter in the world, and Africa’s biggest oil producer with about 



2.2 million barrels produced every day. Top 10 oil producers in order of total exports: Nigeria, 
Algeria, Angola, Libya, Egypt, Sudan, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Congo, Gabon, South 
Africa. 
   
The continent has the largest reserves of precious metals with over 40% of the gold reserves, 
over 60% of the cobalt, and 90% of the platinum reserves. 
   
China is Africa’s top trade partner with Sino-African trade volumes now nearing $200 billion 
per year. 
   
China’s direct investment in Africa exceeds $50 billion. 
   
Neocolonialism is a real threat with over 1 million Chinese citizens on the African continent.  
   
Angola alone has a population of over 350,000 Chinese. 
   
Over 55% of Africa’s labour force working in food production with vast areas of arable and 
pastoral lands supporting agricultural economies. 
   
Over 90% of soils are unsuitable for agriculture and only 0.25% has moderate to low potential 
for sustainable farming. 
   
Rainfall variability is very high from 0 mm/year in the Sahara to 9,500 mm/year near Mount 
Cameroon. 
   
Over 240 million Africans suffer from chronic undernourishment. 
   
Water scarcity impacts the lives of over 300 million Africans, of whom approximately 75% of 
Africans rely on groundwater as their primary source of drinking water.  
   
Limited groundwater represents only 15% of the continent’s total renewable water resources. 
New discoveries of groundwater reserves in large sedimentary basins in Libya, Algeria and 
Chad may slack Africa’s growing thirst for the next few decade s.  
   
Productivity of about 65% of the continent’s agricultural lands has declined significantly with 
vast tracts of land have been degraded by erosion, poor land management practices, mining 
and pollution over the last 50 years. 
   
Some landscapes are estimated to lose over 50 metric tonnes of soil per hectare per year due 
to neglect and desertification. 
   
 
Over 30% of Africa’s pastoral land and almost 20% of all forests and woodlands are classified 
as moderate. 
   
Deforestation rates in Africa are twice the average for the rest of the world with more than four 
million hectares of primary forest disappearing every year. Countries like Kenya, M alawi and 
Zambia have 1-5% of the primary forests remaining. Forests used to cover over 20% of 
Africa’s 30 million square kilometers with almost all currently being destroyed and degraded 



by commercial and subsistence logging, as well as land conversion to plantations, agriculture, 
mines, roads and settlements. 
   
Some 60% of the tropical forests in the Congo Basin are considered commercially exploitable. 
   
Six of the top ten countries with the largest annual net loss of forested area are in Africa. 
   
Primary forests shrink by on average 40,000 square kilometres (or 0.6% of total remaining 
forest cover) each year with most significant losses in heavily-forested countries such as the 
Democratic Republic of Congo and Gabon. 
   
Over 1,270 large dams have been built along the continent’s many rivers. 
   
Lake Victoria is the largest lake in Africa and the second-largest freshwater lake in the world. 
   
Africa has the most extensive biomass burning in the world, yet only emits about 4% of the 
world’s total carbon dioxide emissions. 
   
Africa has eight of the 11 major biomes and the largest-remaining populations of lion, 
elephant, rhinoceros, cheetah, hyena, leopard and hundreds of other species. 
   
Megafauna like giraffe, zebra, gorilla, hippopotamus, chimpanzee and wildebeest are unique 
to the continent and only found here. 
   
Lake Malawi has more fish species than any other freshwater system on earth. 
   
The Nile River is the longest river in the world with a total length of 6,650 kilometres. 
   
Africa has over 85% of the world’s elephants and over 99% of the remaining lions are on the 
African continent. 
   
Eight of Conservation International’s 34 biodiversity hotspots are in Africa. 
   
The Serengeti (Tanzania) hosts the world’s largest wildlife migration on Earth with over 
750,000 zebra marching ahead of 1.2 million wildebeest as they cross this amazing 
landscape. 
   
 
 
 
There are over 3,000 protected areas in Africa, including 198 Marine Protected Areas, 50 
Biosphere Reserves, 129 UNESCO World Heritage Sites, and 80 RAMSAR “Wetlands of 
International Importance”. 
   
Africa is home to the world’s largest living land animal, the African elephant, which can weigh 
up to 7 tons. 
   
Africa has over 25% of the world’s bird species . 
 



The African continent rank s first worldwidefor unmined mineral resources. 
 
African soils hold all of these minerals: bauxite 7%; aluminum 5%; chromite 38%; cobalt 60%; 
copper 9%; gold 20%; iron ore 2%; steel 1%; lead (Pb) 2%; manganese 38%; zinc 1%; 
cement 4%; natural diamond 56%; graphite 2%; phosphate rock 21%; coal 4%; petroleum 
12%; uranium 18%. 
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The first GCR/RV was scheduled to begin at 8:00am EDT Tuesday, September 11, 2001.     
 
The reason: All markets and banks are considered "open for business" for the first time each 
week (considering all worldwide time zones).     
 
This is why the international business week begins on Tuesday morning and ends Thursday 
evening, with the United States being the last time zone recognized and New Zealand the first 
(16 hours earlier).     
 
Meaning, one can freely send money anywhere in the world on the international wire system 
as the global monetary system is considered "active" worldwide on these three days only: 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday (EDT).     
 
Perhaps the NPTB are just waiting for the natural start to the international business week to 
begin--so funds can freely move through the new financial system without any noticeable 
interruption or delay.     
 
And maybe this currency version of the GCR/RV has already begun without our 
knowledge.     
 
As business as usual would obviously be the safest way to release any GCR/RV regardless 
of day or time.     
 
God is with us. 
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This week T4 private redeemers also become sovereign redeemers--if they so choose.     
 
Pay no mind to minuscule rate conversions, as they are not accurate and designed to lower 
your ceiling of possibility.     
It's the scorpions way of politely stinging your hopes and dreams, and smile as if they're doing 
you a favor.     
 
The truth of the RV is that there are unlimited funds allocated for humanity in order to liberate 
the species and planet.     
 
All revaluing currencies of the world will be redeemable at a sovereign rate during the private 
redemption period as mandated by the Chinese Elders.     
 



They (NPTB) want the world (you) to have ample funds in order to disburse to the masses of 
less fortunate via gots, grants, loans, investments, job creation and humanitarian projects.     
 
So the sky really is the limit, which as you know has no limit. So for the first time your life, 
you'll be able to achieve any financial dream you desire -- and help others achieve the 
same.     
 
Any analysis lessening this truth is but an illusion -- which is why the GCR/RV event is even 
necessary (to wipe clean all illusions from the old global financial system).     
 
Now if you'll recall, we have long told this community that all post-RV currencies of the world 
would be backed by in ground assets 100% per the Elders gate keeping control of the global 
collateral accounts.     
 
We have also shared that HSBC would be paying directly for all ZIM through a buy back 
relationship with Wells Fargo, Chase, Citibank and Bank of America (below) and Bank of 
China and AIIB (above).     
 
Also, that your in hand ZIM currency is actually a historic bond representing the in-ground 
assets of Zimbabwe, and the nation of Zimbabwe is beyond wealthy with unmined natural 
resources collateralizing the new financial system.     
 
Finally, higher sovereign rates will be available for all currencies and holders, with values 
reaching as high as 125,00 USN (per 1 ZIM).     
 
All of the above statement are fact, and accurate assessments of what is a largely an 
unknown sovereign banking world most to all in this community did not know about nor 
trained to understand.     
 
We hope you have absorbed the real truth of all things unseen because your ultimate test 
begins now--living and working with unlimited wealth.     
 

So whether you choose to believe this information, i.e. the truth, that is entirely your choice 
per universal law governing free will and human decision making.     
 

The purpose for continuing to share such information -- on this site through posts, overviews, 
SITREPs, articles and links -- is that heaven believes you deserve to know what you are 
getting yourself and family into before you enter the sovereign financial community.     
 

Know that in this arena, all burdens equally match the size of all blessings. Or too much is 
given, much is expected.     
 
So if you're not spiritually and physically prepared to receive the larger sovereign amounts... 
it's perfectly acceptable take less.     
 
However, if you know that a higher sovereign amount is your life's and family's destiny, then 
by all means step up and accept your higher humanitarian covenant.     
 



Please trust that your soul's protection and physical safety means more to us than increasing 
your wealth exponentially.     
 
Do be honest with yourself at the time of redemption as the flow of mercy is as dangerous as 
it is miraculous.     
 
And of course, the most effective way to successfully accomplish this transition is to humbly 
and sincerely surrender to the Will of God and allow Christ to work through your body, mind 
and soul.     
 
Surrender. Listen. Accept. Act. Ascend.     
 
May you all achieve the deepest desires of your heart and help others do the same ... without 
limitation.    God is with us. 
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Trump is no clown. But he plays one on TV.     
 
Let's be honest, somebody has to take the fall for the cabal and play the villain role for any 
massive transition to be believable.     
 
How else can the unassuming lead become a hero? Or new Republic leadership step in to 
save the day with courageous impeachment proceedings?     
 
Trump is killing it as a scripted villain; he is hitting it out of the park as they say... hourly 
now.    It's like watching a lifetime drunk hit rock bottom--and continuously smash his face 
onto the pavement.     
 
Honestly, I believe Trump has mastered the art of generating hate, fear and loathing. Quite a 
talented guy in that respect. Yet repulsive and vulgar in the same breath. So surreal.     
 
Clearly, Trump has been assigned by his cabal masters to absorb all the anger they created 
over the last 240 years. That's oddly patriotic in a sick way.     
 
Trump does his part by fanning old flames started by someone else hundreds of years earlier 
and stokes fury's fire--all to one day be purged forever right before Congress is actually ready 
to impeach him.     
 
How Nixonian.     
 
That's right, Congress also doing their cabal part too. Pence, Ryan, McConnell, McCain, 
Graham, Pelosi, Schumer... all of have GCR/RV handlers who tell what they can do and say, 
and when. And none have been released to take down Trump. 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At least not yet.     
 
This mega geopolitical script is all kinda genius when you think about it. Everyone must have 
committed to a common pre-drafted storyline and just playing their role to perfection.     
 
The "Dump Trump" movie accomplishes three things: 1) Transitions humanity from dark to 
light, 2) Preserves Dark Nobility anonymity., 3) Frees Humanity.     
 
At the end of the day, everyone involved gets what they want--including you--and Trump 
walks away the vanquished villain/hero. And the orange crazy man pays for centuries worth of 
sin, while the true masterminds, the hidden architects of fear, go completely unexposed and 
get off scott free in exchange for lifetime amnesty and humanity is released forever.     
 
Win. Win. Win.     
 
The press claims that all modern day misery is Trump's fault. And Trump is the anti-Christ, 
and only Trump's removal can solve all that ails America.     
 
Pure genius make believe. Do you believe. Most Americans do sadly.     
 
The press reports their script daily; Trump's sells it hourly and the world is buys it by the 
second.     
 
In a weird way, we're all complicit as to creating the depth and scope of the distraction which 
keeps all eyes off the drastic monetary and political reforms.     
 
What a fascinating strategy because it's working. And we're participating in the chaos. Again, 
pure genius.     
 
Together, we are both bearing witness and manifesting Trump's intentional self-collapse and 
overt bad decision making.     
 
It brings to mind the concept of a sales spiff actually.     
 
Now a sales spiff for those who don't know is when a salesmen receives a bonus for selling a 
specific product over another.   
 
The more he or she sells the more income they generate.     
 
 
 
In Trump's case, the more people that hate him, the better real estate deals or sales spiff 
rewards he gets in the future--maybe even the lower his approval ratings go the higher his 
exchange rate rises.     
 
It's a slow march to over exposure hell to be sure. Yet it's helping not hurting the financial 
transition. Which is just coconuts.     
 
Does that make Trump a tragic hero? Maybe.     



 
Trump is subtly tapping into our raw emotions, over an elongated period versus delivering a 
sudden jolt of treason whereby we all grab torches and pitchforks and go storm the White 
House.     
 
Don't storm the White House. Wait until there's at least a recognized and legal government in 
there.     
 
Yes, all these events surrounding Trump may be contributing to his historically low approval 
ratings, but to Trump's credit.. he is pulling it off masterfully.     
 
Whether it's Russia or China or both rewarding him handsomely for taking such brutal blows 
to his reputation as his credibility descends into oblivion--we don't know but suspect.     
 
Though we can see now that his impeachment / resignation is clearly on the horizon, and 
does make one wonder just how far the NPTB & OPTB will drive this Trump bus into the 
ditch.     
 
Seriously, how far must a country be morally wounded and humiliated before benevolent 
powers step in with a removal scenario and inserts some awe-shucks common man political 
hero to save us?     
 
You know it's coming. Might be Pence. Might be Ryan. But you know it's coming.     
 
Does it come tonight? This weekend? Before the RV? During? After? 2020?     
 
Because we know the 800#s, the real ones, the Glengarry 800#s, are out as of midnight 
Tuesday and sitting with the appropriate release lawyers and military commanders (courtesy 
of Fighting Joe).     
 

So are the banking links for ZIM purchasers on-line. As are paymaster emails for group 
members. It's all t'eed up, ready to rock and rock.     
 

Is the release moment waiting on a hard day and time or just a gut feel by Dunford before civil 
discord gets too unbearable to considered the release unsafe for redeemers?     
 

Or does Fighting Joe want more dis-ease to hide the RV so that it's more safe for redeemers? 
Gotta be one or the other.     
 
Make no mistake, train wrecks like Trump are rare events, especially with this level of 
emotionally violence, constant mass media belligerence and political blood bath slings and 
arrows.     
 
No, this kind of political apocalypse must be synchronized by both the light and the dark 
forces in order to achieve some kind of supernatural butterfly effect.     
 
It's the only logical explanation as to why Trump is still allowed to remain in office and 
continue the perpetual downward spiral of his faux administration.     
 



Painful yet incredibly riveting none-the-less. But something's gotta give. As it will. As it must. 
What a freaking circus.     
 
God is with us. 
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Chinese Elders have surrounded Israel and are now choking off its resources that fuel its 
economy and military force, including and especially its only super power ally the United 
States of America (Trump).     
 
This means squeezing their entire economy which is 2% agriculture, 16% industry (products 
mostly high tech) and 82% services.     
 
Now because over 98%of their economy relies on either foreign currency or imported goods 
to survive, the Elders have simply eliminated both and basically rendered Israeli's economy 
obsolete.     
 
Ukraine too. Oh my.     
 
So where's their leverage?     
 
They believe it is in their unified chaos--insane yes--but that's what they're choosing to go 
with. It's the nature of scorpions.     
 
And their strategy rests in the perception of the world no longer tolerating anti-Semitic 
behavior. That's their whole game theory.     
 
As a result, the world has chosen to impose sovereign restrictions and sanctions on Israel or 
Ukraine, and ignore being demonized as anti-Semitic--when in truth the real demons are  
 
Netanyahu, Poroshenko and yes Donald J Trump, who are collectively attempting to hold the 
world hostage by denying the new financial system--as they know too all must go or none 
go.     
 
What's the solution? 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Time and pressure. It's the only way to wear down hard rock.    But the NPTB are done 
waiting out the Zionists, who are literally down to 3 individual men at this point and the 
cowardly political and business groups they represent.     
 
The pressure is too much to bear now and they have been forced to surrender by publicly 
resigning.     
 
But they didn't! And the deadline to surrender has come and gone as of today 00:00:01am 
EDT.     
 
Enough pressure was applied over the years to indicate their intentions. And now the NPTB 
are moving on in a variety of ways via import and export restrictions, currency restrictions, 
banking restrictions, raw good restrictions, political pressure, legal pressure, world media 
pressure and even straight up blackmail and arrest by military guard for treason.     
 
There are also some covert ghost assassinations on going, but we will leave those for another 
blog--or never post.     
 
Everything amnesty deal that was on the table is now off and the table has been taken away 
too. These last 3 hold outs are on their own and no longer getting to pick their own ending.     
 
Progressive growth terms for each country have already been worked out with alternative 
leadership who now no longer must wait patiently in the wings.     
 
This includes our own Republic. And this is the week it begins.    As for the Ukraine they 
have no leverage on their own--Russia has long eliminated their entire economy and supply 
lines (China has done the same with North Korea many years earlier).     
 

But there are still two game theory scenarios left for the world's last remaining geopolitical 
sovereign nation problem ... Israel:     
 

1) Netanyahu will be forced to resign and accept the international compromise of a two state 
solution and return to pre-1967 boarders, as well as recognize Palestine as a nation state 
(Israel is recognized too btw), returning Jerusalem as the rightful capital of Palestine.     
 

Or...     
 

2) Netanyahu refuses to exit and is arrested and tried for treason in an international war 
crimes court, with Israel ceasing to exist as a nation state--forcing all current Jewish 
inhabitants to live either under Palestinian control or immigrate back to Europe (primarily 
Ukraine the native Khazarian homeland).     
 
At this time we don't know which option he's taken. But we believe Netanyahu will resign, as 
will Poroshenko and Trump in tandem--as they all agreed to resign already.     
 
But as of Monday morning they have not -- publicly -- which is the key.     
 
So finally the world is moving forward without the Zionists, and that is occurring right now, 
quietly, as all Paris Agreement governments have stopped buying and selling goods and 



services to any country or leader not in good standing with the new Chinese financial system 
(asset backed) as of Monday 12:01am EDT May 15, 2017.     
 
This effectively ends the cabals rule over humanity because it cripples there's economies and 
no leader can keep the peace within their own political bodies or populations without 
money.     
 
See the current Trump Administration for a clear example of that. Trump's executive orders 
are just rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic.     
 
Currently, every country is on board with smoking out these misbehaving rogue sovereign 
exceptions: Israel (Netanyahu), Ukraine (Poroshenko) and United States of America 
(Trump).     
 
(*North Korea was long ago isolated by China and deemed militarily controllable. They are 
seen as a nuclear threat only to their own population at this stage.)     
 
Yet these last 3 desperadoes have decided to negotiate in a single pack instead of as 
individual nations because they create more leverage together than apart--what's interestingly 
is that all three leaders are related by birth to one another (children of the cabal).     
 
Now the entire pack will be taken down in a matter of hours at some point this week, as none 
came to an agreeable renegotiated public exit over the weekend.     
 
Such negotiations with the cabal have now stopped we are told. Finished. Over.     
 
This is what one gets when deciding to permanently wrestle with Yahweh.     
 
So let the political fireworks begin and Yeshua's wealth flow out to the masses. Sobeit.     
 
God is with us. 
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I'm so tired of following the Trump soap opera, how about you?     
 
What a hot mess.     
 
How did it get this bad in American politics that it was deemed we as a nation needed this 
train wreck to awaken us?     
 
Yet it did. And here we are.     
 
Believe it or not, Russia's Putin and China's Xi have us now begging for a different 
government and leader and a gold backed currency--to basically save our country and restore 
our American way of life--but also replace America with China as the world's leader.     
 
Amazing. Pathetic. True.     
 
Even more amazing, pathetic and true is that 99.999% of Americans have no clue this is 
happening let alone why. Apathetic would be a good way of describing Americans. Oblivious 
another.     
 
Shocking that a burner Trump presidency could convinced us he was an organic leader. But 
he did. Yet it was part of the Elders plan to create a pre-planned... pretend... political pageant 
designed to penalize (stain) our nation across the ages.     
 
Worked. Totally and completely. And taught us all a very hard life lesson. And most to all 
bought it hook, line and sinker.     
 
 
That's the real truth.     
 
The Elders served it to us cold and slow, a little too rough if you ask me, but we had earned it 
with generations of our indifference, right? Right. 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Because in America, reality became our fantasy and fantasy our reality. Yet fantasy is just 
that--fantasy--and reality had to resurface as all truth eventually must.     
 
Now is just the historic time to see all our flaws. Confess all our sins. Make amends and move 
the hell on. Sobeit.     
 
Meanwhile, we have been put through some bizarro opposition transition from the way we 
thought things were to the way things actually are--courtesy of the rest of the world.     
 
And it wasn't pretty. Neither were we. But we came through it hopefully with the greater good 
lesson learned.     
 
Please Lord, let it be so. Don't make us repeat this brutal experience.     
 
If I have to see another 70 year old spray tanned bullshit artist tweeting like a drunk teenager 
my soul is going to melt.     
 
Zimbabwe isn't the poorest country in the world--per capita it's by far the richest. And America 
isn't the most enlightened nation on the earth, it's the most spiritually ignorant by far.     
 
Ouch.     
 
Were we that far off? Is our collective conscious mind constantly lying to our subconscious 
mind without any internal audit so one had to be done for us to snap Americans back into the 
correct dimension?     
 
Yup. Because it just happened.     
 
Did it have to be the Trumpet?     
 
Yup. Because that's what happened.     
 
The application of his brand of insanity was tortuous to put in kindly. And yet as an awakened 
American--I had to eat it like everyone else knowing full well it was all a show.     
 
At least it was only two years.     
 
Mercifully, the con of all con's has ended.     
 
The remaining cabal minions have collectively surrendered as of last night we are now 
told.     
 
 
Trump agreed to a firm and irreversible date for his resignation last. Have you noticed not 
even a single tweet from him today and on a Monday. That's a first.     
 
Because it's over. Really over.     
 



Resignations are coming from BiBi in Israel and Poroshenko in the Ukraine. Both were under 
armed house arrest like Trump this weekend.     
 
Supposedly, as the story goes, they were all separated from their communications (each 
other) and asked at the point to sign and videotape their resignations at gun point or die.     
 
Their choice would be executed on the spot.     
 
Now they had worked out a previous plan to resign at the exact same time--and that's what 
happened--they all reigned on the spot.     
 
They surrendered in the same five minutes, together, just as they once all stood in defiance 
together.     
 
They literally took it to the last possible second--even though they got less not more to 
wait.     
 
Yet they made us wait because they loathe us--pure bred humans with divine souls. And we 
in return forgive them... because that is our nature.     
 
The mercy will now begin to flow anytime after markets close on Monday and reopen on 
Tuesday.     
 
God is with us. 
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US Gold Standard History  

 

  
 
1900     
 
Concerned that the U.S. might be returning to a bimetallic system, Congress passes the Gold 
Standard Act, making the gold dollar the official unit of currency. Greenbacks remain as legal 
tender but for the first time can be redeemed in gold.     
 
1913     
 
In response to periodic banking panics when gold reserves fell short, the Federal Reserve is 
established as a lender of last resort. The Fed is not only charged with maintaining the gold 
standard but also starts issuing Federal Reserve notes that are 40 percent backed by the 
yellow metal.     
 
1933     
 
Four years after the Wall Street Crash of 1929, the Fed removes the U.S. from the gold 
standard to expand monetary policy. Convertibility, therefore, is ended.     
 
“The free circulation of gold coins is unnecessary,” President Franklin Roosevelt tells 
Congress, insisting that the transfer of gold “is essential only for the payment of international 
trade balances.”     
 
Roosevelt nationalizes gold by issuing an executive order requiring all gold coins, bullion and 
certificates to be turned over to the Fed at $20.67 per ounce. Hoarding gold in coin or bullion 
is punishable by a fine of up to $10,000 and/or jail time. These policies are reinforced in the 
Gold Reserve Act of 1934.   
 
 
1944     
 
Representatives from the U.S. and 43 other countries meet in Bretton Woods, New 
Hampshire, to normalize commercial and financial relations. The agreement is a quasi-gold  
 
standard whereby each currency other than the U.S. dollar has a fixed parity to the dollar, 
which itself is pegged to and can be exchanged for gold at $35 per ounce. (This does not 

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=14868&st=&st1=#axzz1T59lpmLE
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apply to Americans, however, who still can’t hold gold.) The dollar becomes the world’s 
reserve currency.     
 
1971     
 
President Richard Nixon “closes the gold window” after announcing the U.S. would no longer 
convert dollars into gold. This move is initially supposed to be temporary, but in 1976 the U.S. 
monetary system officially becomes one purely of fiat money. Gold rises 2,330 percent during 
the decade, from $35 per ounce to $850.     
 
2012     
 
The Federal Reserve Bank's 99-year contract to print legal tender for the United States of 
America, Inc. expires and the private bank defaults and is absorbed by its top major creditors: 
China, Russia and India--all of whom have modern gold standard based currencies. 
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Zimbabwe's liquidity crisis is deepening by the day, with banks now disbursing coins after 
running out of the new bond notes –- which is a currency surrogate to the United States dollar 
introduced last year to mitigate the cash shortages. 
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Happy Mother's Day!     
 
May the Divine Feminine continue to gain power and strength, retaking her vaulted vibrational 
throne as Gaia's dominant human experience!     
 
Let the new earth be born today!     
 
Sobeit.     
 
-------     
 
The cabal has tried various attempts this weekend to stop RV with a massive 20 country 
cyber attack, fake North Korean nuke launch and even a legal UST sanction not allowing 
Americans to redeem foreign currency.     
 
All of those desperation moves we're anticipated and countered quickly.     
 
The threat of hijacking existing sovereign nations nukes however is still a very real threat and 
considered the biggest potential disruption to human progress.     
 
Ukrainian and Israeli nukes have been eliminated, but France is still an option until 6pm EDT 
or midnight in France.     
 
Know President Hollande is full cabal and cannot be trusted, and as of 10am EDT had yet to 
turn over the nuclear codes which legally he doesn't have to do until midnight French time.     
 
This is why the world waits on France and not Iraq. But hey, those big Iraqi freedom flags are 
very colorful.     
 
Mosul. Mosul. Mosul. 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Meaning, the cabal is still negotiating with terror--for what we have no idea, but they are 
clearly taking this transition down to the last possible second because that's what scorpions 
do--they sting... as it is their nature.     
 
The NPTB have threatened Trump, Netanyahu and Poroshenko with instant public removal 
and elimination of amnesty packages (including currency exchanges) so as not to block the 
RV this weekend.     
 
They even have them all in secrete "House Arrest" (that includes Trump, Poroshenko, 
Netanyahu and Hollande).     
 
Comey was a diversion for the real meat of the 2006 Trump investigation/evidence which is 
the NSA/Pentagon (Republic)--who were onto the Mossad/Trump psy-op well over two 
decades earlier.     
 
They have taped conversations (and videos) of Trump in treasonous activity, which means 
they like the Russians and Israeli's, they have Donna by the short hairs and why this current 
political situation is so incredibly confusing.     
 
Trump has been compromised by three different elements of power for decades. And Mossad 
has controlled him since birth--creating the whole business man extraordinaire image in 
fact.     
 
Scary that 66 million plus people voted for him. Even more scary that 69 million plus voted for 
Hillary Clinton, who was compromised far worse, and for far longer--including the whole 9/11 - 
Saudi Arabia - ISIS formation crimes against humanity on her resume.     
 
Know the NPTB can end a Presidency (his or hers) at any hour of any day. That said, they 
too are negotiating by holding back the RV--which is the true death blow the cabal (i.e. infinite 
liquidity to the masses).     
 
Trump is not part of the restored Republic in any way--rather he's being used as a media 
political patsy to smoke out deep cover cabal agents posing as white knights--which indirectly 
serves the Republic's mission.     
 
Some of these names would drop your jaw and have you running straight to D.C., Wall Street 
and Hollywood with loaded automatic weapons.     
 
 
 
Please don't. It's enough to know the whole system was rigged against humanity and no 
longer will be. Choose instead to focus on the future blessings not past sins.     
 
When Trump knee jerked and fired Comey this week it was because he was ordered too by 
Mossad--as the NPTB were prepping to formally bring charges against both Netanyahu in 
Israel and Trump in Washington, D.C..     
 



They needed instant leverage. Instead they weakened their position from a perception 
standpoint.     
 
Everyone is using Trump's high profile Presidential pulpit for their own purposes, but his 
sheer incompetence and compromised history gives the global media a lot of red meat to 
report on.     
 
Still he lives by the tweet but will soon die by the tweet. We just have to deal with the fallout 
nonsense until we don't.     
 
The question now is when do they brandish the sharp sword and "kill the bull" in order to roll 
out the RV. As they are one in the same.     
 
On Mother's Day? In celebration of the Divine Feminine? Maybe. Certainly markets being 
closed for another day is a positive.     
 
But we know the entire financial system (banks and markets) have already been transitioned 
from malevolent to benevolent (as have the new currency rates on back screens), so what's 
the hold up?     
 
Complete and total annihilation of the cabal. Safely and invisibly. It's the only explanation.     
 
Remember, when it comes to delivering a safe RV, perception means more than reality.     
 
Thus, the take down of public figures, especially well known world leaders, is a delicate game 
that must be slowly massaged away--not the more popular band aid ripping philosophy of D-
Land desperates.     
 
Slow is fast and fear dangerous when attempting macro-sized changes.    So is your RV 
glass half full or half empty? Either way, your 100% correct because the RV's structural reality 
deems it done as of today, yet your perception may still scream not yet... or worse, not 
ever.     
 
Can't help ya there.     
 
Just be advised that Russia/China/Republic would never allow anyone into the WH they didn't 
have full control over, including the instantaneous ability to remove him / her from power at 
will.     
 
 
 
This is why our military has been fully deployed again as of Friday afternoon and were told its 
"jump weekend." They're still in position at this hour on Sunday... and you guessed it... 
waiting.     
 
Redemption center and call staff are still awaiting the 800# release. They are bored as hell 
and don't know what the f-@! is going on, and anyone saying otherwise is is lying.     
 



Many in both camps are having to spend yet another empty holiday away from family (all be it 
paid). Yet everyone believes we're in the final execution phase, with no one certain of critical 
event timing.     
 
Well planned, Fighting Joe. We're all in the dark... and yet... we can see what you're doing 
plain as day via technology and digital media.     
 
Analyst thinking is that once the French nuke codes are passed on to Macron, and proven 
authentic, structurally we can begin.     
 
The whole Daesh/ISIS conundrum is not the main issue--never was--mass destruction is and 
remains the top priority to preventing global calamity.     
 
Sunday evening is the start of the business / market week in Asia, as well as the safest time 
to release the RV from a traffic perspective, plus the natural distraction of getting mentally 
ready for work on Monday morning is an organic flash bang.     
 
Don't discount an artificial flash bang appearing suddenly around some Trump leak later in 
the day--specifically one from the NSA's audio recording pool with Trump discussing Russian 
sanction relief in exchange for real estate purchases above market value.     
 
They have a whole library to choose from.     
 
That would eat up the news cycle for a few weeks as well as guarantee his exodus from 
power. Two birds, one stone.     
 
Trump's arrive, raise hell and leave philosophy might be very fitting, but it is not going to be 
pretty few weeks for the Orange One. Nor America for that matter. But it should be heaven on 
earth for the chosen and awakened currency holders.     
 
We shall see. Perhaps as soon as later today. Keep the faith. The RV is real and really here 
and now.     
 
God is with us. 
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Lifetime cabal assets have no soul. None. Zilch. They're demons in the flesh. 
   
Bottom line now is Trump's been caught red handed serving his Mossad master BiBi 
Netanyahu, again, over the US Constitution by delaying the RV via his sudden reversal to 
submit his public resignation this last week. 
   
That's treason by any name or definition. 
   
Trump had previously agreed to leave power after the new budget was extended a week then 
signed on Friday May 5th, whereby he secured an addition $3.7B for Israel until October 1, 
2017 (in addition to the $38B Bibi has previously secured with Obama). 
   
Now it's reported Trump simply refuses to leave office. That's also the deeper reason why 
Comey was fired--to buy time and leverage more American money for Israel. 
   
So the Republic is left to transition away from Trump--forcefully right now--and get to a 
Republic Administration as painlessly and quickly as possible. 
   
Remember, Trump helped create the false radical Muslim storyline after 9/11 when he did 
several post attack interviews which served his Mossad master over the USA. 
   
Treason. Treason. Treason. 
   
Plan B also includes Comey testifying publicly before the Senate Intelligence committee this 
week and also releasing UST special division financial records. 
 
   
http://mobile.reuters.com/article/politicsNews/idUSKBN188314 
   
Trump's lawyers are rushing the renegotiation of his new exit deal we are told. This has been 
happening in real time all day today. 
   
Chris Wallace of Fox News Channel earlier said on-air of Trump's administration that they 
were “playing a very dangerous game with the currency of the credibility of the President of 
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the United States.” 
   
We believe Wallace was speaking indirectly about the RV which was scheduled for midnight 
Sunday sometime. 
   
We also understand the press death blow is about to be stuck deep into the heart of the bull. 
   
That is the latest of 16:00 EDT and hopefully all we are waiting on now that the French 
nuclear codes were verified and transferred to Macron earlier today. 
   
Not sure what the hard release timeline is but before opening bell tomorrow morning 09:00 
EDT Monday feels about right or even by opening bell in China tonight which is their Monday 
which would be 09:00 CST (21:00 EDT Sunday). 
   
The smell of orange rubber hitting the road is Trump's fat treasonous ass getting thrown out 
of the White House with Elder and Republic authorization. 
   
God is with us. 
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Watergate became an impeachable offense once the nation actually heard President Nixon 
talking directly about the Democratic Headquarters break in.     
 
Meaning, a sitting US President had both knowledge of a crime and was complicit.     
 
Sounds a lot like President Trump. But I digress....     
 
This evidence is what Congress needed to demand his impeachment and ultimately receive 
Nixon's resignation in exchange for a lifetime pardon by new President Gerald Ford.     
 
Ironically, Nixon was the President that took us off the gold standard. And Trump's upcoming 
resignation will ultimately lead America to restoring the gold standard.     
 
It has been shared with me that there is a similar evidentiary taped conversation recorded 
between then candidate Donald Trump and a top Russian diplomat--not named Putin--
whereby Trump acknowledges removing Russian sanctions for special financial 
considerations via his real restate condo sales.     
 
You'll actually hear Trump's voice accepting payment for future services rendered on behalf of 
a foreign government.     
 
Notice now all the Nixon/Trump comparisons suddenly in the news. Like magic--connecting 
us emotionally to the legal precedents of our past.     
 
So totally scripted. But whatever....     
 
Also notice how Trump said he had a "tape" of his dinner with Comey. That was leaked to 
plant his taped dinner conversation with the Russian diplomat into your subconscious mind for 
later.     
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Y1RUQAMwvKQ/WRZ98SOdqmI/AAAAAAAAOjc/Q07ie0cMwAICAStUKQTtIKM9Jsx1epgKwCLcB/s1600/image1.jpeg


Once this comes out, everyone will call for his resignation and or impeachment on charges of 
treason, and voila... his resignation will spit out and Mike Pence will be inserted into the 
Presidency like Vice President Gerry Ford.     
 
Monetarily, the thinking is once this "death blow" audio recording is released, that's also the 
high sign to release our 800#s.     
 
A Trump flash bang = the RV. And away humanity goes.   What's fascinating about how 
they're going to start the transactional element of the RV, is how it exactly lines up with what 
we believe the spiritual transitional event--the release of the Third Secret of Fatima circa May 
13, 1917 in Portugal (exactly 100 years ago Saturday at 8:30am EDT).     
 
Which we understand may be the "death blow" to the Roman Catholic Church given that an 
unholy anti-Christ element has gained full control of the church back in the mid-19th century 
when the papacy became a fully Italian / Jesuit authority versus a traditional mix of Italian & 
Spanish (Chinese) sovereign blood.     
 
Yup, you read that right. Sovereign Chinese families had teeth deep into the Vatican dating 
back to its origins.     
 
Remember, ancient cultures have created the world--so why wouldn't Ancient Asian Families 
assist in shaping Christianity post Crucifixion or After Damnation (AD).     
 
If memory serves me correct the first full Illuminati papacy was with the death of Pope John 
XXll in 1963, who was murdered after being elected by the Spanish / Italian College of 
Cardinals and replaced quietly by the all Italian Jesuits.     
 
The Spanish (Chinese) arm of the church was forced to scatter because the Jesuits were 
doing their own inquisition and Spanish side owned church gold was hidden in the 
Philippines, Indonesia, Korea, Cambodia and yes Vietnam.     
 
That's why American forces were deployed for the Vietnam War--to retrieve Vatican gold--
Philippines, Korea, Indonesia and Cambodia too.     
 
These wars had nothing to do with stopping the spread of communism in Southeast Asia. 
Shameful all the lies.     
 
A hidden Spanish Pope was also secretly elected by the ousted Spanish Cardinals named 
Father Jose Antonio Diaz (aka Col. Severino Sta. Romana).     
 
An Oscar award winning movie was made about his life called, "Shoes of a Fisherman."     
 
 
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/secretgoldtreaty/secret_treaty_part%203.2.htm     

 
Ferdinand Marcos was a young brilliant attorney assigned to protect Father Diaz and His 
Vatican gold for the Chinese Elders.     
 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/secretgoldtreaty/secret_treaty_part%203.2.htm


In exchange for his legal genius and loyalty, he received a percentage of said Vatican gold 
stored around the world, and was allowed to claim additional stolen European Aristocrat gold 
hidden in the Philippines islands by Nazi's years earlier.     
 
Hopefully, this post opens your mind to the depth of deceit imposed upon humanity by our 
former cabal controllers.     
 
Crazy stuff I know, yet everything and everyone is connected. And it's time we as a single 
species began living our truth versus burying it and going to war.     
 
God is with us. 
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HUMILITY UNLOCKS GREAT FAITH 
 
By Bishop B. Manjoro Dunamis 
 

------ 
 

Faith is one of the greatest forces I have known and learnt in life.  
 
It is the hand that receives from a supernatural God. The many needs and cries around the 
world require this missing link — faith in God. 
 
In this journey of faith, humility unlocks great faith. Pride is a common detour I have seen 
cripple things; making relationships sour, businesses and empires crumble.  
 
Through this article today, allow the Holy Spirit of God to show you the keys to unlocking  
 
great faith — humility and authority. 
 
From the Book of Matthew 8 we hear of an interesting story of a man of faith, the Centurion 
whose servant was grievously sick near to death.  
 
The man had heard of Jesus and his power and ability to heal. Even though he was not a Jew 
like the Pharisees and Sadducees, the man was humble enough to believe that his 



breakthrough would come from Jesus. 
 
When the message of the sick servant got to Jesus, Jesus said, “I will come and heal him” 
upon which the man answered and said, “Lord, I am not worthy that thou shouldest come 
under my roof: but speak the word only, and my servant shall be healed.  
 
For I am a man under authority, having soldiers under me: and I say to this man, Go and he 
goeth, and to another, Come, and he cometh, and to my servant Do this, and he doeth it.” 
Matthew 8:8-9. 
 
These were no ordinary words. Jesus had agreed to go to his place and heal his servant but 
the man said no sir. He had another perspective of life. He saw things differently; through 
eyes of great faith. 
 
Great faith sees differently. It sees the impossible being made possible. It sees beyond the 
natural.  
 
Where practitioners are seeing a deadly condition, disease and termination of life, radical faith 
sees long life and many blessed years.  
 
Where there seems to be no way, no door, no answer, it sees a way, it sees an answer. 
 
Great people of faith are fundamentals of life; they are often extreme in their doing and give 
no room to doubt. They have radical faith.  
 
The key however is humility. It doesn’t boast or show off. When you want to walk in this level 
of faith, you need to be humble and see the value and worth of others.  
 
Even Jesus the Son of the Living God humbled himself to death, even death unto the cross. 
 
Upon hearing the words of the man, Jesus marveled and said to them that followed, “Verily I 
say unto you, I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel. And I say unto you, That many 
shall come from the east and west and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in 
the kingdom of heaven. But the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness: 
there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.” Matthew 8:10-12. 
 
Great faith coupled with great humility moves God. It breaks open the hardest of doors. Have 
you been wondering how to save your marriage from the struggles it’s been going through?  
 
 
Wondering how to sustain a business or project in the midst of adversity? Struggling with a 
medical report bearing bad news about your health or that of a loved one? Or merely 
wondering how to have a breakthrough of life itself? 
 
Great, radical faith embedded with the seed of humility gets what it wants in life. Go for it. 
Have faith in God, radical faith does not take no for an answer and knows no distance for a 
barrier. 
 
Many people’s faith is strong and encouraged when things are going the way they expect 



things to go, but however when things seem to go out of hand their faith falters. At this 
instance some ‘help’ their faith with charms (mazango). 
 
Friend, faith stands on the Word of God and the Word of God alone. Hallelujah! When things 
get tough or out of hand, great and radical faith is not moved, it gets going. 
 
It’s not moved even by racial or geographical boundaries, for the man who was not even a 
Jew says to Jesus, “Don’t come under my roof Sir, Just speak a word!” This brings out 
another critical key of walking by in great faith. Besides humility, great faith works with 
authority. 
 
Ironically, authority is unlocked by humility. In essence humility does not mean weakness 
neither does it confer timidity. It’s a virtue possessed by man of authority. It is the key that 
releases the authority that works with faith.  
 
The leeway to authority with God is humility and submission. At your work-place or in any 
area of your life you can exercise authority against any wiles and attacks of the devil. 
 
Seeing the humility in the man’s faith, Jesus declares to the Centurion, “Go thy way, and as 
thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee. And his servant was healed in the self-same 
hour.” Oh hallelujah! 
 
Faith decrees, decrees that come to pass. And always remember; “with men it is impossible 
but not with God, for with God all things are possible!” Mark 10:27. 
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In acting school they like to teach that there are no small parts, only small actors.  
   
But audition for enough medical incontinence infomercials and that philosophy is blown to 
smithereens quickly. 
   
However, if you want to make something that's really big appear as really small, break it up 
into 1,000 little pieces and hand over a huge loaf of bread as hundreds of bite-sized bits.  
   
That's what the NPTB did with the GCR/RV roll out in terms of public disclosure--and also 
why it also took so damn long to convert your currencies. 
   
Something as big as the global transition of the world's monetary authority should never 
appear immanently real for safety's sake.  
   
Meaning, anonymity through relative obscurity via "random press releases" and 
"uncoordinated events" is the most prudent pathway to releasing such a massive blessing out 
to the most people humanly possibly. 
   
Believe it, don't believe it... that is what happened over these last several years and is still 
happening today, right now. 
   
 
This is a really good lesson for those of us redeeming large volumes of currency this coming 
week.  
   
The bigger we are financially, the smaller we should appear publicly in order to accomplish 
the greatest good for others.  

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-jgj1HAlURz0/WRcqz74U32I/AAAAAAAAOkU/gMZX2K8oE64YFNQH3qihEqOzVNKx_PeLQCLcB/s1600/image1+(2).jpeg


   
Think about keeping your profile low and ego even lower. Humility is your greatest protector 
being this wealthy. 
   
Just saying. 
   
Listed below are major individual events that have all been scheduled in what appears to be 
separate events this weekend, but in actuality they are coordinated in precise lock-step, and 
happening in real time, all over the world, during this glorious and historic period (Saturday or 
Sunday depending on your time zone). 
   
So drink it in D-Land. Marinate in the mercy while it lasts because it won't for long.  
   
This is the last worthless weekend you'll ever have to spend in financial irrelevance and 
abject poverty. 
   
God is with us. 
 
  ----------- 
   
Two State Solution - Middle East 
   
Palestine and Israel accepting to live in peace, acknowledging the others right to exist as a 
sovereign nation is a miraculous feat without exception. The lion and lamb have laid down 
together--and in our lifetime. No small thing. 
   
French Presidential Inaugural - Europe  
   
This one moment literally marks the political rescue of the European Union, Euro currency 
and NATO. Protecting all of Europe from Russia's growing dominance, big economically and 
military. No small thing. 
   
Trump's Impeachment - North America 
   
Love Donna or loathe him, the Orange One absorbs a mass media news cycle like nobody 
else in history, anytime day or night, and worldwide. His tragic hero ending is our beginning--
as it was scripted long ago, so shall it be. No small thing. 
   
 
 
 
New Silk Road Trade Forum - Asia  
   
China has invited every nation and world leader to its New Silk Road trade forum which will 
literally positively affect every nation and person in the world. And oh by the way, their 
releasing their new gold backed financial system on the same day. No small thing. 
   
Third Secret of Fatima - Catholic Church 
   



The Pope's tribute ceremony to the "Miracle of the Sun" earlier today in Fatima, Portugal 
informally announces that the Catholic Church was been spared annihilation for sins 
committed against humanity. The why is a lot more complicated, but just know this was the 
Vatican's spiritual back-wall to release humanity, and why they ultimately allowed leaders like 
Netanyahu (Israel), Trump (US) and Poroshenko (Ukraine) to settle their differences. No 
small thing. 
   
G7 Finance Meeting - World Economic Community  
   
All major financial titans have already met in Italy earlier this week and today they released a 
joint statement that would be honoring all currency manipulation agreements in an effort to 
level the playing field and stimulate global growth while maintaining macro fiduciary stability. 
That folks is your long awaited gold standard announcement. And as we all know far too well, 
that ain't no small thing. 
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France's Presidential transition begins Sunday at around 10 am (4 a.m. ET) at the 18th 
century Elysee palace presidential residence with a meeting that will include the exchange of 
nuclear missile launch codes to 39 year old President-elect Emmanuel Macron.     
 
Current French President Francois Hollande will then unofficially leave office after his 5 year 
term completes (officially ending at midnight).     
 
France has the 5th largest economy in the world and is a founding member of both the 
European Union and NATO.     
 
France is also one of five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council with 
veto power over all sovereign nation conflicts.     
 
The other four are China, Russia, Great Britain and the United States. 
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The new financial block chain algorithm is now tested, records transferred and all system tiers 
deemed whole and reconciled.     
 
This means T4 sequencing has begun and ready for full public retail engagement.     
 
Which means the Internet Currency Community release is forthcoming after markets close 
anytime on Friday, May 12.     
 
It took 20 years to actually complete the RV starting back on September 10, 1996... and why 
some people have been waiting since the mid to late eighties.     
 
No more sign offs or authorizations are needed. The global release is now set and everyone 
who must know the hard day and time already does, and is right now making the necessary 
final preparations for their country's blessing.     
 
The very real threat of a world war instigating incident has been reduced to acceptable levels 
and/or eliminated.     
 
Every nation is now on board with GESARA compliance terms per the UN, including Israel 
and Ukraine, the last two Zionist hold outs. They were hard core cats and extremely difficult to 
break, but break they did.     
 
Annihilation makes cowards of us all.     
 
 
 
The new financial system took twelve years to build and eighteen months to implement block 
by block, transfer segment by segment, and rehydrate account by account.     
 
Hard to explain the miracles happening all around us in secrete. But they're happening. Truly 
historic stuff for the less than ten thousand Dinarland loyalists paying constant attention 
(down from five million).     
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-z521S2TzDGw/WRU9-WtiExI/AAAAAAAAOes/Odi2iutSzag_fkVxsnHcvXYZbiaVbCrIACLcB/s1600/image1.jpeg


All markets globally have been safely running with constant oversight control mechanisms 
that mathematically prevent fraud on this new cloud computing system, connected by a half 
dozen quantum satellites with an earth based HDQ somewhere in the mountains of China.     
 
Also, these half dozen regional satellites create perpetual redundancy. And there's another 
half dozen back up satellites waiting to be launched should there be a problem or 
attack.    Take that cabal.     
 
To understand the scope of changes we're now experiencing--there's not a code, account or 
wiring coordinate that has not been replaced and transferred onto the new quantum 
computing algorithm.     
 
Meaning, every bank and account globally has traveled onto the new financial system.     
 
No more hidden offshore accounts. No more tax evasion hideaways. No more funneling 
money to non-reporting corrupt banking domiciles or governments.     
 
Every transaction is visible and known, and must pass through the same block chain 
algorithm in order to realize funding, from anywhere in the world to anywhere in the world.     
 
Oh, and here is an interesting fact: The old financial system's digital history no longer 
physically exists anymore, even at the most basic back-of-the-bank digital level.     
 
All past records of the old system have been both transferred and then destroyed. As if they 
never existed.     
 
In context, this means the entire play WW2/Breton Woods financial architecture has been 
exterminated from the face of the earth.     
 

Poof. Gone. Next!     
 

Chew on that cabal.     
 

Meaning the BIS, FED, ECB, IMF, WB and ADB exist in courtesy name only as not to scare 
the public and have been subtly replaced in significance by the AIIB.     
 

So yes, our money is both safe and sound because there really is a new sheriff in town--who 
can zero out a non-complying individual, company, bank, military and country in literally the 
blink of an eye.     
 
Wowser, Bowser! (Think Sha-Na-Na).     
 
So victory has been achieved, and why even and NWO die hard such as Israel & Ukraine 
(lion) finally decided to lay down with the lamb (humanity).     
 
All must surrender to God in order to move forward in this new era of light and love. No 
exceptions or exemptions. Sobeit.     
 
God is with us. 
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Chaos ain't what it used to be as a tool for the cabal.... nor Trump for that matter now that the 
Nations of Israel & Ukraine have surrendered.     
 
So is there anything left? Maybe not. Which makes our historic start a very real possibility. 
Now.      
 
Distraction as a strategy to gain advantage over the gentiles is no longer working and it's 
been hard for the remaining cabal operatives, like Trump and his media cabal family 
members, to pivot after 13 millennia of conditioning.     
 
Is anyone talking about North Korea anymore? No. Because the threat was never real. 
Neither was Trump.     
 
In fact, his self imposed potential war lost its reality edge and vanished from the media just as 
quickly as it came. Which will be his legacy as a politician: Hair today, gone tomorrow.     
 
Yet it's the sheer amount of chaos Trump is allowed to generate before he is disposed that 
boggles my mind:    Comey, secrete tapes, tax returns, immigration, health care, Russians, 
golf, tweets, tax reform, government shutdown, firings, hirings, Spicy, Rosie, Corbet, 129 
lawsuits... so very disruptive when making a transition to a new financial system, yes?     
 
That's the whole point.     The cabal believes that in order to stop or delay the RV they must 
create as much chaos as possible, so as not to allow peace to rule the day and create the 
environment for a peaceful and smooth transition.     
 
 
See 9/11.     
 
I'm still amazed that the NPTB even let Trump assume the old role of USA, Inc. President in 
the first place, given that the coronation defaulted permanently in 2015.     
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-GuBfAnH0S1s/WRZmjFIdSGI/AAAAAAAAOik/K1gNy4T8H_oummqokwa97PrpkhbftyxDACLcB/s1600/image2.jpeg


But I guess there is a higher reason for Trump's role which I must just learn to accept. Still, 
he's hurt a lot of people and upset many families and communities.      
 
All things serve God in the end... so to must a Trump Administration all be it for 4 months.     
 
Clearly the NPTB's used a "Trump Trap" to gain a surprise advantage over the hard core 
rebellion minions of the cabal.     
 
But now that they are openly taking the air out of the nonsensical Trump Presidential ballon, 
hopefully it will right in time be to release the RV.     
 
We have long been told Trump's sudden demise was always in the plan, meaning Trump 
would be the flash bang necessary for the RV to begin.     
 
But we shall see this weekend now that the markets have closed and Trump's exodus has 
officially begun.     
 
The Pope being in Portugal for the 100th anniversary of the 3 Secrets of Fatima REALLY 
matters, and not just to Roman Catholics, but to us.     
 
Jerusalem being turned back over to the Palestinians REALLY matters, and not just to 
Christian and/or Arabs, but to us.      
 
THE G7 meeting in Italy while all this is going on REALLY matters, and not just to us, but to 
the Pope, Palestinians and Populations of the World.     
 
Everything, everywhere is connected now. Nothing is random. Nothing. So it's attention to 
world events, not just Currency information.      
 
All these current events have to do with the RV, yes, but everything else either helps or hurts 
the creation of peace necessary for prosperity to be released on planet earth.     
 
See Middle East conflict.     
 
This is the time of the long prophesied "end times," but not as the cabal predicted in the 
enslavement of humanity. Rather, the opposite.      
 
Their rule ends in this era and the meek of he earth (us) inherit the earth and the wealth of the 
wicked (them) is redistributed to the righteous (those who have surrendered to God's Will).     
 
 
 
Keep an eye out on Republican Congressional leadership (Pence, Ryan & McConnell) 
abandoning Trump all at once and bringing impeachment proceedings forward. Trump, like 
Nixon, will be forced to resign and receive a Presidential pardon from Ryan.      
 
We know they're all chomping at the bit for the Chinese and Russians to "release the 
Republic" so they can quickly bring back decency and order to American politics and get on 
with the very adult business of restoring America's reputation internationally.     



 
Enough of this arrive, raise hell and leave pageant shit Trump has given the world. Let us 
Lord move on for the chaos and move into harmony will your will.     
 
In Christ's Heavenly name we pray this prayer. Hallelujah!     
 
God is with us. 
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As of Tuesday afternoon, Trump and Netanyahu both are now on board with their 
resignations and final exit strategies from the public stage--forever.     
 
That's why FBI Director Comey was suddenly fired Tuesday followed by Wednesday's 
Russia/Trump embarrassing photo op in the White House.     
 
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/05/10/james-comey-firing-trump-lavrov-putin-
215124     
 
Trump wanted to stick it to all his many detractors in Washington one final time. Art of deal I 
guess.     
 
What a daft prick.     
 
At least he's leaving now. BiBi too. Good riddance demons. Burn. Burn. Burn.     
 
And release...     
 
Turns out, we've all been waiting on global peace before global prosperity was allowed to 
commence.     
 
Kinda makes sense.     
 
Don't believe it? Name two sovereign nations at war right now? I'll help you... there aren't 
any.     
 
This is why the two state solution between Israel and Palestine is not only possible, but 
agreed to based on the 2016 UN Security Council resolution, and now scheduled with return 
protocols set to transfer back to 1967 borders.     
 
Truly an amazing grace. How sweet love sounds.     
 
The land receiving details are today being worked through in Crimea of all places between 
Putin and Abbas, May 11, 2017.     
 

http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/05/10/james-comey-firing-trump-lavrov-putin-215124
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This is incredible and historic news--Middle East Peace in our lifetimes. Hallelujah! Yet no one 
knows but the sovereign negotiators ... and you ... the sovereign rate redeemers.     
 
Here's another little juicy inside intel nugget to ponder:     
 
The second GCR/RV rollout began back in May 2012 and is just now completing after a five 
year work through process.     
 
Interestingly, the first GCR/RV rollout began officially on September 10, 1996 and was to 
complete on the morning of September 11, 2001. Also a five year work through process.     
 
Wow is right!     
 
As for banking intel nothing much changes because the banks were mandated to be ready 
long before the actual release.     
 
Meaning, drones are up. Redemption center staff is on site and at a high alert status--never 
knowing it's coming or why.     
 
Currency bundles are taped in $10,000 bundles with GPS sensors embedded so the NPTB 
can follow you home safely.     
 
That's the good news, the bad news is desperation in many countries is unbearable right 
now.     
 
Even in many homes and businesses worldwide, times are brutally tough for many on the 
earth's surface because of a lack of old financial system liquidity.     
 
Yet, in exchange for our temporary suffering, we get to participate in ending earthly suffering 
forever. Fair exchange? Many to most will say yes, some to a few not so much.     
 
Either way you're right.     
 

To me all this sounds very Christ-esq, Yeshua?     
 

Worth it? Wait a little longer and you'll answer that question for yourself. But I wish I could 
convey just how pleased God is with those who have passed such a great test, and will finish 
His invisible marathon of faith, upright and with a humanitarian pulse of service.     
 

And all it took was a complete and persistent surrender of self:)     
 

God is with us. 
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Hear the winds of change blowing everywhere and constantly? 
 
Snap! Snap! Snap! 
 
Like geopolitical puzzle pieces being dipped in sovereign glue and assembled into a perfect 
global picture of peace and prosperity. 
 
Israel. Snap! 
 
http://tass.com/politics/945525 
 
Palestine. Snap! 
 
http://m.jpost.com/arab-israeli-conflict/abbas-has-decided-to-sign-peace-deal-with-israel-
490530 
 
Russia. Snap! 
 
http://www.timesofisrael.com/abbas-in-meeting-with-putin-says-moscow-must-be-part-of-
peace-process/ 
 
France. Snap! 
 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/apr/24/great-for-europe-reaction-to-macrons-first-
round-success-in-french-election 
 
Iraq. Snap! 
 
https://www.google.com/amp/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/39882257#scso=uid_WRTllQAOnnQ
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Kg8ZhdwMBOw_1:0 
 
South Korea. Snap! 
 
https://www.google.com/amp/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/39866696 
 
Ukraine. Snap! 
 
https://sputniknews.com/politics/201705111053495138-russia-ukraine-donbass-minsk-deal/ 
 
Republic. Snapping right now. 
 
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/05/the-politics-of-impeachment-come-into-play-in-
trumps-d-c.html 
 
Are all the misbehaving leaders of the world finally accepting the terms of GESARA and 
positioning their countries correctly? Even preparing their public resignations in some high 
profile cases? 
 
Sure feels that way.  
 
And what of our Mr. Trump? Firing Mr. Comey and then throwing Mr. Pence and his entire 
communications staff under the bus--knowingly and intentionally. 
 
Why? And why now?  
 
Seems too overtly coincidental to be some random coincidence. Planned dare I say? By the 
Russians & Chinese dare I say? 
 
Hey stranger things have happened, the Cubs won the World Series. Go Cubs Go! 
 
I'm waiting for the top Republican leadership, in unison, to publicly breakaway from Mr. Trump 
and begin their own impeachment process in both the House and ultimately the Senate?  
 
When in reality it only takes two men to start such a process. 
 
Mr. Pence first needs to declare Mr. Trump unfit to lead and then Mr. Ryan will need to bring 
a simple impeachment motion to the floor of the House of Representatives... and off we go to 
a 2/3rds Congressional majority 
 
 
Brothers and Sisters, its coming. I may have been wrong concerning the timing and 
methodology, but not in the long-term restructuring of our restored Republic. 
 
Ok, Yosef great... but when? 
 
Because we know the RV is also coming. So is Trump's resignation / impeachment linked? 
Perhaps. 
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Are both immanent? Maybe, sure appears that way anyway. 
 
Do the banks have any control over timing of either? Hell no. They wait like we wait. Annoyed 
while head scratching. 
 
Is America on the leading edge of the RV or GESARA? Nope, just one of 209 countries. 
 
Have these changes already occurred and we're just waking up the fact that China and 
Russia are running the affairs of mankind already? More than likely. 
 
So what is everyone bitching about in D-Land?  
 
Release timing? Exchange rates? Redemption convenience? Financial morality? Maybe, but 
none of those things really matter to the release. 
 
So what does?  
 
Peace and calm.  
 
Last time I checked, this blessing is a gift given to humanity by a small group of sovereign 
families from Asia, Africa and Europe. 
 
And they're taking as long as it must to safely position the world before releasing their gift in 
full.  
 
That's a wise decision not an immoral and mean spirited one.  
 
Yet we as Americans come off so damn entitled to believe that we should exchange now, 
before all others in greater need get theirs.  
 

Do not forget our own government and military establishment have caused or participated in 
the majority of the world's current hot zone fires. 
 

Yet we want to run back into this new gold backed financial house before the flames have 
been extinguished. 
 

Does that make any common sense? We fuck things up so badly that we should be served 
first before the "all clear" is sounded? 
 
Look, if you're upset because you need money to pay your bills or even survive, I understand 
your urgency--but step back and consider what is being moved to deliver this miracle straight 
to your front door... literally heaven and earth have shifted to rescue not just your home but 
your entire species and planet! 
 
And you're angry!? Disillusioned!? Rage-filled!? That's pure coconuts, in a hydraulic press 
having all the sanity crushed out of your brain. 
 
Check yourself before you wreck yourself D-Land. 
 



America's perceived post WW2 superiority in the world is what is fiat, along with our 
blind/ignorant trust in an asset-less money system and Messiah-like belief in Donald J. Trump 
as some worthy leader for our great country. 
 
Again, that's pure coconuts from the tree I'm hanging from. 
 
I believe the true test of the RV is two fold--waiting and education. If you deny one, the other 
is unachievable.  
 
So if you're struggling to get to the proverbial finish line emotionally... consider buffering up on 
your patience and knowledge, making better use of this "limbo" time versus hurling insults 
and ranting with contempt towards your sovereign brothers and sisters, who are in the 
process of saving your nation and way of life with the least possible disruption. 
 
Please learn to be and stay grateful.  
 
It might the one thing the NPTB are actually waiting on before they release this endless and 
abundant mercy we all desire so intently. 
 
God is with us. 
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Let's go backwards to move forwards shall we.    At 8am Tuesday morning on 9/11/01 a 
missile was fired from a Blackwater helicopter and hit one of two twin towers called the World 
Trade Center.     
 

This was done to both stop the first Global Currency Reset from occurring as well as start 
WW3 in the Middle East by being he US military into the fight (not dissimilar from the bogus 
Japanese Pearl Harbor attack).     
 

Twenty minutes later, Israeli Mossad agents detonated a small nuclear device in the parking 
structure is one of the buildings while floors above were also controlled detonated, and a cold 
fusion technology was used to vaporize nearly all of the crumbling concrete and steel.     
 

The same thing was done to the second twin tower shortly after. As well as Building 7, that 
housed the FBI offices investigating Wall Street's gross financial fraud, specifically falsified 
derivatives documentation.     
 

All pulverized into molecular dust in less than half a day. And into war went, and still are 16 
years later.     
 

Ironically, both iconic towers were built in 1970 to be destroyed for this exact time by the Dark 
Nobility of Eastern Europe, with both missiles graphically disguised as a planes said to be 
hijacked by "radical Islamists" from Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan.     
 

The military, political, geopolitical and media cover up was extensive and very well planned 
many years in advance.    The cover up still continues to this day.     
 

Donald J. Trump was quick on the scene explaining what had happened to the towers. So 
why DJT?     
 
 

He had been prepared for said bogus interviews well in advance and was just serving his 
foreign masters Israel, as a Mossad American based business operative.     
 

Remember Mossad's motto is "By way of deception, we shall do war."     
 

Trump's just doing the exact same thing now, playing a different role for them as our 
president (who is not really President due to the corporate bankruptcy in 2012).     
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-RMjTQttxK8E/WRNN51jHReI/AAAAAAAAOXo/gv66YXbSuVMI3m9iuWtZvdsiu2h3zax1wCLcB/s1600/image1.jpeg


Nothing that comes from his mouth is to be believed. Zip. Because it's all pre-scripted by 
Russia/China/Republic to achieve a larger, future transitionary goal.     
 

Trump is lying to the world. So is BiBi Netanyahu of Israel. So is Russia for that matter. And 
so is Paul Ryan and the entire US Congress, including silver haired Mike Pence. Liars all 
them but for very different reasons.     
 

Some malevolent but most benevolent. Crazy world we live in huh?     
 

Because sadly, the general populous would not be able to handle the raw truth about the evil 
deception on 9/11 and a host of other atrocities committed against humanity, including the 
perpetual subconscious enslavement by an alien species on earth.     
 

Humans tend to reject en mass such truths and refuse to discuss matters pertaining country, 
culture and their world if they believe it's too far from reality.     
 

Which is fantasy. So....    Knowing this, the NPTB created this scripted storyline of gentle 
transition through righteousness defense of the national pride and yes the rule of law--always 
a good one to rally the troops.     
 

This is being done to ease us all into a new reality with our dignity restored, also to prepare 
our conscious minds for what really lay ahead... which is much, much harder to fathom and 
even comprehend--alien life on the surface is the earth and embedded within our human 
genome.     
 

They are mercifully giving us all massive changes in very small, slow dosages, and in a 
manner and fashion that we are accustomed to as not to scare the living shit out of us--in turn 
keeping us calm versus creating calamity.     
 

For some that's fine, the devil they know is better than the devil they don't. For others, this 
pre-planned bogus storytelling is painful to witness, let alone participate in... "Lord just let it 
end!" is a phrase that keeps coming to mind.     
 

Now fast forward to December 25, 2012--Christmas Day--when the Federal Reserve Bank 
(money printer for the USA, Inc.) defaults on their legal responsibilities.     
 

Sovereign bankruptcy 101. The USA is a failed nation state. Biggest in human history. 
Affecting every country. Threatening world stability.     
 

But the USA is way too big to fail, and the US economy along with the US dollar far too 
important to just liquidate and create an immigration / emigration nightmare.     
 

Most know the largest US Treasury bond holders & USD debt holders were China, Russia. 
And they demanded immediate and equivalent compensation for their sovereign investments 
per international law.     
 

That's why back in the fall of 2012, even before the Federal Reserve went bankrupt, 
President Obama was forced to meet in Rancho Mirage, California with then new Chinese 
President Xi Jinping.     
 

They agreed to the following opening sovereign bankruptcy work through terms:     
 



1) Eliminate the fiat Federal Reserve US Dollar and replace it with a new gold backed USN, 
even agreeing to print new currency that represented this change (later released in April 2013 
and is our current paper money).     
 

2) Allow China and Russia to have full legal authority over all military operations and 
budgeting.     
 

3) Agree to a management transition plan and timetable that replaces the old USA, Inc. 
corporate leadership with brand new, handpicked Republic of the United States of America 
leaders.     
 

Paul Ryan was born out of this compromise, as was Mike Pence. And why both lie in support 
of Donald Trump as part of the larger story telling exercise.     
 

That goes for Congress--all of them are lying and singing for their amnesty suppers. It would 
be funny if it weren't so fucking tragic.     
 

Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump were just two old cabal operatives picked to play patsy roles 
until the Republic government transition was complete--and they would each be removed 
from the public spotlight when deemed necessary.     
 

Obviously, Hillary went first in November, now DJT is being shown the door, so the before 
mentioned Republic leadership can assume public control over the country and our new USN 
currency.     
 

Flash forward to today, and Russian Foreign Minster Lavrov is in the White House going over 
Trump's final exodus timeline as well as Ryan's eventual Presidential insertion when both he 
and Pence declare DJT unfit to lead and get 2/3 Congressional support to impeach him 
(unless his resignation comes first).     
 

Hey, at least now you know this massive transition of power has already occurred, so do be 
patient with the general public as they are slowly brought along.     
 
That's why we the enlightened are made to follow the charade instead of convert our currency 
and move on--as believe it or not--it creates more calm than calamity even though it feel 
otherwise.     
 

It is also why Trump is being linked so repeatedly to Russia in the media, because Ryan is 
really the Russian/Chinese choice for running our nation.     
 
Notice how mass media is doing everything they possibly can to keep the coups d'tat of the 
United States out of our public attention--like somehow what's happening now with Trump is 
normal.     
 
But make no mistake, our handpicked leaders now live, work and play in a Russian / Chinese 
master planned world. And old Trump is just taking the fall for all our mistakes since our 
nation's founding back in 1776.     
 
So much so, China came and went before all the fire works began this week--even allowing a 
bogus military drill to test Russian anti-missile readiness to be fired while they were in town 
meeting with Trump.     



 
Notice too how China is not mentioned anywhere in the mass media as remotely being a co-
conspirator of the USA overthrow (i.e. sovereign bankruptcy work through).     
 
Why?     
 
It's their gold, thus their new financial system, and they make the golden rules above and 
beyond even Russia--who was made to play the villain while they get to play to be the good 
cop above the fray.     
 
And if us fast asleep Americans want our sovereignty restored and our military decision 
making returned to an autonomous status again, we will do exactly as they request or lose 
our seat the sovereign asset backed money table.     
 
Every nation will for that matter. And that's a fate worse than death. Even for Israel.     
 
So to review:     
 
9/11 = Attempt to start WW3 in the Middle East and drag the US military into the conflict 
through false flag deceit.     
 
Trump = Mossad Agent forced to do whatever Russia/China/Republic want him to do 
(including firing Comey) while taking all the blame.     
 
Ryan = Russia & China's whipping boy in exchange for getting to run the country for two 
terms and become this generation's Ronald Reagan.     
 
Believe or don't believe... either way you're right.     
 
God is with us. 
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The NPTB have set up someone to take action against Trump. And soon. 
 
Not only will the Russia/Trump story not go away, it will build into an orchestrated crescendo 
of change.  
 
Look for the RV to appear somewhere in the weeds of this well scripted drama. 
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http://www.politico.com/story/2017/05/10/trump-tillerson-russia-238191 
 
Trump’s big Russia reset 
 
With Washington in an uproar over James Comey's firing amid his Russia probe, the 
president and his secretary of state welcomed Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov to town. 
 
By Michael Crowley 
 

 

    
 
Russia's Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, President Donald Trump and Russian Ambassador 
to the United States Sergei Kislyak meet in the Oval Office on Wednesday. | Alexander 
Shcherbak/TASS via Getty Images 
 
On Tuesday, President Donald Trump fired his FBI director, James Comey, amid a federal 
investigation into Trump’s ties to the Kremlin. On Wednesday, Trump welcomed Russia’s 
foreign minister and Moscow’s controversial ambassador into the Oval Office for a friendly 
meeting to discuss improving relations between the two countries. 
 
Far from showing signs of tension or discomfort over the awkward timing, Trump was seen in 
photographs smiling and laughing with Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov and the ambassador, 
Sergey Kislyak, whose contacts with former national security adviser Michael Flynn led to 
Flynn’s ouster in February and were the subject of a dramatic Senate hearing on Monday. 
 
Story Continued Below 
 
The images and upbeat statements from the two sides were in jarring contrast to the rising 
alarm in Washington among Democrats and some Republicans that Trump might be 
concealing Russian influence over his actions. Trump has repeatedly pledged warmer ties 
with Russian President Vladimir Putin despite bipartisan condemnation of Putin’s foreign 
aggression and efforts to influence the 2016 election. 
 
While sympathetic to the need for continued dialogue with Russia, former Obama 
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administration State Department chief of staff Jon Finer described the strange dissonance of 
Wednesday’s events as “a perfect storm of bad karma, bad judgment and bad luck.” 
 
Lavrov, who also held talks with Secretary of State Rex Tillerson at the State Department, 
was in Washington for the first time since 2013. The Obama administration did not welcome 
him after Putin’s 2014 annexation of Crimea triggered a new era of hostility between the two 
capitals. 
 
Told by a reporter before his early-morning meeting with Tillerson that Comey had been fired, 
Lavrov, who had just arrived from Moscow, replied much as official Washington did on 
Tuesday night: “Was he fired? … You are kidding." 
 
In an unscheduled surprise, and another signal of Trump’s diplomatic intentions, Trump also 
received former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in the Oval Office on Wednesday. 
Kissinger has long argued for a more cooperative relationship between Washington and 
Moscow. 
 
Sitting next to Kissinger, who served President Richard Nixon, Trump said that he and Lavrov 
had had a “very, very good meeting,” in which the men sought to halt “the killing — the 
horrible, horrible killing in Syria as soon as possible and everybody is working toward that 
end.” 
 
Russia has been promoting a new plan to wind down the fighting in Syria, where it conducts 
military operations on behalf of its ally, President Bashar Assad. 
 
“These were meetings that had been on the books for a long time,” spokeswoman Sarah 
Sanders said during Wednesday’s White House news briefing. “He should be meeting with 
the foreign minister.” 
 
Former U.S. officials said it is customary for the president to receive a visiting Russian foreign 
minister, especially after Tillerson met with Putin during his trip to Moscow last month. 
 
 
But Lavrov’s visit seemed to be a late addition to his planned trip to Alaska, where he and 
Tillerson will participate in a multinational Arctic Council meeting. TASS reported that the two 
men originally planned to meet one-on-one in Fairbanks, but added the Washington sit-down 
only a few days ago. It is unclear when the meeting with Trump was set. 
 
The Oval Office photographs showing Trump, Lavrov and Kislyak seeming to joke around 
together were taken by the official Russian photographer and released by Russian news 
agency TASS. The meeting was closed to the U.S. news media, and the White House did not 
release its own photographs. 
 
A White House statement after Lavrov’s visit said that Trump and the Russian had 
“emphasized the need to work together to end the conflict in Syria,” but, using broader 
language than most recent Trump administration statements, “raised the possibility of broader 
cooperation on resolving conflicts in the Middle East and elsewhere.” 
 
“The President further emphasized his desire to build a better relationship between the United 



States and Russia,” the statement concluded, even as members of both parties worried about 
the effect Comey’s firing might have on the active FBI investigation into whether Trump or his 
campaign associates had improper ties to Russia. 
 
Speaking at the Russian Embassy after his White House visit, Lavrov said that his meeting 
“confirmed that despite all of the difficulties, our countries can and must act together to help 
solve key problems on today’s international agenda.” 
 
Russia has sought for years to work as a co-equal partner with the U.S., even as the Obama 
administration and Western European governments have insisted that the Kremlin must act 
less aggressively toward its neighbors and internal political critics and stop practicing political 
sabotage via cyberspace. 
 
Also Wednesday, Russian President Vladimir Putin told CBS News in an interview that “we 
have nothing to do with” Trump’s firing of Comey — although Putin had been asked only how 
Comey’s firing might affect U.S.-Russia relations, not whether Russia had played a role in the 
decision. 
 
“There will be no effect,” Putin also said. “President Trump is acting in accordance with his 
confidence and in accordance with his law and constitution.” 
 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov met with Secretary of State Rex Tillerson for more 
than an hour at the State Department, where the men discussed Ukraine and Syria. | Getty 
 

Earlier, Lavrov met with Tillerson for more than an hour at the State Department, where the 
men discussed Ukraine and Syria. The two men agreed to continue talks towards what a 
State Department statement called “strategic stability.” 
 

The positive tone throughout the day was a marked contrast from Tillerson’s mid-April visit to 
Moscow, where he sat grim-faced next to Lavrov for a dour news conference that focused on  
 
the U.S.-Russia divide. Days earlier, the U.S. had launched a missile strike on a Syrian 
airfield to punish the Assad regime’s use of chemical weapons, an act in which Trump officials 
said Moscow may have been complicit. The Kremlin bitterly protested the strike, said in a 
statement during Tillerson’s visit that U.S.-Russia relations are at “their worst period since the 
end of the Cold War.” 
 
There was little of that talk Wednesday, even as Democrats made some of their boldest 
charges yet that Trump could be covering up a huge conspiracy that would reveal him to be 
acting under Kremlin influence. Trump officials call such charges laughable paranoia and an 
effort to rationalize Hillary Clinton’s election defeat. 
 
Lavrov’s first visit to Washington since before the annexation of Crimea, and Trump’s 
willingness to greet him in the Oval Office, is a clear sign that Trump is determined to pursue 
better relations with Putin despite intense political headwinds. 
 
“The symbolism does seem significant,” said Samuel Charap, a former State Department 
official now with the Rand Corporation. “At least on a diplomatic level, there’s a degree of 
normalcy that the Obama administration was trying to deny Russia.” 



 
It is unclear when Lavrovs's meeting with Trump was set, though former U.S. officials said it is 
customary for the president to receive a visiting Russian foreign minister. Tillerson met with 
Putin during his April 12 visit to the Kremlin. 
 
It is not clear whether Kisylak had previously visited the Trump White House, which does not 
disclose visitor records. But the Russian diplomat’s appearance was striking given the furor 
around his past contacts with multiple Trump associates. Flynn was fired after the revelation 
that he had misled White House officials about the nature of several conversations he had 
with the Russians during the transition. Even some Trump officials were reportedly concerned 
enough about Flynn’s contacts with Kislyak to request an intelligence file on the Russian. 
 
Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner also met with the envoy during the transition. Attorney 
General Jeff Sessions recused himself from the Justice Department’s ongoing investigation 
into ties between Trump and Russia after the revelation that he had failed to disclose two past 
meetings with Kislyak during his confirmation testimony. 
 
Lavrov’s visit follows a phone call last week between Trump and Putin in which the leaders 
discussed Russia’s plan to de-escalate Syria’s civil war through regional cease-fires. 
 
It is unclear whether the men also discussed plans for a meeting between Trump and Putin. 
Russian media have suggested the men could meet for the first time around the G-20 summit 
in Hamburg, Germany, in July, which both Trump and Putin will attend. 
 
In an interview with a Russian television station last week, Lavrov said that because 
expectations would be high for a Trump-Putin meeting to “deliver specific results … it needs 
to be prepared thoroughly. We are working on that right now.” 
 
 
While acknowledging the awkwardness of meeting Russian officials amid charges of collusion 
between the Trump campaign and the Kremlin, former diplomats and Russia experts say that 
shutting out Moscow entirely is not a practical option. 
 
“It’s the paradox of dealing with one of the world’s most important countries. You can’t not 
deal with them because of the cards that they hold,” said Matthew Rojansky, a Russia expert 
at the Wilson Center in Washington. 
 
Tillerson himself said as much during remarks to State Department employees last week. 
“The two greatest nuclear powers in the world cannot have this kind of relationship. We have 
to change it,” Tillerson said. 
 
“If we can find space for something we feel we can begin to rebuild some level of trust, 
because today there is almost no trust between us. Can we build some level of trust?” 
Tillerson asked rhetorically. 
 
What’s unclear is how much Trump may still hope to build diplomatic momentum towards the 
kind of partnership with Putin that he repeatedly promised during the campaign. 
 
At the same time, Putin hopes that better relations with the U.S. — premised on a joint 



campaign against terrorism — can relieve western sanctions imposed on his country over 
Russian aggression in Ukraine and elevate Russia’s stature on the world stage. 
 
But Trump will soon face new pressure to maintain a hard line on Russia. Later this month he 
travels to Europe for meetings with G-7 and NATO officials who mostly take a hard line 
against Putin — especially in the wake of suspected Russian efforts to swing France’s May 7 
presidential election. 
 
The Kremlin has denied trying to interfere in the French or U.S. elections. 
 
“I believe it’s important to engage Russia at high levels,” said Finer, who served as State 
Department chief of staff under Secretary of State John Kerry. “And I would hope that among 
the important issues that get raised with Foreign Minister Lavrov are what should be deep 
concerns about Russia’s continued interference in our democratic processes, and those of 
other countries.” 
 
Statements from the White House and State Department on Wednesday did not mention 
election interference. 
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Revaluation vs. Redenomination     
 
Revaluation     
 
A calculated adjustment to a country's official exchange rate relative to a chosen baseline. 
     
 
The baseline can be anything from wage rates to the price of gold to a foreign currency.     
 
In a fixed exchange rate regime, only a decision by a country's government (i.e. central bank) 
can alter the official value of the currency.      
 
That has quietly happened via the US Congress and Trump's Presidential signature, per 
GESARA (2015 Paris Climate Agreement  mandate).     
 
 
Redenomination     
 
When a currency is redenominated the central bank of that country will reissue notes at a 
decided ratio for both speculators and its citizens.      
 



For example, If you have a 1000 INR note and Reserve Bank of India (RBI) redenominated at 
a ratio 1:10 then RBI will take your old 1000 INR note and issue you new 100 INR whose 
value stays the same.     
 
The net value of old 1000 INR will be same as new 100 INR.      
 
The old notes are given certain time period for exchange and then destroyed once they are 
returned to RBI.      
 
Note that, the purchasing power remains the same throughout the transaction except you are 
getting new notes for old notes.     
 
Redenomination vs. Revaluation     
 
Redenomination is not Revaluation, although they do share similarities.      
 
For redenomination, all old notes must be replaced with new notes.      
 
This is not needed for a revaluation, which just changes value from one trading day tot the 
next.      
 
Redenomination does not change the net value (Purchasing Power) while Revaluation does. 
     
 
Countries usually announce well in advance for a decision of Redenomination (Zimbabwe, 
Iraq) but not always (Vietnam, Indonesia, Afghanistan); while countries will never announce a 
Revaluation in advance as it creates an artificial arbitrage for experienced currency 
traders.     
 
Both a Redenomination and Revaluation can occur on the same day--and without prior 
warning--and this is what we are waiting on as all currencies of the world revalue to the same 
gold standard of value newly determined by the Shanghai Gold Exchange in conjunction with 
the IMF, WB, BIS (all central banks) and AIIB. 
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Russia is in town right now negotiating Israel's complete surrender with the Trump 
Administration.      
 
http://tass.com/politics/945086     
 
And Putin is meeting with Palestine this week to discuss transition of said pre-1967 
territories.     
 
http://tass.com/politics/945116     
 
Why Russia you ask? Because they control the Middle East militarily right now with Iran, Syria 
and Turkey.      
 
China is waiting for these negotiations to complete before releasing the RV internationally. 
     
 
And they're in no rush.     
 
Exiting Israeli Prime Minister BiBi Netanyahu (you read that right) is right now attempting to 
turn Middle East Peace negotiations into his own idea, and make it look as if he and Trump 
have brokered a benevolent two-state solution between Israel and Palestine.     
 
The reality is Trump and His cousin BiBi needed more time to negotiate and had Donald 
extend the passage of the 2017 US Budget an extra week.     
 
Both leaders are facing impeachment worthy charges, and feeling the heat of their unsocial  
 
treason's against humanity being litigated in full public view.     
 
Trump has even hired private attorney against he Russian collusion charges.      
 
Can't make this stuff up, folks! 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Both these covert Children of Zion are right now, literally right now, being threatened with 
public international trials and lifetime jail terms if they do not immediately resign and accept 
the United Nations Security Council's two state resolution--passed last November.     
 
This is why the French election was so important. France has a permanent member veto vote 
on the UN Security Council and could have potentially reversed the Middle East Peace 
process.     
 
But instead of arresting or killing Netanyahu and Trump, the NPTB decided to play along with 
their Zionistic games/insanity, taking away more and more leverage from the negotiating table 
the longer conflicts were dragged out.      
 
So in truth, Trump and BiBi actually helped run themselves out of diplomatic bullets to fire on 
China/Russia/Republic/UK/ France until all that was left was them threatening to hold back 
the RV with their own graphic demise.      
 
They literally are pointing a gun to their own heads and explaining, "Don't take another step or 
we'll shoot ourselves! And we are really, really, really serious!" 
 

Reminds me of scene from Blazing Saddles... 
 

 
 

This is how nuts these people are.  
 

It's sad actually. Ultimate power that has corrupted ultimately and warped decision making to 
the point where by the cabal is revealed as crumbling geopolitically.  
 
Trump and BiBi are impotent, and there is no diplomatic viagra strong enough to erect a new 
stiff defense against the ascension of humanity.  
 
The cabal on the whole is metaphorically flaccid leaning on the Trump and Netanyahu 
Administrations for resurgence through fake chemical weapon warfare and tweets.  
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Talk about limp with defeat.  
 
So that's where we are at. Waiting on two historic dickheads, BiBi the Khazarian and Trump 
the Terrible to negotiate their combined exodus.  
 
Which is kinda great in a way, yet more annoying knowing they have zero leveraging ability 
less their own salacious removal.  
 
That said, as soon as the details of Trump and BiBi's personal surrenders are finalized, the 
RV will begin.  
 
They're very, very close we are told. Still in an any moment kind is mode. We shall see.  
 
But that's why the Russian/Trump rhetoric is ratcheting up again and will not stop until Trump 
and BiBi have both accepted the two state solution and agreed to the terms of their 
resignation. 
 
Trump is actually a Mossad trained operative, compromised by the Russian KGB over a 
decade, in conjunction with former American President Obama, who has kept Paul Ryan's US 
Republic hidden as they have been righting the American ship with General Dunford, broken 
by over 145 plus years of Eastern European/Dark Nobility/Vatican/Jesuit/Malevolent Non-
Humanoid Terrestrial enslavement known openly in the "Protocols of Zion" written by Adam 
Weishaupt, who is actually the man represented on the $1 bill--not George Washington. 

 

          
 
 
Well at least that's not highly complicated!  
 
It's no wonder absolutely nothing in the media or on-line makes a lick of sense.  
 
FYI: Any back tracking by BiBi or Trump (and the new Palestinian Authority for that matter, 
King Abdullah of Jordan) will be dropped from the new Asian banking system overnight and 
replaced with new leadership before being brought back on-line). 
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Believe it, don't believe it... but really why we're all still waiting on the event/blessing, as only a 
new global financial system could bring about world peace--so the NPTB are holding it back 
till they get absolutely everything they believe is necessary to reset the world's political, 
military, geopolitical and financial mechanisms.  
 
Kinda makes sense in an annoying, logical way.  
 
Until every nation has willingly accepted the terms of surrender and future financial and 
military engagement, no gold backed monies will flow in or out of their banks and countries.  
 
All go or none go, which has never been a more painful reality because people are literally 
dying waiting for this negotiation to resolve--and the permanent solution is just sitting there 
ready to be released for all humanity to be hydrated. 
 
Reminds me of a quote by Vito Corleone in The Godfather part 1, "This is the business we 
have chosen." Sobeit. 
 
 

 
 
 
Side note: Trump doesn't get to leave the White House until the two state solution is publicly 
accepted by BiBi as leader of Israel via his own mouth on an international news channel for 
all the world to see and hear. 
 
We're told that statement is what is being negotiated and written right now. Trump's 
resignation announcing / letter too. 
 
The good news there is that we know for a fact Trump is utterly miserable being a faux 
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President. He hates his life playing politician because he never thought he would win the 
office--at least that was BiBi's/Mossad's promise to him to get him to run in the first place.  
 
Know the technical structure of the new banking system worldwide is 100% complete, so 
that's also good news.  
 
There was a cabal ghost algorithm discovered on early Monday morning which illegally held 
funds off ledger then tried to pit them back into market equities (laundered) by Monday 
opening bell, but that didn't work and the software glitch was fixed before the opening bell 
sounded.  
 
France's election results have been certified and made official via submission with the 
compliance arm of the United Nations, so that's progress. 
 
A lot of diplomatic meetings are occurring all over the world in a 24/7 urgent manner, that's 
big time encouraging IMHO. Urgency now is a good thing--means this RV deal is finally 
closing.  
 
Exchange rates keeps rising, so that's an indication they're not stopping the overall schedule 
and/or roll out process just holding back the actually release moment.  
 
Again, I see all this as positive signs change is immanent. 
 
Zimbabwe, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and Iraq are are holding back the releases of their own 
financial reforms as long as they possibly can regardless of the pain--which is brutally hard 
given what's awaiting their exhausted and oppressed populations.  
 
Absolute mercy versus insufferable misery. Talk about contrasted reality. Polar opposites 
actually--aka bookends.  
 
Vietnam, Indonesia, Iran, Afghanistan and the Philippines are just a few countries all holding 
back their own financial reforms, all be it less painful, as their immediate needs are far less 
dire.  
 
The United States is also holding back its reforms, but our currency affects all the others 
currencies worldwide so we are in a completely different release class and must be last not 
first. 
 
 

And if you're not convinced Israel truly houses the last evil rebellion of mankind against God, 
consider the Hebrew word "Is-Ra-El" literally means "wrestling with God." 
 



 
 

Such a pointless rebellion has no option but to end its struggle and surrender... sooner than 
soon and permanently. 
 
God is with us. 
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I love bridges.     
 
Both my grandfather and father were bridge builders.     
 
So too am I.     
 
Brick by brick, we've been laying the foundation of a long and invisible pass into what could 
have been nowhere. Together.     
 
We built it on pure faith, hope and love. The greatest of these being love.     
 
A little logic was thrown in. Some science most recently. Geopolitics was always to keep our 
minds sharp while we waited.     
 

But all these elements helped build a vibrational expanse from one reality to the next.     
 

Now we are ready to take the final step, and leap away from whatever life we once led, to 
whatever life we will now experience.     
 

Sure, haters will come in late, that's what haters do. But you've shunned them to this point, 
why give them a foothold on your path now.     
 
You won't. Because your quest is sacred. Sobeit.     
 
And for all these confusing weeks, months and years--you have long held onto something that 
you could neither explain or necessarily prove--but always knew existed. 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And here it is. Right now. In front of your face staring back, with one last step to take. Your 
last and yet your first.     
 
And all you must do is keep walking, just as you have relentlessly done and will continue to 
do as long as you have feet to move forward... and even then... nothing can stop your 
truth.     
 
So walk with me one more step in faith, on our Christ bridge to heaven.     
 
You might be amazed at what God has waiting for all his righteous children on the other 
side.     
 
God is with us. 
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If God (love) and not God (fear) are bookends for any human experience, then the RV is 
exactly what you believe it to be.     
 
Meaning, if the RV is not real for you, or a lie... then it will not exist and your life will continue 
on per normal.     
 
Now if the RV is an earth transitioning event, whereby the entire financial, political, diplomatic 
and military control mechanisms have been reformed and/or eliminated... then everything will 
change and nothing will continue on per normal.     
 
Every level of belief exists between these two bookends, and the choice of where to place 
your focus is 100% within your control.     
 
As a result, you alone select your own experience in his life regardless of anyone else's 
opinion (or post).     
 
So please take responsibility for your own beliefs, and accept wherever your heart truly 
rests.     
 
Because we all shuttle between these two polarities--and ultimately our manifested reality 
precisely reflects this non-negotiable universal truth.      
 
Remember, as a man thinketh in his heart, so is he--i.e. we are what we believe.     
 
God is with us. 
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All Elder release protocols (internal roll out tasks to be completed) were as of Monday 
morning @ 3am EDT.     
 
Sunday's French election was legally certified by France's Continental Congress per their own 
Constitutional mandate as Parisians demand no oath of office to declare a new President--
only election certification.     
 
Macron is the youngest leader of France (39) since Napoleon. Many believe he is also a 
Knights Templar legacy and groomed for this moment since birth.     
 
Nothing resists our blessing now (financial, diplomatic, military, geopolitical).     
 
All transition elements have been accounted for; and all requirements necessary for total 
system access has been deemed complete.     
 
It's truly a matter of when the actual coordinated in-take "invitation" releases--which by the 
grace of God is finally a structural reality for all of humanity ... and on a real time basis as of 
today.     
 
Believe, don't believe... the choice is mercifully yours.     
 
God is with us. 
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The RV feast has been fully prepared.     
 
The new accounts table set. The cash laid out. The redemption staff waiting. The military 
escorts all in position.     
 
As of midnight Saturday, everything has been elevated to "performance status" we are 
told.     
 
Last and final checks all reported back "ready, set, go."     
 
What the world needs now is just a simple "silent moment of release."     
 
Nothing complicated or dramatic.     
 
The RV not here one second, then perpetually here the next--all in less than the blink of an 
eye.     
 

Not a sound made. No winds of change blowing. Just infinite mercy less a name to give 
credit.     
 

The presidential election in France ends Sunday @ 8pm EDT.     
 

France mattered to the bigger geopolitical picture--and why a temporary US President was 
necessary until the final permanent UN Security Council government (vote) was legally set 
per international law.     
 

Sunday 8pm EDT is also the exact same time both markets and banks open in Asia--which is 
now the start of the new international banking week.     
If all goes as planned--and it will--the global monetary switch quietly gets made tonight and 
globally activates after the French presidential winner is announced tomorrow.     
 
 

The transition will be invisible, seamless, real.     
 
Redemption 800 numbers will organically release to pre-appointed receipients. 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Yes word of mouth spreads quickly at first, but the final number actually paying attention is so 
small now, all the anxious energy burns off and just flames out like a falling star.     
 
Now you see it... now you don't. Over as quickly as it began. A moment in time you had to be 
there to appreciate.     
 
Everything just happens without anything publicly appearing to happen. Amazing.     
 
168 digital zeros all backed by hard assets instantly come on-line as if they had always been 
there, and world markets don't even flinch.     
 
Just a few million people with specific fiat currencies go in and exchange, and a two decade 
long revaluation process finally reconciles in under two weeks.     
 
Remaining currency holders arrive whenever they become aware of what has occurred. And 
at less than sovereign rates.     
 
No public rates will be changed on Forex--at least not until the RV has completed.     
 
No global announcements made.     
 
No press releases posted.     
 
No flash bangs to distract.     
 
Zero drama.     
 

Like clockwork. Efficient. Rapid. Dynamic. Stealth. Divine.     
 

This feast is what our higher intelligence, benevolent galactic stewards have prepared for us. 
Disclosure without disclosure. Sobeit.     
 
No history book could ever do such an act of heavenly grace justice.     
 

And whether you believe or reject such an unprecedented event occurring in your lifetime, so 
abundantly... you will be right.     
 

For there is no middle ground when it comes to answering the Lord's Clarion Call; as the 
choice to surrender is the same for all:     
 

Eternal or temporary life.  Love or fear.  God or not God.     
 

God is with us. 
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It is estimated that there are more than 370 million indigenous people spread across 70 
countries worldwide. Practicing unique traditions, they retain social, cultural, economic and 
political characteristics that are distinct from those of the dominant societies in which they live. 
     
 
Spread across the world from the Arctic to the South Pacific, they are the descendants of 
those who inhabited a country or a geographical region at the time when people of different 
cultures or ethnic origins arrived. But new arrivals (Anglo-Saxons) later became dominant 
through conquest, occupation, settlement or other means.      
 
Among the indigenous peoples are those of the Americas (for example, the Lakota in the 
USA, the Mayas in Guatemala or the Aymaras in Bolivia), the Inuit and Aleutians of the 
circumpolar region, the Saami of northern Europe, the Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders 
of Australia and the Maori of New Zealand.      
 
 
These and most other indigenous peoples have retained distinct characteristics which are 
clearly different from those of other segments of the national populations. Indigenous peoples 
often have much in common with other neglected segments of societies, i.e. lack of political 
representation and participation, economic marginalization and poverty, lack of access to 
social services and discrimination.      
 



Despite their cultural differences, the diverse indigenous peoples share common problems 
also related to the protection of their rights. They strive for recognition of their identities, their 
ways of life and their right to traditional lands, territories and natural resources.     
 
What atrocities have we done in the name of progress to repress the truth of these color filled 
indigenous peoples of the world?      
 
Why do we allow our own lies to continue on as the normal cost of doing business in the 
modern age?     
 
God will never accept our decisions to steal, kill, maim and destroy His original human 
creations.      
 
People less color must take responsibility for the horrendous decisions of our ancestors and 
correct all past injustices.     
 
As the leaders of our human community--and knowing full well that the fate of our collective 
soul rests in the balance--we must share racial truth through applied economics with our 
abundant blessings, and reset the moral center of our species... globally... now and forever. 
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Africa is ancient.  
   
The oldest known continent on the earth's surface. As such, many of its sub-terrainian rock 
formations are incredibly dense and loaded with valuable minerals. 
 
Now the term "Rare Earth Element" (REE) is commonly used to describe 15 chemically 
similar, lanthanide elements which appear together towards the bottom of the Periodic Table.  
 
2 other elements, yttrium and scandium, which have similar chemical properties, are often 
also referred to as rare earths. 
 
REEs can be divided into "light" rare earths and "heavy" rare earths, both are present to 
varying degrees in all rare earth deposits.  
 
REEs are therefore recovered and processed together before sequential separation into 
individual rare earth elements.  
 
Prices for individual REEs in pure oxide form can vary significantly with, generally speaking, 
the heavy rare earths trading at higher values. 
 
The oxides produced from processing rare earths are collectively referred to as rare earth 
oxides. 
 
Although REEs are relatively common in the earth’s crust, they often do not occur in high 
enough concentrations, or occur along with high levels of radioactive elements to make their 
extraction economic.  
 
The oxides that are produced from processing the rare earth elements constitute the basic 
material that can be sold to the market or further processed into metals or alloys. 
 
At present almost all rare earth metal production comes from China and Mongolia, with 
Chinese output accounting for over 95% of global production.  
 
Mines and processed REEs are then used in the manufacture of a wide variety of consumer 
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electronics, green technology and transportation industry.  
 
This need for continuous REE exports has been realized by the US, Japan and the EU who 
are all now seeking new sources of REE mining from companies outside of China. 
 
Because there are 2 principal uses of REEs: 1) magnets and 2) phosphors, which accounts 
for 70% of the value while accounting for just 30% of rare earth element output; it has allowed 
China to corner the market worldwide.  
 
Other major rare earth mineral application categories include luminescence, metal 
alloy/batteries, catalysts and glass and polishing and ceramics. 
 
REEs have also emerged in some minerals such as tantalite and lithium, that are considered 
to be ‘rare earth minerals’ but more plentiful. They are turning into the minerals of tomorrow 
because of rapid advancement in modern technologies (some of which have yet to be 
released into mass production).  
 
Tantalite is at the moment being used on China’s railway systems as well as in the production 
of information communication technology equipment such as cellphones. And among other 
functions, lithium is used in the production of electric car batteries.  
 
In 2016, the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) said that Zimbabwe is a top five lithium 
producer in the world, with rich untapped, surface deposits waiting to be mined. 
 
But given the advanced age of current Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe (94), there is 
much speculation as to what happens after he dies or retires.  
 

One suggestion is that Zimbabwe will be fast tracked in from the cold economically, and both 
China and Russia will provide the necessary mining funds (and technology) to this unjustly 
repressed nation (due to crippling western banking and export sanctions) and help rebuild 
Zimbabwe into something closer to a Republic of South Africa model.  
 

Under this approach, Zimbabwe’s abundant natural resources will be quickly surveyed, and 
where commercial, brought quickly into production and then sold onto the open global market. 
All future products of the world will require these REEs, including children's toys, medical 
devices, food supply, environmental housing and progressive energy / waste solutions. 
 

This will create a great scramble for Africa’s most vast deposits of natural and critical 
resources, as the world’s largest mining companies from Russia and China who are already  
 
in-country and have made all the initial "ramp up" investments, will look to permanently corner 
both the raw material and distribution chains.  
 
Zimbabwe is already the largest lithium producer in Africa, and the world’s 5th top lithium-
producing country. And they are expected to slot into second by 2025 behind only China. But 
China is committed to controlling the price of lithium and thus it's supply and demand. 
 
This alone will neutralize any technological advantage the western world had over the eastern 
world. And it will empower people of color like never before in the history of humanity. 



 
And as soon as 2020, a reformed Zimbabwe will again be the leading economy in Africa and 
premier mineral producers of the world.  
 
Because Zimbabwe has the 2nd largest deposit of platinum in the world; 30% of all known 
global alluvial (raw) diamonds reserves; largest known gold deposits in Africa (13 million 
metric tonnes); plus vast base metal deposits such as nickel, copper, zinc, iron ore and lead; 
as well as a plethora of industrial minerals like limestone, phosphate, clay and dolomite. 
 
And most importantly, 90% of all Zimbabwe's in-ground tangible assets are still classified as 
un-mined.  
 
This plain fact in combination with the global market for REEs expected to double every 3-5 
years over the next 5 decades, makes for an economic launch pad unseen in the history of 
modern finance--and all 100% hard asset backed. 
 
Making Zimbabwe's future earning potential nearly unlimited in modern times, and logically 
why a six figure plus T1 sovereign rate or central banking holding value not only a bonafide 
price point on trading floors worldwide, but a conservative opening estimate given the certain 
abundance that lay ahead. 
 
God is with us. 
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Humanity's RV can happen any moment, but won't until the French elections complete on 
Sunday.     
 
France's next leader will determine the long term fate of the European Union, Euro currency 
and NATO.     
 
Russia / China has vested stake in La Pen. While the US / UK / Germany all have a vested 
stake in Macron.     
 
But Macron is up 22% points heading into Sunday's vote; so chances are he will win.     
 
Russia and China will lose in Europe, but win in Syria and thus control the Middle East and in 
turn control oil production long term. Obviously they already control Asia and Eurasia.     
 
The western world's renewed influence in Europe will balance out Russia's power in Eurasia 
and the EU will be reformed. Obama can be thanked or ridiculed for this--his strategy.     
 
The Euro will probably stick around too as there are so many counties, cultures and 
languages in Europe they really do need a common currency in order to conduct fair trade.     
 
Last night, Trump privately signed the budget before leaving for NYC. He's taking the 
weekend off starting today.     
 
The Republic is very close to releasing his tax returns and removing him from politics 
permanently. They're just waiting on the RV too unfortunately.     
 
HSBC made several deposits yesterday into WF regional accounts across America.     
 
This fresh T4 money is to ultimately be transferred into personal exchange accounts. 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This is important because HSBC does not trust WF, but is forced to work with them given 
WF's construction history with the redemption centers plus their pre-trained staff regarding the 
RV.     
 
This means there is, at this moment, funds in the que, ready for transfer, inside of staffed 
redemption centers, with military protection.     
 
Rates that have posted recently on the ZIM are not even close to being accurate. But the ZIM 
does continue to climb daily. As do all the currencies except the Afghani which is stable near 
$10.     
 
The whole Israel/Palestine issue has been settled we're told. That's no longer a hold up and 
why Trump was allowed to sign the budget.     
 
To force Israel into final surrender, China this year imposed a rare earth element (REE) 
embargo on their high tech industry.   

 

   
 
 
 
These minerals can conduct heat at much higher temperatures and create more momentum, 
much longer in all types of products. Magnets and batteries especially.     
 
This one move effectively crippled all future production for the Israeli money maker as 97% of 
all raw REE comes out of Chinese mines in Mongolia.     
 
And this one sanction could have wiped out the entire Israeli economy in less than a year. 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What's more scary, China can do the same to the US economy by boycotting sales of REE, 
as nearly everything technical we make or buy is made from some of these 17 REEs. 

 

     
 
Btw: China controls the entire world market with an iron fist. Plus our US military is 100% 
dependent on China's REE to run all of our technical weapons operations, including night-
vision goggles, laser range-finders, guidance systems, communications fluorescents and 
phosphors in lamps and monitors, amplifiers in fiberoptic data transmission, permanent 
magnets stable at high temperatures, precision-guided weapons “White Noise” production in 
stealth technology.     
 
For these reasons, Netanyahu was forced to take the measly $38B in the 2017 US Federal 
Budget and the two state solution or be financially and military obliterated--or both.     
 
Don't laugh, every other nation in the world had to subtlety take the same soft power deal 
including Russia.     
 
Because the Chinese cornered the market on the future technology minerals back in the 
fifties, they purchase the vast majority of known reserves and achieved a worldwide mining 
domination of in-ground raw assets, so they have set the new rules. 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The RV is not just about gold or silver per se. It's about control over He earth and all its 
resources including people.     
 
This is why China is so buddy-buddy with Zimbabwe, who they will make the leading nation in 
all of Africa post RV.     
 
China needs Africa's natural resources to control the future of mankind, and in exchange for 
half of everything mined, African nations get endless financial resources on the Elder's new 
asset backed global financial system.     
 
So the argument could be made that Africans are as important to human evolution as the 
Chinese, who are officially now running the majority of world affairs now with Russian and 
Iranian muscle.     
 
Kinda explains this picture a lot better, huh:   

  

 
 
God is with us 
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Below are six thoughts worthy of perpetual contemplation if one seeks to accomplish soul 
ascension.      
--------------   
 
Surrender      
 
To sincerely surrender to the Will of God ensures both access to infinite divine wisdom, but 
also clears a spiritual pathway for Source to work the deeper covenant of your life less the 
human ego.      
 
Vision     
 
Mediate and receive a clear and inspiring vision of your soul's covenant or else no one will 
follow you regardless of how much money is in your account.      
 
And once you have identified said grand vision, repeat it often until everyone around you is 
saying it on their own, for their own soul ascending reason.      
 
 
Abundance     
 
Your preferred cause best be macro versus micro in scope, as the size of your windfall will 
warrant an omnibus spending requirement and thus eliminate smaller ideas and concepts by 
default.  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Never attempt to limit God. So go big or go home, as your other options are not really an 
options, but rather fear ridden excuses not trust God as completely benevolent.     
 
Morality     
 
If you start out with an immoral footing, the foundation beneath whatever organization you 
build will collapse.      
 
Making the core principals of basic morality a non negotiable element of whatever it is you 
decide to accomplish.     
 
Service     
 
Remember, historic greatness is only achieved through surrender of self in exchange for a 
lifetime of service. One exchanged for another, not both working side by side in tandem.      
 
God or not God should not just be a personal mantra, but measurable equation that leads to 
consistent evolutionary progress (i.e. soul ascension).     
 
Christ     
 
Jesus said, "I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me." 
 
If you have not yet accepted this statement as fact, everything else you ever accomplish in 
life, no matter how superb, will lead to an empty room where human accomplishments are 
stored in meaningless limbo.  
 
A personal relationship with Christ is only the spiritual key that unlocks every earthly door, 
answers every mortal question and fills up every empty cup.  
 
Truly I tell you brothers and sisters, life begins, ends and always returns back to your own 
personal relationship with Christ--good, bad or indifferent. 
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Well, nobody said the liberation of humanity and infinite humanitarian wealth would be easy. 
 
But with everything now being thrown at us in the mass media, it's death by a thousand 
negative news stories. 
 
It's as if the cabal is forcing us all into final landing crash position with our heads between our 
legs looking at our smart phones praying for an 800# email. 
 

Below is a just a quick sampling of the many distractions we're all being forced to endure on a 
daily basis: 
 

Middle East Peace 
Two State Solution UN Resolution 
Government Shutdown 
Omnibus Spending Bill 
Health Care Reform 
Pre-Existing Conditions 
Freedom Caucus 
Tax Reform 
Immigration Reform 
Federal Judge(s) Reverse Rulings 
Sanctuary Cities 
Border Walls 
President Trump's Tweets 
 
Emoluments Lawsuits 
Looming Impeachment Evidence 
Trump's Tax Returns 
Weekly New Executive Orders 
Dakota Access Pipeline 
North Korean Nuclear Weapon Testing 
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China's Currency Manipulation 
59 Tomahawk Missile Strikes 
Syrian Chemical Attacks 
Venezuela Riots 
Puerto Rican Default 
Russian Hacking 
FBI Director Comey 
Daily Televised Spicy Press Briefings 
Weekly Administration Resignations 
New Supreme Court Justice 
Hillary Clinton's Election Excuse 
Jared Kushner Saves the World 
Ivanka Trump's Clothing Line 
Steve Bannon Unofficially Quits 
Liberation of Mosul 
French Presidential Election 
European Union Drama 
Jewish Community Center Bomb Threats 
Obama Returns to Public Life 
US Senate Sequestered on Busses 
Bill O'Riley Fired 
Jimmy Kimmel's Sick Baby 
Fake News 
CNN's Countdown Clock (for everything) 
Wikileaks 
Anthony Weiner's Classified Emails 
 
... and the list goes on, and on, and on ... 
 
The question is do you see the benevolence of what the NPTB are actually doing with all 
these distractions? 
 
Yup, it's their plan not the cabal's. 
 

Can you see the NPTB cluttering your conscious mind with so much garbage news that the 
heaven they're rolling in (the RV) cannot be seen when introduced as it's impossible to detect 
with all the noise coming from every possible direction? 
 

Quietly, new facets of the RV are being introduced and implemented daily and nobody even 
notices. 
 
Batch T1 USN Sales Made For Global Sale (which pays for the 2017 Federal Budget) 
Rising Sovereign Rates on Front Screens 
Zimbabwe Re-Introduces National Currency 
World Bank Debt Removed 
African Development Bank Debt Removed 
Iraq Takes Dinar International 
IMF Starts New Fiscal Year 
HSBC Unifies All Credit Facilities 



SWIFT System Removed 
US Congress Approves Puerto Rico Debt Relief in New 2017 Budget & $38B Israel Defense 
Budget in Exchange for Two State Middle East Peace Compromise 
 
Get it? 
 
Their showing you constant chaos with one hand, but delivering massive and historic reforms 
with the other. And they are using the mass media to hypnotize you--just as the cabal has 
always done, so that nothing will appear "out of the norm"... they are just feeding us a lot 
more of it. 
 
And when I say a lot, I really mean a fuck load more. But you can't say fuck. 
 
So the flash bang strategy designed to "cover up" this global financial transition is working, 
which means every news story you're being bombarded with is indirectly related to delivering 
the RV as we blog. 
 
Thus makes focusing exclusively on just your redemption nearly impossible, thus making the 
overall exchange environment safer for everyone. 
 
Less attention = less traffic = less danger. 
 
This way even if you decided to broadcast that the banks are giving away trillions upon 
trillions of dollars, nobody would listen nor care. There's just too damn much going on! 
 
So as the RV now arrives by the hour, all be it slowly and in targeted segments to make it 
appear less conspicuous, the endless flow of breaking news stories keeps coming to absorb 
mass attention. 
 
And will sadly well after the private and public redemption periods. 
 
This "look at something more shiney" strategy disorients the human brain, even shuts it down 
from the desire to focus on any one issue--organized A.D.D. If you will. 
 
That damn breaking news graphic and theme music is just too intoxicating not to follow. 
Trump alone is like a train wreck that derails five to ten times a day. Not watching him implode 
in real time is un-American at this point. 
 
 
So as the RV roll outs, and it is, no one with currency in their sock drawer has a realistic 
chance to realize what's really going on; also no one casually interested in the RV will be 
following an event that has been years in the waiting, with zero guarantee of performance. 
 
The modem world, collectively, has not the attention span to "follow such fantasy" because 
they are way too focused on making a living versus waiting for some grandiose pipe dreams 
to ignite. 
 
Sound about right D-Land? Yet here you are... attentive, focused, alert, awake. Chosen dare I 
say? 



 
Still, there is something to catch everyone's interest in this flood of mass media news. It's an 
impressive full onslaught of pulp fiction and fake news, isn't it? 
 
So follow the noise if you like. But I'm choosing to step away as to maintain my sanity and 
focus on what really matters. 
 
The liberation of humanity and harvesting of infinite resources to create peace and prosperity 
for all mankind. 
 
God is with us. 
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Israeli has a 10 year, $38B Defense Budget line item in the 2017 US Federal Budget. But 
they don't have the money yet--at least not yet.     
 
First the US Congress must approve (House & Senate) a majority bill which is needed each 
year for disbursement of aid to Israel as part of the annual budgeting process between the 
two countries.     
 
Meaning nothing can commence without a Presidential signature by Trump, which was just 
made possible by the IS senate passing the 2017 Omnibus Budget Bill today.     
 
Many believe the UN resolution insisting on a two state solution must be announced by both 
Palestine and Israeli before Trump is allowed to sign by Russia/China.     
 
Thus far, only Palestine (on Wednesday in the White House) has publicly announced 
acceptance of this UN proposed two state solution. 
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Comment added by the author: 
  "This is what you're all waiting on." 
 

 
   
This report of advanced Russian build up in the Middle East is most likely true and done to 
reinforce an existential military threat against the nation of Israel... 
   
https://sputniknews.com/military/201703141051558320-russia-special-forces-egypt/ 
   
Meaning Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Turkey and Iran have all joined forces and 
actively surround Israel's small military now... 
   
http://m.jpost.com/#/app/article/483729 
   
The Chinese Elders have quietly gained control of the entire region utilizing the size and 
strength of Russian, Turkish, Syrian and Iranian military forces against Israel. 
   
All by controlling the new global financial system and demanding one simple mandate... either 
be with the Elders (humanity) or be against them (humanity)... no exceptions... 
   
 
The exact same military realty can be found in the Ukraine, the true home of Ashkenazi / 
Khazarian / cabal crime family members... for humanity or against humanity... their choice... 
   
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/leaked-report-israel-acknowledges-jews-in-fact-khazars-secret-
plan-for-reverse-migration-to-ukraine/ 
   
And this is why Israel will suddenly and miraculously settle with Palestine, and come to a 
lasting peace between two sovereign nation states that recognize one another 
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diplomatically... 
   
http://m.jpost.com/#/app/article/484113 
   
Otherwise the Zionist nation that is Israel, with recent origins only going back to 1917, will be 
completely annihilated and it's holdings and territory fully returned to the Palestinian 
Authority... 
   
http://thejerusalemconnection.us/blog/2013/01/08/according-to-international-law-is-israel-
illegal/ 
   
Because the Elders want lasting peace they prepared for perpetual war should the 
Israelis/Ukrainians/Khazarians ever feel the need to dominate world affairs again... 
   
And the masses of global population are none the wiser... this is not a display of soft power, 
it's an invisible declaration of absolute power to avoid another world war... 
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Mercury Retrograde ends today May 3rd at exactly 12:22pm EDT in NYC.  
   
That's also the exact time FBI Director James Comey will be testifying before a Senate 
Oversight committee in Washington, D.C. regarding his agency's Trump/Russia investigation. 
   
Then on May 8th, a four day post Mercury Retrograde shadow phase ends as it passes 
through a high intensity period, exactly at the same time recently fired Obama appointed 
former Attorney General Sally Yates will be testifying before the House Intelligence 
Committee.  
   
http://www.astrologyhoroscopereadings.com/mobile/mobile-2017-mercury-retrograde-
calendar.html 
   
These two events are scheduled in this way, by the Chinese Elders, for a specific astrological 
reason. 
   
However on Sunday May 7th, the second phase of voting will commence in the French 
Presidential elections.  
   
 
Remember, France sits on the UN Security Council with one of five permanent member veto 
votes. Meaning, France can legally either stop start warfare... globally.  
   
There is a prevailing belief among RV analysts that sometime during the post Mercury 
Retrograde shadow period creates the best astrological "launch effect" for a private 
redemption release.  
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There is another analytic belief that the Elders will wait until after the Retrograde (Rx) post 
shadow phase because of the French elections, and allow them to complete before releasing 
global monies in volume as a large financial event such as this could artificially influence the 
very important geopolitical election. 
   
We know too private ZIM redemptions have been segmented separately from other 
currencies in terms of priority, and will will proceed on its own with a separate in-take strategy, 
apart from the other currencies due to printed face volume. 
   
Precisely when mass US redemptions begin is still an unknown, but we understand all military 
and security personal, uniformed and plain clothed, have been deployed and are right now 
stationed near their targets. 
   
The private redemption period is now to be considered a sovereign redemption period, as 
sovereign rates are what's re showing on front screens.  
   
This eliminates negotiating decision making and speeds up the overall redemption process. 
   
It's also a reward to loyal humanitarians by the Elders who righteously waited to serve their 
fellow man. 
   
God is with us. 
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Sovereign rates showing on (front) screens, climbing.     
 
Plain clothes security and military personnel deployed--redemption sites, participating 
banks.     
 
Big birds wheels up, drones buzzing.     
 
Operation "Blind Ambush" active - 12:00 EDT.     
 
All com cut.     
 
YOYO (Your On Your Own) 
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The private Internet Group has been segmented into 1,500 smaller groups via key contacts, 
leaders or paymasters. Like slices of a single orange, peeled and separated, yet served in 
many different Asian salads. 
   
The NPTB are right now contacting such segmented leaders on a priority basis; prequalified 
by size, location and types of currency held. 
   
Several military intelligence agencies already know who listens to the intel calls, and have 
grouped together or segmented internal contact responsibilities to key personnel that have 
influence with the masses of Dinarland. 
   
Discretion and subtly is the name of the RV roll out game. If they do their job right, the RV will 
happen enforce and yet not appear to happen at all. 
   
Truly the RV is a special operation with elite military level planning and implementation. 
   
General Dunford has designed a highly controlled, invisible, and efficient contact and 
conversion system whereby first contact is highly targeted and controlled throughout the 
process, so the right hand never knows what the left is doing, and vice versa. 
   
 
There will be no numerical or operational struggle processing all 50 million currency holders 
worldwide in short order, but there is great concern about the initial wall of redeemers who are 
waiting out the RV telling their friends, families, buffers and groups and creating unwanted 
attention. 



   
The counter tactic to publicity is anonymity. Thus Dunford segmented his appointment contact 
rate using high speed technology that populates large volumes of callers with unique links, 
codes and emails that all serve to fracture the RV roll out into tens of thousands of individual 
segments that appear to act without relationship to another similar group... yet they all 
redeem together, and somewhat simultaneously. 
   
So the RV has begun with actual T4 redemptions by sub groups through key leaders. This 
includes large volume ZIM holders. 
   
Managing the RV Intel community will be done by controlling key group leaders will with direct 
contact shortly after Easter services on the West Coast. 
   
The Elders didn't want any spiritual service being disrupted by the excitement of a long 
awaited currency revaluation opportunity. 
   
All currency rates are negotiable, including the ZIM--and at face value per international law for 
all notes regardless of their country of origin. 
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